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Abstract

This thesis develops the solution of new time-dependent mathe-

matical models for the operation of furnaces involved in the heat treatm

and annealing of steel strip. In a practical context, it is necessary to

the variation of the strip temperature throughout each furnace, and most

portantly, the strip temperature at the exit of the furnace. Also of pra
relevance is the change in temperature (if any) across the width of the

the direct-fired furnace, particularly at the edges. Any significant diff

between the actual temperature of the steel strip and the desired temper

can have adverse effects on the metallurgical qualities of the steel, an
in a final product that does not meet specified requirements.
In each case, the models developed suit the type and geometry

of the particular furnace involved. For example, the models for the direc

fired furnace are designed to be run off-line, and the radiant tube furna

model is designed to run in an on-line capacity, so greater liberty is t
with some of the assumptions used. Mathematical equations are developed,

or modified and improved, to model the heat transfer between the steel s

the combusted gas mixture and the highly insulated furnace walls. Methods

of solution are derived which are appropriate to each furnace situation,

numerical techniques are used in the solution process due to the non-lin

form of the equations that are solved. Results show that the off-line di

fired furnace model works well, although further testing against data is

required. The present work extends the existing steady-state model in or

to examine the occurrence of transients in the furnace. The on-line radi

tube furnace model uses a different approach to previous models of radiant
tube-type furnaces. The present model is extremely rapid and, considering
the assumptions that are made, gives very good results when tested against
actual data from the furnace. Finally, the new work on the analysis of the
temperature variation across the width of the strip in the direct-fired furnace
provides some interesting results. In particular, the edges are always hotter
than the rest of the strip during steady-state conditions, and the turn-around
roll at the base of the furnace has a large influence on the transverse profile,
especially when the strip width changes.
The practical aim of the thesis is to install devices that are able to
accurately model the strip temperature variation during the heating process,
in order to ensure that all of the steel that passes through the furnace is
treated to specified requirements and is therefore not wasted due to incorrect
treatment. All of the work included in this thesis applies existing mathematical
techniques to real industrial problems. The work undertaken here will reduce
the amount of improperly treated steel produced, and save costs resulting from
this wastage.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes the development, implementation, solution method and
results of mathematical models for furnaces involved in the heat treatment and
annealing of steel strip, operated and run by B H P Steel Sheet & Coil Products
Division (SCPD). Three furnaces are modelled, these being:
• C G L 2 D F F - the direct-fired furnace located on the No.2 continuous
galvanisingfineat B H P SCPD's works at Port Kembla, N S W ;
• M C L 6 R T F - the radiant tube furnace found on the No.6 metal coating
fine —

B H P SCPD's newest and most modern galvanising line —

at

Westernport in Victoria, and
• M C L 6 D F F - the direct-fired furnace, distinct from the one on C G L 2 ,
which is also part of M C L 6 .
T w o types of furnace are examined — the direct-fired furnace, where steel strip
is cleaned of impurities and heated from room temperature to several hundred
degrees C; and the radiant tube furnace, which immediately follows the directfired furnace in its position on M C L 6 and which heats the steel further or
maintains it at its current temperature. Results of each model are displayed,
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and these are compared with measured data from the galvanising lines where
this information is available.
Annealing of steel is a process by which the steel is heat treated,

in order that the metallurgical properties of the steel attain a desired le
The heating of the steel during the annealing process is also designed to

off any surface contaminants that the steel strip contracted in the preced

stages of its development from a thick steel slab, such as during the rolli
process.
The continuous annealing process for steel strip is a relatively recent development. The main advantage that continuous annealing has over
batch annealing is the uniformity of the heat treatment. A secondary ad-

vantage is the speed at which the steel is heated. In a continuous annealin
furnace, the strip can be annealed in a matter of seconds — in a batch an-

nealing furnace, a coil of steel 'sits' in a heating furnace in which the h
process can take hours or even days. Controlled rapid heating and cooling

gives precise control over various aspects of metallurgical quality. These

vantages justify the extra cost of continuous annnealing. BHP incorporates

the continuous annealing process on all six of its galvanising lines in Au

When the galvanising (or more generally, coating) of the strip is desired,
galvanising process immediately follows the annealing process.
The continuous annealing of thin steel strip is possible using both

direct-fired methods (where the gas is combusted directly into the furnace

and indirect-fired methods (such as the radiant-tube furnace, where the gas

combusted within tubes and the heat generated is radiated into the furnace)
On MCL6, these methods are used in tandem, but other companies may use

only radiant tube heating in their annealing process. The direct-fired furn
modelled in this thesis were developed by the Selas corporation of America

[14]. When released in the early 1950's, Selas' vertical direct-fired annea
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furnace represented a breakthrough in continuous annealing technology.
The literature contains papers on a wide range of topics in annealing furnaces and furnace modelling. These topics include studies on furnace

efficiency and furnace design, as well as the influence of various factors on
nace performance. There are also some mathematical models for both sample
furnaces and real-life furnaces, ranging from steady-state models to on-line
control models.
A review of continuous annealing technology by Mould [30] compares continuous annealing to batch annealing, especially the differences in

metallurgical properties that result, and the implications of continuous anne

ing to the steel industry are considered. Another review by Imose [18] includ

specific in-depth sections on both radiant tube furnaces and direct-fired Sel
type furnaces.
Articles on the Selas furnace describe its introduction as a revolu-

tionary method of continuous annealing in the early 1950's to its present day
applications and new development. These include an overview of the Selas

furnace, [14], with a good description of its history, purpose and operation.

Another descriptive article by Ottersbach [34], looks specifically at the con
struction of BHP Steel SCPD's recently completed No. 6 MCL (metal coating

line) at Westernport, and includes a brief section on the Selas furnace. Wang

[60] looks briefly at the effect that a direct-fired furnace has on steel str

is passed through it, and suggests that a vertical Selas-type furnace achieve

an efficiency of up to 70%. Other papers focussed on the use of Selas furnace
on the annealing and galvanising lines of NKK in Japan. A synopsis of a re-

cently installed annealing line by Kanetoh et al. [21] includes a small secti

describing a direct-fired furnace, with an additional short description of an
line control model of the heat transfer. Nakayama et al. [32] summarise the

application of Selas technology to NKK's continuous annealing and galvanising
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lines and its advantages over other furnace heat treatment methods, as well as
some advances that NKK has made in developing the process further to suit
their own requirements. Sekiguchi et al. [45] also detail an NKK galvanising
line which includes a Selas-type direct-fired furnace.
Several articles on radiant tubes were found in the literature, from
models of the tubes only, to control models of furnaces containing such tubes,
and also general overviews of tube operation. A good overview of gas-fired
radiant tubes is found in Harder et al. [13], including analyses of different
types of tubes, such as the U-type and W-type which are both mentioned
briefly. Mathematical models for the simpler tube designs are also included,
such as for the straight-through type, where the gas and air enter at one end,
are combusted in the tube and exhausted at the other end. The thermal

efficiency was found to increase with an increase in the diameter or length of
the straight-through tube design. Another paper by Goman $z Krivosheev [10]
examines the optimal arrangement of radiant tubes in a furnace for uniform

heating of the furnace load. It is found that the the distance between the tube

should be less than twice the distance from the centre of the tubes to the loa
for favourable uniform heating. A further paper by Ramamurthy et al. [42]
contains a detailed mathematical model of radiant tubes and a load in a onepass continuous reheating furnace, in which heat transfer is modelled between
the tubes, the wall, the load and the gas present in the furnace. Parametric

investigations of such relationships as load emissivity to load temperature gi
generally expected results. A similar analysis of a radiant-tube heated batch
furnace is undertaken by the same authors [41]. Two further papers, Somers

et al. [48] and Somers h Pallone [47], use a steady-state model to predict str
temperature in a 10-pass radiant tube annealing furnace. The first paper [48]
develops the model, and the follow-up paper [47] verifies it by testing it on
a continuous annealing line furnace, finding that the model displays excellent
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agreement with measured strip temperatures for a real furnace. Measured gas
and tube temperatures are used as input to the model to test its accuracy.

Finally, Mizikar & Upton [29] describe an off-line time-dependent model for
the heat transfer in a one-pass radiant tube furnace as part of a model for
complete Hennepin galvanising fine, also with good results.
Papers by Yoshitani [63], Yahiro et al. [62] and Taya et al. [52], all

detail on-line control models for annealing lines at Japanese steel works. A

article by Paulus et al. [37] describes the application of a computerised te

nique to some annealing lines heated by radiant tubes, including explanation

of procedures in the entry and exit sections, and the process section (incl

the heating furnace). The section on the heating furnace includes details on

how to implement section and cycle changes, both of which are explained late
Other papers, such as Docherty & Tucker [9] examined the influence

of the wall emissivity on the efficiency of a furnace, using mathematical m

of a continuous reheating furnace and a single zone batch reheating furnace

They found that the efficiency does increase with increasing emissivity, bu
this influence is negated under transient conditions and for low values of

thermal conductivity, and is nullified if the furnace gas is grey. Jamaludd

Fiveland [20] looked at the influence of a specular component of reflection

radiant heat transfer to a wall, finding that a higher component of specular
reflection increases the heat flux from the wall in the examples of two and

dimensional furnaces analysed. In a study on the interaction of radiation w
turbulence in combustion systems, Song & Viskanta [49] examined any effect
that this interaction may have in different combustion furnaces by using a

parametric study. The effect of any interaction can be significant, but redu

to negligible levels when the flame occupies a small volume proportion of t

furnace. Pikashov & Velikodnyy [39] examined the effect that the emissivity

a surface can have on the effective radiation in several kinds of furnaces.
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a direct-fired type furnace, the effective radiation depends on the relationship
between the heat conducted through the wall and the convective heat flux to

the wall — if the conductive flux is the lower of the two, the radiation is
to increase.
Most of the papers found in the literature review look at mathematical models of a furnace. Most make use of Hottel's zone method from

Hottel & Sarofim [17] to model the radiation in the furnaces. Of these model

a paper by Chapman et al. [7], was found to be the most similar to this fur-

nace model. A direct-fired continuous furnace with flames providing heat to

the load was modelled. A parametric study examined the relationship between

such parameters as the load heat flux and temperatures of the gas and the l

Another model of a direct-fired batch-reheating furnace by the same authors

[6] uses a virtually identical procedure and conducts further investigation
the dependence of various furnace parameters on each other. A paper by van
Dongen [58] describes a heat transfer model for a gas-fired flame furnace,

examining the effect that parameters such as the air-to-fuel ratio and furn
dimensions have on the heat flux distribution in the furnace.
The emphasis of a paper by Tucker & Lorton [57] is to predict

the thermal efficiency of a furnace and also to assist in furnace design. B

steady-state and transient models are constructed for a high temperature lo

recuperative furnace with favourable results. Song & Viskanta [50] also loo

at predicting thermal performance of a gas-fired furnace by conducting para

metric investigations on a sample two-dimensional gas-fired furnace. Khalil

h Truelove [23] use conservation equations to develop models of heat transf
in a furnace. The results shown compare reasonably well with experimental

values and other models. Using virtually the same basic equations, Khalil et

al. [22] tested the model on real gas-fired furnaces using previously publi

experimental results, again finding good agreement, with average discrepanc
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in the model around 1 0 % in the m a x i m u m values.
This is an industrial mathematics thesis. The main object of the

project was to find real solutions to industrial problems that BHP Steel encounter on the annealing furnace sections of their galvanising lines. These
problems involve the transfer of heat in a high temperature environment. As

result, radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer within these furnace
Because the heat flux from radiation varies with the fourth power of tem-

perature, the equations that need to be solved are non-linear in form. This,
combined with the required boundary conditions for the furnace, makes the

search for analytical solutions very difficult. Because of the type of equat

encountered, numerical methods are used almost exclusively; analytical solutions are included only to indicate some kind of trend or phenomenon in the
furnace within a certain region.
Related to the above, the major aim of the project was to develop
realistic and efficient models that could be used by the sponsor — ie, BHP.

The company will have access to all of the results, with the computer progra
constructed for the radiant tube furnace model undergoing implementation on
MCL6 at the time of writing. The outcome of the work on the strip edges is

also certain to be of major significance to BHP in their annealing operation
The thesis can be divided into three distinct parts. The first part

concentrates on the development, implementation and results of the model for
the direct-fired furnace (DFF) on CGL2. This includes a study of the effect

the heat flux from the wall on the furnace operation, using an integral meth
to show that the adiabatic wall assumption used in the steady-state model

[55] is inadequate for the transient model. The method of solution is outlin

including a study of the reasons for the eventual choice of the finite-diffe

method used. Then, the results are shown. First, the transient equations are

solved for an adiabatic wall, in order to show that the model can successful
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progress through a transient stage from one steady-state to another, using data

obtained from the steady-state program. Finally, the model is extended to th

case of the dynamic wall, and solutions using input data from the steady-sta
model are compared with measured data obtained by hand from CGL2 for

various transients. The results show that the transient model is adequate fo

predicting the variation of the strip temperature for either cycle changes o
section changes.
The second part (chapter 3) describes the on-line control model
for the radiant tube furnace (RTF) on MCL6. Here, the model emphasis is

on speed of execution rather than accuracy, and as a result a simple model i

constructed for the five-pass RTF which can run on a SUN spare 10 workstatio

in around 10-20 seconds for a data set of a duration up to four hours. A fil

technique is also used to improve the overall accuracy of the model. Results
compared with real-time data obtained from MCL6. The comparison reveals
that the model works well for the purposes for which it was designed.
The final part includes the adaptation of the DFF model for CGL2
to the DFF on MCL6, as well as an examination of the temperature variation
across the strip width. The original DFF model from CGL2 is extended to run
over the same long-duration data sets as for the RTF model on the DFF at

MCL6, using a core model that is almost identical to the one used from CGL2.

For this model, such parameters as the strip emissivity are changed accordin

to the values given in [51]. In this case the model follows the trends of th

data well, but suffers from a large underprediction in temperature which wil

need to be corrected if the model is to be utilised in an off-line capacity.

adaptation also acts as a prelude to the analysis of the temperature variati
the strip across its width. The DFF model is now extended to two dimensions

across the strip surface. It is found that in steady-state operations the ed
temperature is substantially hotter than the centreline temperature. During
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transients, the temperature difference is sometimes even more pronounced.
The increase at the edge is found to be caused by the extra surface area at

the edge absorbing heat, and this is enhanced if the steel strip suffers fro

edge-drop, where the strip thickness is less near the edge than at the centr

a phenomenon that occurs during the process of reducing the strip to its fin

thickness. The rolls in the furnace have a significant effect during transie

especially, when an increase in the width of the strip leads to a covering o

and interaction with a part of the roll that was at a different temperature.

hotter roll temperature causes a rise not just at the edges but also over th
extra width of strip now in the furnace. A cooler roll temperature causes a

double peak in the strip temperature for a short period of time — one at the

new strip edge, and one over the position where the strip edge was previousl

All of these factors can have significant effects on the quality of the stee
these phenomena occur.
The work contained in this thesis applies existing mathematical

techniques to real industrial problems in steel processing. The direct-fired

furnace modelled in this thesis has not been studied before according to the
literature, and the radiant-tube furnace model uses a different approach to

other models; both models are tested for validity against real data from the
fines. The study of the hotter strip edges in a direct-fired furnace is new

which is very important for the steel processing industry. The aim of all of

these models is to increase the performance of BHP's galvanising lines and t
assist in achieving the minimum amount of non-prime first-time (NPFT) steel

produced; that is, steel that is not properly treated to customer's requirem

It is believed that the aim has been substantially achieved and that the wor
will provide the basis for both off-line model testing for the direct-fired

model, and real-time process control for the radiant tube furnace model. The

study of the edge effects has also provided valuable insight into the causes
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the temperature variation across the strip width, as well as the extent of this
variation. The models will assist B H P in saving the cost of lost prime product
on their galvanising lines.
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Chapter 2
Modelling of the direct-fired
furnace (DFF)
2.1 Introduction

The Selas direct gas-fired furnace is an integral part of the galvanising li
B H P Steel Sheet & Coil Products Division (SCPD) at Port Kembla, N S W and
Westernport, Victoria. Steel strip is passed through the furnace in order to
clean the surface of any oils or other impurities, as well as to heat the strip to
a desired temperature in preparation for coating with either G A L V A B O N D ^
(a zinc coating), Z I N C A L U M E ^ (a coating « 5 5 % aluminium and 4 5 % zinc)
or terne (a lead/tin mixture). The aim of this section is to model the furnace in order to make predictions of how different types of strip are affected
when passing through the furnace, and to assist the operators in determining
what values the furnace parameters should take for various cycles and strip
dimensions. More specifically, the interest is in a transient state when a major
change in the heat treatment of the product strip (called a cycle change) or
the width and/or thickness of the product strip (called a section change) is
introduced to the system, to analyse what must be done to minimise wastage
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from incorrect parameter settings in the furnace.
The Selas furnace is so named after the company that developed

it in the early 1950's. Furnaces made by Selas have been installed around t

world, and BHP has one on each of its six operating galvanising lines — thr
at Port Kembla and three at Westernport, the most recent of which (No. 6
Metal Coating Line, or MCL6) came on line in August of 1992. A diagram of
MCL6 is displayed in Figure 2.1.
The Selas researchers wanted to find a process that would heat treat
and clean the strip af the same time. What was constructed, as described in
[14], was a vertical furnace in which steel strip enters continuously from
top and passes through the furnace, burning a natural gas/air mixture with

a composition that prevents oxidation (blueing) of the steel surface. The g

burners are separated into several zones of unequal length, and the burners

arranged axisymmetrically to ensure that the strip is heated uniformly over

its surface. The steel strip is both cleaned of surface contaminants (rolli

oils) as well as heat treated by the process, and so the steel exits the Se

furnace with a shiny, reflective appearance due to the cleaning, and also a

required temperature. During line operation, the bottom zone of the furnace

has the gas continually on. The higher zones are only switched on during th

annealing of soft-iron product or when there is a greater load in the furna
In this section, the aim is to derive a mathematical model for the

operation of a Selas furnace. The furnace that is modelled is located on SC

CGL2 (No.2 continuous galvanising line) at its Springhill works at Port Kem
bla. The furnace is about 12.7 m high, 2 m wide and 0.5 m thick, and steel
strip passes through at a maximum speed of about 85 metres per minute. A
simple diagram of a Selas-type furnace is shown in Figure 2.2 [54].
Deriving a mathematical model for the process would contribute
to the furnace being run more smoothly and accurately. Currently, the re-
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Figure 2.2: Simple diagram of a typical Selas furnace
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sponsibility falls on the operators regarding changes to the furnace parameters
— line speed and/or gas flow rate — hence the possibility of error is large,
especially for such things as:
• cycle changes : this is where the parameters are set so that the furnace
conditions change from running for a hard iron cycle to a soft iron cycle
(or vice versa). A hard iron cycle is that for which the steel is heated
below its recrystallisation temperature (« 530°C) to retain its hardness
(ie, it is recovery heat treated), whereas in a soft iron cycle the steel
does recrystallise (ie, its internal properties change) and becomes more
ductile (ie, it is fully annealed).
• section changes : this is where the thickness and/or width of the strip
is altered to satisfy the needs of the customer for whom the steel is made.
Section changes alter the loading in the furnace.
Line operators use a table of operating conditions to estimate not only the
parameter settings for a cycle change or section change, but when to change

the parameters. If the values are not set correctly, the steel is not succes
heat treated and must be downgraded or scrapped. New material must be
produced to satisfy the original customer, so time and money are wasted.
This is known as "non-prime first time" (NPFT) or "non-prime to schedule"
steel and causes BHP large losses. The aim of the mathematical model is to

relieve the responsibility from the operators and to indicate to them when t
change the furnace parameters and by how much, depending on the conditions
at the time. It would remove much of the guesswork involved and would give
accurate information about the optimal operation of the furnace in order to
minimise wastage and NPFT product.
Much of the background work for this section was done by Thomp-

son k Martire, [54] k [55], Martire, [28], and by the participants at the 199
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C S I R O Mathematics-in-Industry Study Group, [1]. That work involved the

first detailed study of the furnace and its operation, followed by the devel
ment of a steady-state mathematical model with its computer program and

implementation, to the first construction of a transient model for the proce
The steady-state model for the operation of CGL2 is currently set up on the

line, but is not in use and has not been tuned. It was also the base for thi

work in the assumptions used, in the equations used and in the outline of th
program. The assumptions for the steady-state model were derived from the

work on the qualitative study of the Selas furnace (Thompson k Martire, [54])
The assumptions are described in Thompson k Martire [55], some of which
are

• there is negligible heat conduction in the strip in the longitudinal direc
tion, and the strip is a uniform temperature through its thickness (ie,
infinite conduction there),
• the furnace walls are adiabatic,
• the gas flow is turbulent at all times, and
• all radiative heat transfer is assumed to take place in the plane perpendicular to the direction of strip flow.

All of these simplify the steady-state model down to one variable, that bein
the furnace height x. The transient model described here makes use of these

assumptions (except for the adiabatic wall, although this is included initia
and also studies the variation of the parameters with time.
The steady-state model is designed to indicate the necessary line
speed, gas flows, strip width and thickness for one whole coil being passed

through the line. It is not concerned with the changes from one steady-state

to another when a different coil comes in, as this is the task of the transi
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model. The steady-state model is run once for one particular coil only; for the
output of any other coil of different dimension and hardness, the program is
run separately.
The equations used to solve the steady-state model are as follows:

dTa

Qga

dx

-mscps'

dTg

M(had-hg)-Qgs

dx

(2.1)

(2.2)

mgCpg

Bgw — Bw -f- qWjC =

0,

(2-3)

with rhs, mg > 0, where
M = drhg/dx, (2.4)
Qgs

=

Ps(Bgs-Bs

+ qs,c).

(2.5)

Therefore, the strip receives heat from the gas, and the gas loses heat to th
strip and receives heat from combustion. Appendix A contains a description
of the major variables used in this thesis. The radiosities B are functions of
Ts, Tg and Tw, and the convective flux terms qSjC and qWiC are functions of Ts
and Tg, and Tw and Tg respectively.
This system represents three equations in three unknowns —

the

strip temperature, gas temperature and wall temperature. There are two differential equations (those for the strip and the gas temperatures, equations (2.1)
and (2.2)), and one polynomial equation (to calculate the wall temperature,
equation (2.3)).
The steady-state model uses a shooting method to find the solution to the problem. The desired strip temperature at the furnace base is
known, and the gas temperature at the base of the furnace is guessed using
the boundary condition thatriig(0)= 0; ie, there is no gas flow at the base of
the furnace. This is not strictly correct, as there is some gas that leaks in from
an adjoining furnace. However, this boundary condition does give reasonable
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results. The consequence of this is that the numerator of the right-hand side

of equation (2.2) is equal to zero also, and so the boundary condition becom
M(had - hg) -Qgs = 0 (2.6)

at x = 0. Coupling this equation with the adiabatic wall equation (2.3) giv

the gas and wall temperatures for the furnace boot. The temperatures for the
rest of the furnace are then calculated for the initially chosen values of

speed and gas flow rates. If these values converge to within a few degrees o

the desired strip temperature at the top of the furnace (eg, 20°C), then the
solution has been found and the program stops. If convergence has not been
achieved, then one of either the line speed or the gas flow rate is fixed,

the other varied, until the values of both result in convergence of the ste
state program to the specified strip temperature at the top of the furnace.
A maximum number of iterations is given within which to work, and if the
values do not converge within this time then an error message is given. The
transient model is an extension of the steady-state model in most respects,
except that the adiabatic wall condition is dropped for the more realistic
of a dynamically acting wall.
The model is now likely to be used as an off-line model, with its

usefulness being in its accuracy in predicting the variance of the boot str

temperature (ie, the temperature of the strip at the bottom of the Selas fur

nace) for transient operation of the furnace. It is able to predict accurat
how the boot strip temperature should vary for any type of cycle or section
change that may occur, and can be used to compare these results with those
from other models (for example, Stone k Morrison [51]). The main function

of the off-fine model is to provide accuracy, but it is much slower than on

models. However, for a sample 10-minute simulation of a transient in the fur
nace, the program for the CGL2 DFF described here takes around 3-6 minutes
to run on a SUN workstation, depending on some parameters such as the gas
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flow rates. This length of execution is sufficient for an off-line model.

2.2

Analytical study of the heat flux from the

wall
An analytical study of the influence of the wall heat flux is undertaken to establish whether the adiabatic wall assumption used for the steady-state model
is adequate for the transient model. It is shown, by calculating some time constants in the furnace, that the heat flux from the wall is considerable and that
its effect must be included in the basic transient model equations to model the
system accurately.
The transient model equations are
dT±_VsdT±
s
dt
dx
^ £

dt

+

=

T/^£ =
3

dx

Qgs
pswsdscps
M ( / ^ - hg) - Qgs - Qgw
pg(wfdf — wsds)cpg

where
Vg = ^ig/{Pg{^fdf-Wsds)) (2.9)
Vs =
Qgw

—

ms/{Pswsds),
Pw\Bgw

~ Hw + qw,c)i

(2.10)
K^Ai.)

where Qgw is the heat flow rate per metre from the gas to the wall via radiation
(the B terms) and convection (the q terms). The similarities between the
transient equations (2.7) and (2.8) and the steady-state equations (2.1) and
(2.2) are obvious. The steady-state model does not include a term involving
the wall heatflux,because it is assumed that the wall is adiabatic under normal
operating conditions. T h e aim of this section is to show that the Qgw term is
relevant and is needed in the transient equations.
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Consider a cycle change in the Selas furnace from a soft iron cycle
(where the steel is recrystallised and heated to around 650°C) to a hard iron
cycle (where the steel is heated to around 500°C and retains its original crystal
structure). For the purpose of this exercise, "into the wall" is considered as
the z direction, with z = 0 as the wall/furnace interface. Hence the heat
conduction equation is

d2T
K

dT

i? = «

(2 12)

-

where T is the wall temperature and K is the thermal diffusivity. The boundary
condition at z = 0 is
dT
- k— = q(t)

(2.13)

where k is the thermal conductivity and q(< 0) is the flux from the wall.
Because the greatest temperature difference occurs between the interior and
exterior of the wall, the comparatively small heat flow in the plane of the wall
is ignored.
This problem is similar to the Stefan problem in that, as the wall
cools, the initial wall temperature T = T ^ at the start of the hard-iron cycle
(t = 0) begins falling at the surface, but does not cool as quickly at the interior
of the wall due to its low thermal diffusivity. For simplicity, there is assumed
to be a "moving boundary" of thickness 8(t), called the penetration distance,
with
T(6(t),t) = Teo,

(2.14)

and
^(6(i),t) = 0;
Oz

(2.15)

ie, there is negligible heat flow past the point z = 8(t), and
T(z,t) = T00,

(2.16)

for z > 6(t). The above conditions are similar to those used in the Stefan
problem, except in this case, there is no latent heat condition. A simple
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furnace

-*• z
Figure 2.3: Diagram of analytical wall model
diagram of the wall model is shown in Figure 2.3, where the isotherm for T^
is not necessarily straight.
An integral method is now employed to assist in getting an analyti-

cal solution to the problem. Applications of this technique to find approxima
solutions to the heat conduction equation can be found in Goodman [11] and
Ozi§ik [36] among others. If the heat conduction equation is integrated over
the penetration distance, then

=

dT
.
dT
—K—-(0,t) since -7— (8, t) = 0
dz
dz

with0= / Tdz.
Jo

(2.17)

(2.18)

It is now assumed that T takes the form of a cubic polynomial in

this region, ie T = /30 -f fi\Z + (32z2 + /33z3. By applying the conditions giv
and a curvature condition,

d2T

Ih2(*,*) = o,

(2.19)

T becomes

T(z,t) = T00 +

3k62

^l(8-zf.

(2.20)

Substituting this into (2.18) gives
9(0 c2
12**'

6 = ^8 +
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(2.21)

and so
d,„ „ d

K

^-^) = M » - i
=» j:(q82) =

12K?

(2.22)

where both q and 8 are dependent on the time t.
The wall flux q(t) is taken to be a simple expression,
q(t) = -ewcrT(0,t)\
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and £w is the effective wall emissivity. This is different from the wall emissivity ew, in that the effective wall
emissivity takes account of multiple reflections. Hence the effective wall emissivity, denoted as £w, takes the form
£w =

i = i T \7i \ [2.23)

l-Pwps
1 - (1 - e«,)(l - e.)
where ew = 0.8 and the p terms are reflectivities here. The shape factor, which
governs the geometrical influence on how much radiation is transmitted from
one surface to another, is therefore implicitly set equal to one (infinite parallel
plate approximation).
By using this expression for q, the gas in the furnace is being ignored, since there is no convection term in q, nor any inclusion of the gas
temperature. Hence the model is simply of a wall by itself, with the presence
of the strip only indicated by the usage of the strip emissivity in the wall heat
flux term.
The initial condition (IC) for the wall heat flux is q(0) = —ewvT^.
The other initial conditions are 8(0) = 0 and T(z,0) = T^. It is known that
T(0, t) = Tw(t) where Tw is the wall temperature, and so, from (2.20), at z = 0,
3
gft) ,3
+^^8

T =T
J

-w

—

-*-OOl

=

3k(T

b[t)
29

« i i",v

r^)

(2>24)

This leaves three equations in three unknowns, ie
q = -ewaT* (2.25)
q = ZkiTv-T^/S (2.26)
d(q82)/dt =

12K?

(2.27)

where the unknowns are the wall heat flux q, the penetration distance 8, and
the wall temperature Tw; all functions of time t.
By various substitutions, an expression can be obtained for one of
the above variables in terms of t, and hence some estimations can be made for
the time constant for the wall. If 8 is eliminated, (2.26) can be rearranged so
that
q q
where r = Tw — T^, and then by substituting this into (2.27),

It (7)

=

1%

(2 29)

-

is obtained. B y expanding this derivative and combining like terms, this becomes

(2T

r2dq\

4K

=

[7 ' 7*) s¥dt
which can be integrated over time. From (2.25),
q = -ew<rTi = -ewa(r + T^)4, (2.30)
which means that

^

= -Aewc(r + r^) 3 ,

(2.31)

and so

which becomes, after integrating and rearranging,

^t 3 P
t =

^
30

rr{Too-T)

2 ^ 7 o (F+*3*

(2 32)

'

By replacing r with Tw — T^ as before, the right hand side (RHS) can now be
integrated. This gives
3 k2 f r T<» T -T
t =
2 KE^a2 \ * Jl
-TS

rTW T2 -2T T + T2
-Lw

h

^-1 til-too r -'oo jn-i

dT

f~9

*

•Lw

1
7T7.8

3 k'
2 K £ %?..
< 7rrl

°°[

?k , IJL I?k
TW+7T00

8T^

I 6T?,7T1 8T*,T*\6 7^8
3 P
1 IfZkV6 _ Iflss.]7 + IfZkV + 1
7\TWJ ' A\TWJ
' 84
2 * e ^ 2 T£

(2.33)

which gives a time constant in terms of the wall temperature Tw.
A n equivalent expression can be derived in terms of the wall heat
flux q. Because q = —Ew&T* = —£w&(i~ + T^)4,
T =

(2.34)

•O05

—EwO

recalling that q is negative. Starting with equation (2.29) and substituting in
r2 =

(_^_)J -2T.M-)* +r,

2
oo

(2.35)

this gives
'2

?

V(-£w^)

—

2

2T„
{-Ew^

_j

2

_,\

4«

r(-f)^-T^9 = f-^

£J- ro I O

r( —o)<7 2C^
"—
2
J
(—Ew<?) ^ 2/
(—EWcr)
Integrating over time gives
1, _3
-|,
2^o_3. 1
=>•

-1

1

2

2

2.

4K

(-Ewo-y3
or
3Jfc2
*

=

1

1

4 K L(-ew<r)s-o(?
3

_3

_3

2

2

-?o )

+ |z2>(<r3 - ?0-2)

2-ZQO

6. _t

— r\

4

-9o4)

7
TTy^
(-ewo-)* '

(2.36)
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which can be shown to be identical to equation (2.33) by simple substitution.
Having derived expressions for the time constants, they can now
be determined. The numerical values for the constants in the equations are:
• thermal conductivity, k = 0.2 W m_1 K_1
• thermal diffusivity, K = 0.3 x 10-6 m2 s-1
• Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a = 5.67 x 10~8 W m-2 K-4
The values for the wall temperature were chosen from runs done with the
steady-state equations using the computer program found in Martire [28]. A
run was done for both a soft-iron and hard-iron cycle and the results are
shown in Table 2.1. It should be noted that some of these temperatures are

unrealistically high, because the strip emissivity function overestimates the
actual wall temperatures. The strip emissivity values shown in Table 2.1 are

higher than real furnace values also (which are generally around 0.3), but th
are sufficient for the purpose of this section. By examining some of these
temperatures, it can be determined how long it takes for the wall to cool to
certain temperature, or more specifically, how long it takes for the initial
heat flux to decrease by 50% and by 90%.
Firstly, consider the top of the furnace, where Tw = 503°C for a
hard iron cycle. This means that the value for ES = 0.8, so Ew = 0.67 from
equation (2.23). Also, T^ = 776 K, and for this initial wall temperature,
q = qQ = -£WcrT^ = -13.8 kW m-2

Now for the flux q to equal half of the initial flux q0, the temperature Tw m
reduce to Tw = 653 K.
Rather than substituting in these values and tediously doing every

calculation, it is noticed that, if q = \q0, then the ratio Too : Tw is y2, wh
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x (m) Tw (soft iron) (°C) Tw (hard iron) (°C)

£s

0.00

1700

1290

0.20

1.06

1640

1241

0.25

2.11

1570

1162

0.30

3.17

1498

1064

0.35

4.22

1422

949

0.40

5.28

1345

856

0.45

6.33

1252

779

0.50

7.39

1166

714

0.55

8.44

1080

659

0.60

9.50

1002

612

0.65

10.55

935

571

0.70

11.61

874

535

0.75

12.66

818

503

0.80

Table 2.1: Wall analysis - wall temperatures for soft and hard-iron cycles
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means that the time taken for the wall heat flux to be halved can be calculated
by modifying equation (2.33) to become

-hfci (*<•*-, (*)•'• A)
such that t is dependent only on the initial values of Ew and Too. A similar
technique is possible for a reduction in q to 1 0 % of its original value, ie
3

k2

1 fl„n

/— N

3 / 100 \

_

1\

The numerical expression for t in the 50% reduction case is
t = (2.5986 x 1018)£^2Too6

Therefore, for the values of Ew = 0.67 and Too = 776 K, this gives

t = 26.5 s

to reduce to 50% of its initial flux. For the 90% reduction case,
t = (3.8458 x 1020)ei?T-6

and so in this case, for the same Ew and Too, t = 66 minutes. Both of these
results indicate a rather high influence from the wall for quite some time immediately after a cycle change.
At the base of the furnace, Tw = 1290°C and ES = 0.2, causing
Ew = 0.19 and Too = 1563 K. For a 5 0 %fluxreduction,

t = 4.9 s

and for 90%, t = 12.2 minutes.
At the middle of the furnace, Tw = 779°C and ES = 0.5, and so
Ew = 0.44 and Too = 1052 K. Hence a 5 0 % reduction in wall heat flux gives
t = 9.9 s, and a 9 0 % reduction gives t = 24.4 minutes.
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The actual radiative flux from the wall in the furnace, given by Bw
in equation (2.42), is of the same order of magnitude as the radiation emitted
by the gas to the strip, Bgs, and to the wall, Bgw.

This fact, coupled with

the results described above, clearly indicate that the heat flux from the wall
after a cycle change has a large influence on the total heatfluxin the furnace.
Considering that a piece of steel strip takes about 8 seconds to pass through
the furnace, these time constants show that the wall heatfluxaffects the strip
temperature to some extent —

something not allowed for in the steady-state

equations. There will almost always be a loss of some strip at a cycle change,
but these losses can be minimised if there is a better knowledge of how the
furnace is operating. Having learned that the wall is emitting a significant
amount of radiation for a substantial time after a cycle change, this increased
knowledge must be applied to the transient model equations. A model for the
wall therefore needs to be implemented, and this is done in a later section.
The adiabatic wall condition is hence found to be inaccurate for a transient
situation in the furnace, although it is a good starting point to derive some
results. Some of these results are shown in the next section of this report.

2.3 Solving the transient equations. Part 1 adiabatic wall
2.3.1 The adiabatic wall equations
Recall the form of the transient equations from section 2.2, ie,

?EL-V.—

= — (2.37)
dt
9Tg

s

dt

g

dx
dT^
dx

_

pswsdscps
M(had -hg)-Qgspg(wfdf — wsds)cpg
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Qgw
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This is a coupled system of one-dimensional advection equations, with both
the strip partial differential equation (PDE) (2.37) and the gas PDE (2.38)

hyperbolic in form. As well as these equations, the solution requires initial
boundary conditions. Finding appropriate initial and boundary conditions was
part of the construction of the problem.
As a result of the complexity of the problem, it was decided initially

to look for solutions of the above set of equations by assuming that the wall
adiabatic — ie, whatever heat is transferred into the wall is reflected back

the furnace again. In this sense, the wall acts like a 'mirror', and the resu

the effects of the wall in the operation of the furnace as shown in section 2

ignored. The main reasons for doing this were, firstly, for simplicity, so th

some results could be obtained without having to include the more complicated
case of the dynamic wall, and secondly, for reasons of comparison. It may be

recalled that the steady-state model also uses an adiabatic wall condition, a
hence the results from the steady-state model can be used as a check on the
transient model, because the transient model is designed to move from one
steady-state to another. If the transient model agrees with the steady-state
model in the limit, then the transient model is assumed to be working and
so the next stage of the project — the inclusion of the wall effect — can be
considered.
Because of the balance between the amount of heat transferred into
and out of the wall, the Qgw term in the above set of equations, which repre-

sents the net heat transferred from the gas to the wall, is equal to zero. He
this term can be removed from the gas equation and included as a separate
equation of Qgw = 0. This results in three equations in three unknowns, these
being the strip, gas and wall temperatures. It is pertinent at this stage to
point out that both Qgs and Qgw can be written in terms of Ts, Tg and Tw, ie,

Qgs = *Tl + 87? + 1% + Hs(Tg - T.) (2.39)
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Qgw = pTt + vT* + £T4 + Hw(Tg - Tw)

(2.40)

where the coefficients contain such parameters as the Stefan-Boltzmann con-

stant, shape factors, and radiation-effecting terms such as emissivity and a

sorptivity. The major influencing factors in the heat transfer can be clearl

seen with the T4 terms representing the radiation heat transfer and the line
T terms representing the convective heat transfer.
A derivation of how the coefficients in equations (2.39) and (2.40)

can be obtained from first principles is now given. Consider a cross-section
view of the MCL6 DFF, similar to the CGL2 DFF, from above the furnace, as

shown in Figure 2.4. The whole furnace includes the strip, the furnace walls

and the gas located everywhere in between the walls and the strip. The strip
and walls extend about 12.7 metres down 'into the page' on the CGL2 DFF,
and the approximation is made that the strip and walls have infinite length

'into the page'. As a result, the strip and wall perimeters can be used, rat

than surface areas, to calculate how much heat enters and leaves a particula

surface. This removes the need to calculate difficult values of shape factor

using three dimensions. It also allows for the strip to be taken as one surf

and for the wall to be taken as one whole surface, rather than separating th
front-on wall from the side-on wall for example. This separation is done in
chapter 5 when studying the temperature variation across the strip width.
The modes of heat transfer between the gas, the strip and the wall

are radiation and convection. The strip radiates heat to the gas and the wal

and there is heat conduction across its surface, which is included in the an

of the edges. The wall also radiates heat to the gas and the strip, and lose
heat via conduction through the wall to the ambient surroundings, although
for the moment the wall is assumed to be adiabatic. The heat loss through
the wall is included in the following chapter.
The radiation heat transfer between the two different surfaces and
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the gas medium is modelled here using radiosities, a method found in Holman
[16] for example. In the diagram in Figure 2.4, the terms Bgs, Bs, Bgw and Bw

all represent an amount of radiation leaving one surface or medium. In math-

ematical form, the net amount of radiation from the strip, Bs, is represented
by
PSBS = PsEsaTt + PspsBgs; (2.41)

that is, the emitted radiation from the strip, plus that amount that the str
reflects from the incoming gas radiation. Similarly the amount of radiation
from the wall, Bw, is

*• •ujf-'w — -* wEwV-Lyj "i •LwPw-'-'gw \ )

The arrows in Figure 2.4 simply show the (rough) direction of the heat trans

The gas radiates its own heat to the strip, and transmits heat from the wall

the strip also, and so the radiation from the gas to the strip, Bgs, is given
PsBgs = Ps£gaT* + PwFwsrgBw. (2.43)

In a similar way, the gas radiates heat from itself to the wall, as well as t

mitting heat through itself from the strip and from the rest of the wall, an
so the radiation from the gas to the wall, Bgw, is

where the F terms are shape factors. Using the geometry of the furnace as

shown in Figure 2.4, the calculation of the shape factors is quite simple us

shape factor algebra, described in Holman [16], and Siegel k Howell [46], am

others. For example, it is quite obvious that the only other surface that th

strip 'sees' is the wall. Therefore all of the radiation leaving the strip wi
the wall (when there is no radiatively-active gas present), meaning that

Fsw = 1. (2.45)
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The furnace wall either sees itself or the strip. In algebraic terms,

Fww + Fws = l.

(2.46)

Shape factor algebra also includes the reciprocity condition, which holds for

any two surfaces i and j and relates the shape factors, F{j and T};, to their
surface areas, ie,
AiFij = A2Fi{. (2.47)
The reciprocity relation is equivalent to this when using perimeters instead
surface areas. Here, the strip perimeter Ps is given by Ps = 2(ws + ds), and
the wall perimeter Pw by Pw — 2(wf + dj). Using equations (2.46) and (2.47),
the shape factors become

Fws = ^T", (2.48)
Fww = l-^^r- (2.49)
Wf + df
For simplification, lowercase / terms are used to denote the products of the

shape factors with the perimeters of the strip and the wall and the gas trans
missivrties. Therefore
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The expressions for Bgs and Bgw can now be obtained by rearranging equations (2.41)-(2.44), ie,
£sCrl s (jswPwJws) + £g<7-'-g (•*• ~~ Pw\tww ~~ Jws)j + £wcr-'-wJws ,_ ens.
&gs = " 77 —7 7~~\ ' lz-0UJ
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1
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—

Pw\Jww T" JwsPsJsw)
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The other coefficients in equations (2.39) and (2.40) are those for
convection, Hs and Hw. Hereafter, the value of the heat transfer coefficient is
that derived for a fully-developed turbulentflowin a tube, as given in Rogers
k Mayhew [44] and Holman [16], as shown below
h = kgN\i/DH.

(2.52)

The hydraulic diameter D H for this type of configuration is taken to be four
times the cross-sectional area of theflowdomain divided by the perimeter of
the surfaces in contact with the gas, ie,
DB = iA,IPt = „ ^T^i.y (2-53)
2(wf + df) -f 2(ws + ds)
and the Nusselt number Nu is given by
Nu = 0.023Re°-8Pr0-4,

(2.54)

for this type offlow.Previous analysis by Thompson k Martire [54] has shown
that the flow is always turbulent when gas is present. The Reynolds number
Re and the Prandtl number Pr are given by
j ™ L ^ P>V'D*
PfPg
Hg
Pr = ^ ^

Re

=

(2.55)
(2.56)

Kg

From the value of h therefore, the total convective heatflowrate per metre to
the surfaces can be calculated using Hs = Psh and Hw = Pwh. The derivations
for all of these expressions are also found in Thompson k Martire [55].
The three equations in three unknowns that are to be solved therefore take the following form
dT1_vdT1 = a T 4 + /?T4 + 7 T 4 + /Ts(Tg-Ts)
s
dt
dx
pswsdscps
9

- OdTj - 8Tj - 7 T 4 - Hs(Tg-Ts)
^
Pg{wfdf - wsds)cpg
iiTt + uTt + iTt + H^-Tj
(2.59)
M(had-hg)

?LL + V?LL

dt

^

dx
0 =

The next section deals with the development of this solution method.
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2.3.2

Development of solution method

Because of the nature of the problem, the options for solving the equations are
limited. M a n y things must be considered, and each one of these contributes
to reducing options for solution.
There is quite a range of methods which can be used to solve a
simple l-D advection equation of the form
dr

,

dr

+u

0

m d-x

= '

(2 6

- °)

where r is the temperature and u the velocity. Most of the finite-difference
techniques that can be employed are found in Noye [33]. However, because of
the complicated structure of the problem, the range of choices is reduced. A
method was desired that was easy to implement, had a reasonably high order of
accuracy and was stable over a reasonable range of values. The simplest finitedifference method ( F D M ) for the advection equation is the upwind method,
which takes the form
r;+1 = crU

+ (1 - c)r;

where c, the Courant number, is given by

c = uAt/Ax,
where At is the size of the time step and Ax is the size of the grid spacing.
The upwind method is stable provided that

0<c<l.
One drawback of the upwind method is that it is only a first-order method.
This means that the numerical accuracy of the method is only of the order
of the size of the grid spacing; ie, O(Ax).

Also, the upwind method contains

a numerical diffusion term which causes large amounts of damping to the
solution, and hence affects the accuracy of thefinalresult.
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Figure 2.5: Computational stencil for the Lax-Wendroff method
There are several higher-order explicit methods also. One of these
is the Lax-Wendroff method (found in Richtmyer k Morton [43]). Because it
is a second-order method, its truncation errors are 0{(Ax)2}. Also, higher
order methods require more grid points, and so the Lax-Wendroff method uses
a (1,3) computational stencil (ie, one point on the (n + l)th time step and
three on the (n)th time step), as opposed to the (1,2) computational stencil
used in the upwind method. A diagram of the stencil is shown in Figure 2.5.
The Lax-Wendroff equation has the form
r;*1 = |c(l + C)T^ + (1 - c2)r; - \c(\ - c)r?+1 (2.61)

which is also stable in the range 0 < c < 1.
A further second-order explicit method is the second-order upwind

method. This has a similar form to the first-order upwind method, but it use

a grid point at position (n,j — 2) rather than at the (n,j + 1) position, ma

it too a (1,3) stencil. A diagram for this method is shown in Figure 2.6. The
finite-difference equation for the second-order upwind method is

rf = -Ic(l - C)T?_2 + c(2 - cX_x + |(1 - c)(2 - c)r? (2.62)

which is stable for 0 < c < 2.
Another difference between this problem and the example equation (2.60) is that these equations are non-homogeneous. Therefore, the ad-
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Figure 2.6: Computational stencil for the second-order upwind method
vection equation is not exactly equation (2.60), but it is more like
dr

dr

(2.63)

As a result, the Lax-Wendroff equation, (2.61), looks like
r/+1 = ic(l + c)r^t + (1 - C2)TJ ~ W

~ c)r?+1 + A*(/(r))J,

(2.64)

and the second-order upwind method, (2.62) looks like
rf * = -\c(l - C)T?_2 + C(2 - c)^ + |(1 - c)(2 - c)r; + At(/(r))J. (2.65)
The non-homogeneity can affect the accuracy, stability and computation time
for the model.
These higher-order explicit methods give far more accurate results
than thefirst-orderupwind method for the same cell size, and because of this
greater accuracy, they can be run with a longer time step; hence they are
computationally faster than afirst-ordermethod for the same accuracy. There
are other higher-order methods too, involving more and more grid points, but
the choice is constrained by the shape of the furnace. Implicit methods were
considered for the advection equation also, such as the box method described in
Noye [33], but they were found to be difficult to implement. In the case of the
box method, the non-homogeneity of the equation means that temperatures
for the strip, gas and wall (and the values of the parameters that depend on
the temperatures) are required at the (n + 1) time step and the (j — 2) grid
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Figure 2.7: Uniform grid showing zonal boundaries
point, which are not accurately determined when thefinite-differencemethod
is solved.
The geometry of the furnace also poses difficulties. As was briefly
mentioned in the introduction, the Selas furnace on C G L 2 consists of zones
of gas burners (though the top zone, zone 7, contains no gas burners), where
these seven zones are of unequal length. W h e n constructing a grid for a finitedifference method, it is preferable to retain a uniform grid spacing across the
domain of the grid. In this problem, however, difficulties arise at the zonal
boundaries. If the furnace is partitioned into uniformly-spaced grid points,
these grid points do not fall on the zonal boundaries. A n example of how
the grid spacing appears in relation to the zones is shown in Fig 2.7. It is
observed that if a uniform grid spacing is used throughout the entire furnace,
then accurate results cannot be obtained around the zonal boundaries. In fact,
when a uniform grid spacing was used throughout the whole furnace, and the
program described later was run, the results were as expected for the strip,
gas and wall after thefirsttime step, but there were very large discrepancies
in the temperatures of the gas across a zonal boundary.
The reason for this is found by considering the transient gas equa-
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tion (2.38) from earlier in the chapter,

dTg
dt

|v

dTg _ M(had - h g ) - Q g s - Qgw
9

dx

Pg(wfdf ~ wsds)cpg

The crucial term here is that involving M, the gas addition rate. It describes
the rate at which gas is being added to the furnace from the burners in the
wall, and has units of kg m - 1 s -1 . If a zone in the furnace is turned on, then
the value of M

^ 0, and if the zone is turned off, then M

= 0. Therefore,

if a uniform grid spacing is used throughout the whole furnace, there are
major discrepancies over the zonal boundaries where one zone is turned off
and another is turned on. This problem is clearly shown in Fig 2.8, where the
finite-difference method (in this case the upwind method) must evaluate the
gas temperature at the point (n -f 1,3), by using those values known at the
points (n, 2) and (n, 3). As can be seen, the value of M in this case is given as
0.3 kg m - 1 s _ 1 in one zone, but M = 0 in the zone after it. Because the zonal
boundary is ignored, the value of Tg at the point (n -f-1, j) is incorrect. W h a t
is required here is the known value of Tg at the zonal boundary if the error in
Tg at (n + l,j) is to be reduced.
Hence, if the values of the temperatures at the zonal boundaries
are desired, then there are at least two ways of obtaining them.
• Use an interpolation function of some sort, eg, Lagrangian interpolation,
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or
• Change from a uniform grid spacing throughout the whole furnace to
another arrangement, such as a uniform grid spacing throughout each
zone.

The first option would involve additional calculations at each time step, ad

to the computation time. Also, the interpolation formula should be two orders

of accuracy higher than the finite-difference method used [33] to retain the

overall accuracy of the method, and different formulae may need to be used a

different zonal boundaries to ensure that each interpolation formula is stab
Because of these difficulties, the second option was chosen.
An alternative method of coping with this problem is to simply

move the zonal boundaries so that they fall on points that are exact multipl
of the grid spacing. This is the method used by BHP [51], and it means that

is not necessary to reset the grid spacing to be variable throughout the fur

This assumption is valid because the gas does not enter the furnace uniforml

and so adjusting the boundaries of the zones still represents the actual gas
well.
The choice of a variable grid spacing can introduce problems, as
was discovered by Crowder k Dalton [8], in a paper in which the benefits of

using a non-uniform mesh to solve a particular problem in Poiseuille flow we
analysed, and no accuracy advantages were found. In response, Blottner k
Roache [3], indicated that the problem was not with non-uniform meshes in
general, but in both the type of problem that they were studying, and the
choice of mesh which they had used. Blottner k Roache [3] showed that, if a
change in the grid spacing is to be made, then it must be made as small as
possible in order for the truncation error to stay of the same order as for

previous grid spacing. In mathematical terms, if the truncation error from t

ith grid is of order (Ax)2, then to keep it of this order for the (i + l)th gri
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Figure 2.9: Uniform grid within each zone
the grid must satisfy the condition
A z ; + 1 = fAxi
where / = (1 + aAx^), or in other words,
Axi+1

- Ax{ = 0{(Axi)2},

(2.66)

where a is of order 1. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure that any variable
grid chosen must not destroy the order of accuracy of the whole method by
changing too much from one zone to the next. The layout of the furnace makes
satisfying the above condition (2.66) difficult to meet, due to the zones being
of substantially uneven length.
However, consider the diagram in Figure 2.9. In this example, the
grid from Figure 2.8 has been rearranged to allow the grid points 7-f1 and T£ to
fall on a zonal boundary. The two zones shown also have a uniform grid within
each zone. If r f 1 was to be determined from r2, T% and T£ using the LaxWendroff method, then the condition (2.66) would need to be satisfied to retain
accuracy. If, however, the second-order upwind method was used to determine
r f 1 , then the grid spacing is uniform for all of the grid points needed in this
calculation (ie, r", r2 and T£). Therefore, the condition (2.66) is not relevant if
the grid points used to solve the F D M in one zone are uniformly spaced within
that zone. Numerical tests showed that taking grid spacings which differed in
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a minimal way between each zone gave similar results to a situation where the
number of grid points in only one zone was changed, being given up to eight
times the number of grid points as before. Because of the forms of the two

second-order finite-difference methods, both are required within each zone if
only the grid points within each zone are used.
The errors around the zonal boundaries were greatly reduced when
using the uniform-grid-in-a-zone approach compared with using the uniform
grid spacing throughout the furnace. Where, with the latter approach, the
temperatures varied by as much as 20 K after one time step, they now varied
by less than IK.
A further difference between the advection equations to be mod-

elled [(2.57) and (2.58)] and the simple advection equation (2.60) is that th

velocity is a function of time (as well as position for the gas). This variat

means that the gas velocity needs to be updated after every time step as well
as for every position, which is costly in terms of computation time.
The velocity of the gas is given by

V=

*± ,
9

pg(wfdf

-wsds)

where mg is the gas mass flow rate. The gas density is assumed to vary with
the temperature of the gas following the ideal gas law, ie,
PgTg — PadTad
and hence, the new value of the gas density depends on the current gas temperature, so
Pad •*• ad

Pg =

—f—•

Because this is updated on every time step, the gas velocity needs updating a
every time step also.
The variability of the gas velocity also affects the stability condition, which therefore needs to be updated for every time step. The Courant
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number for the gas,

cg, is

so with the gas velocity varying, there is a danger that the finite-difference
equation for the gas m a y show instability after a period of time, even if it
is initially stable. The biggest danger of instability is during a change from
a hard to a soft-iron cycle, which generally involves an increase in the gas
flow rate in the furnace. As a result, care must be taken to ensure that the
time interval is small enough to enable the stability condition to be met. A
procedure for this is explained on page 59.
However, the varying gas velocity does cause other problems. These
problems include the accuracy of the method and the consistency of the finitedifference equation(s) used. A test for the accuracy and consistency of a finitedifference method can be completed byfindingthe modified equivalent partial
differential equation ( M E P D E ) , explained by Noye [33].

The M E P D E gives

the truncation error of thefinite-differencemethod in terms of the grid spacing
Ax only. Obtaining the M E P D E requires progressively eliminating the time
derivatives and the At terms of the partial differential equation equivalent to
the original F D M . This includes taking time and/or spatial derivatives and
multiplying by terms involving At. The M E P D E for the Lax-Wendroff equation shown in equation (2.61), without accounting for the variable gas velocity,
is
dr

u(Ax)2 ,^

dr

+

H "&

+
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and for the second-order upwind method in equation (2.62) with constant
velocity, it is

| + u |i_^)! ( 1 _ c ) ( 2 _ c ) £ + ^) ! ( 1 _ c ) 2 ( 2 _ c ) 0 + o { ( A , ) n. o.
Clearly both of these methods are second-order accurate.
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These M E P D E s are given for the case when the velocity is assumed
to be constant. In fact, due to the extra derivatives that result from the

varying velocity, elimination of the At terms is not possible when obtaining
the MEPDE for these second-order methods in Ax. Therefore the variable

velocity causes the method to be first-order accurate in At, although the sm

size of the time step ensures that its effect on the accuracy is small. Henc
variable velocity has a double effect, both on the computing time in having

consistently calculate values, and on the finite-difference method also, in t
it affects the accuracy of the method used.
Not only does the variable velocity affect the accuracy of the FDM,
but so too does the non-homogeneity of the PDE. The right hand side of
equations (2.57) and (2.58) include terms to the fourth power in the strip,
and the wall temperatures, all of which are functions of time and position.
also causes extra At terms in the MEPDE which cannot be eliminated, again

making the finite-difference equation first-order accurate in At. However, t
small size of the time interval ensures no large problems with accuracy.
Another of the difficulties with constructing the model for the Selas

furnace involves the opposite directions of motion of the strip and the gas.

Naturally, it is preferred for both to be travelling in the same direction f
ease of calculation, but this, unfortunately, is not the case. Therefore, to
determine the new values of the strip and the gas temperature, each must be

solved in its own direction of motion — from top to bottom for the strip, and

from bottom to top for the gas. If both were travelling in the same directio
then only one pass through the furnace would be required.
Any attempts to solve the equations in the same direction are futile, because the form of the finite-difference method makes it impossible.

the coupled set of advection equations that describes the furnace, each quan
tity must be solved in its direction of motion, because each new value that
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is calculated depends on the value at the previous position; ie, the position
that is 'upwind' from the new one. Therefore, trying to determine the strip
temperature at the top of the furnace by using the point directly below it is
meaningless, because the strip is travelling downwards through the furnace,
not upwards. The temperature of the gas at the bottom of the furnace cannot
be determined by the temperature at any point above it for the same reason.
Because of these facts, the equations must be solved separately.
However, the equations are also coupled, which means that the value of one
depends on the other; they are functions of each other. This means that terms
involving the gas (and wall) temperatures must be included in the strip equation, while terms involving the strip and wall temperatures must be included
in the gas equation. Because an explicit method is used, the new strip temperature is calculated from the old strip, gas and wall temperatures, as well
from any other variable parameters, including the strip speed, thickness, and
the gas flow rates, so that
Tsn+1 =f(Tsn,Tgn,Twn,M,Vs,ds,ws).
In a similar way, the gas temperature is found,
T/+1 = /(T/\ T/, Twn,M, Vs, ds, ws).
The stability of the finite-difference method used here is mainly dependent
upon the velocity of the gas, which is anywhere up to 20 times greater than
the velocity of the strip. Because of this dependence of the time interval on

the gas velocity, the gas critical time is almost always shorter than the stri
critical time, so both the gas and strip temperatures can be calculated using
the gas time interval.
Having determined the new values of the strip and the gas temperatures, the new values for the wall temperatures can be calculated. Because

the adiabatic wall case is being considered at this stage, it must satisfy the
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condition that the net heat flow rate to the wall is zero, and so
Twn+1 = f(Tsn+l,Tgn+l,Twn,M,Vs, ds,ws).
In the MCL6 progress report by Stone k Morrison [51], the gas
temperatures are calculated first, then the strip temperatures using the new
value of the gas temperatures, and then the wall temperatures using the new
values of the strip and the gas temperatures. The reason for the above order

has to do with the relative time constants of the three quantifies — the gas
extremely fast, and the wall effects far slower in the transfer of heat.
The model must also be able to track the position of the weld in
the furnace. When the weld enters the furnace, the strip dimensions may

change, and if this is the case, so will such parameters as the strip perimet

and strip-dependent shape factors. The model follows the position of the weld
in the CGL2 model by incrementing the distance at every time step by an
amount dependent on the strip velocity. If the weld is in the furnace, the

model records its position at each time step. During the calculations at each

time step for the strip, the strip dimensions for the new coil are used until

the weld is encountered, and the dimensions for the old coil once the weld i
passed. The opposite applies for the gas, since the direction of solution is
the bottom of the furnace to the top as already noted.
Two boundary conditions (BCs) are required for this set of equa-

tions : one for the strip at the top of the furnace, and one for the gas at t

boot of the furnace. For the strip, a value of Ts(l,i) is sought, where / rep

sents the point at the top of the furnace. It is assumed that the incoming st
temperature remains unchanged over time, ie,
Ts(l,t)=Ts0(l). (2.67)
The gas BC is more difficult to establish. Because of the structure of the
furnace, it is impossible to say that the gas temperature at the base of the
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furnace takes on a fixed value with time. The assumption for the steadystate problem [28] was to set the gas temperature so it is equal to the strip
temperature at the furnace base, the justification for this being that there is

so little gas at the furnace base that its contact with the strip would cause
to take the same temperature as the strip. Another BC, which uses a similar

line of thought, was constructed at the 1990 MISG, [1], Recall the steady-stat
gas equation (2.2), ie
irp
c

™9 P9-j-f = M(had

- hg) - Qgs.

(2.68)

The idea here is that, because there is so little gas at the boot of the furna
then the gas flow rate rhg is negligible there. As can be seen, setting mg = 0
makes the right hand side equal to zero, so that the gas boundary condition
at the furnace boot becomes
M(had - hg) - Qgs = 0.

The extension of this idea to the transient model is not difficult. The transi
gas equation, (2.38), is

dT

9 + v SL = M(had-hg)-Qgs^ (26g)
dt

dx

pgiwjdf — wsds)cpg

Therefore, if it is again said that there is negligible gasflowat the furnace base,
then this sets Vg(= mg/pg(wfdf — wsds)) = 0, and hence the spatial derivative
term vanishes. This leaves the boundary condition for the gas at the base of
the furnace as used in this program, ie,
dTg M(had - hg) - Qgs

(2.70)
dt

Pg{wjdf - wsds)cpg'

evaluated at x = 0.

2.3.3 Solution method
The final choice for solving the equations was as follows:
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• a combination of two second-orderfinite-differencemethods: the LaxWendroff method and the second-order upwind method,
• a variable grid, with the grid spacing constant in a particular zone, but
differing between each zone, and

• the strip and the gas equations are solved separately, and these results
used to obtain the wall temperature.
The mixture of the two second-order methods was necessary because the computation of just one or the other did not fit the grid arrangement that was

chosen. However, the alternative was returning to a first-order method, and a
combination of two more accurate second-order methods was preferable. The
choice of the variable grid was found to be superior to that of the uniform

furnace grid generally, especially for the first iteration, where the uniform

caused large errors around zonal boundaries due to the sudden change in valu

of gas velocity and other parameters. The most desirable variable grid is the

one with the smallest number of grid points, for this allows the choice of th

time step At to be larger while computation time is smaller. A diagram of the

furnace showing the grid points for a 39 point furnace is shown in Figure 2.
In the model, the equations are solved for the strip first, from top
to bottom in the furnace, then the gas, from bottom to top (although the

strip-first, gas-second order is not important because of the solution method
chosen); then the new temperatures of the wall are calculated by finding the

zero of the wall equation (2.59), since the equation is of the form f(Tw) = 0.

NAG library routine [31] was used to accomplish this. The iteration continues
until the final solution is obtained, which for the adiabatic wall model is
the temperatures have converged.
The initial conditions used in the program which solves the equations come directly from the steady-state model [28]. In other words, the
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output from a run of the steady-state model is used as the input for the tran-

sient model. In the steady-state model, the user can choose the type of cycle

to run, and one of either the line speed Vs or the gas addition rate M for e
zone. The steady-state program outputs results for points in the furnace as

chosen by the user, as well as values of temperatures, velocities and heat tr
fer coefficients at each zonal boundary. It also performs an energy balance

the furnace as a check on the calculations. The relevant parts of this outpu

are written to a file from within the steady-state program, and the transien
program then reads from this same file to use these values as input. It then
prompts the user for new values of Vs and M and also strip thickness ds and
strip width ws if necessary, and the program runs until a new steady-state
is reached. To check whether the steady-state to which the transient model
program has converged is correct, a steady-state run can be done using the

new values that were input to the transient program, and the results from th
two runs compared.
Therefore, the initial conditions can be written as
Ts(x,0) = Ts0(x),
Tg(x,0) = Tg0(x),
Tw(x,0) = Tw0(x),
Vg(x,0) = Vg0(x),
h(x,0) = hQ(x),
rhg(x,0) - mgo(x),
and the boundary conditions, as have been shown before, given by
Ts(l,t) = Ts0(l), (2.71)
for the strip, and

«£= M(Kd-K)-Q3, at x=0i
dt

pg(Wfdf — wsds)cpg
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for the gas.
Thefinalform of thefinite-differenceequations to be solved is now
given. The Lax-Wendroff equation is used within a zone, and the second-order
upwind method is used on the zonal boundaries. The Lax-Wendroff equation
for the strip is slightly different from that for the gas because the strip flows
in the opposite direction to the positive. It takes the form

TsT1 = K(i + sn)Tw + (Wsn}2)T4
- K

n

U - c.?)T.?-! + At B (RHS.) •,

(2.73)

and for the second-order upwind method,

T.f1 = -|c.j(i-c.j)r.j+2 + c.7(2-c.j)r,j+1
+ 1(1 - cs])(2 - cs])Ts] + Ar(RHS s );.

(2.74)

The gas equation for the Lax-Wendroff method is,

T9]+l = Ic^l + c^T^ + a-jc^}2)^;
- | ^ ( 1 - cg])Tg]+1 + At»(RHS,)?,

(2.75)

and for the second-order upwind method,
T9]+1 = -W^-Cg^Tg^+Cg^-Cg^T^
+ 1(1 - c9])(2 - c£)T» + Ar(RHS,);,

(2.76)

where cs] = \V,\nAtn/Axj, and cg] = Vg^Atn/Axj. The right hand side for
the strip equation (RHS S ) is given by
RHS, = ^

+

PTt^Tt

+

H,(TQ-T,)

(2 7?)

Ps^s^s^ps

and the right hand side of the gas equation (RHS 5 ) by
4
M(had - hg) - aT4 - /?T
9 - iTj RHS =
~
~

pg(Wfdf - Wsds)Cpg
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Hs(Tg-Ts)

(2 781

The program that includes the model should run as quickly as
possible. To minimise execution time, the time step is varied throughout the
duration of the program so that it is always at its maximum value within the
stability range of each relevant parameter. After each time step, the model

checks that the parameters affecting stability, such as the gas velocity, ar

at values that ensure stability. If the gas velocity has increased and the t

step is such that the value of cg is just within the stability range, then th

step must be decreased to meet the stability requirements. If the gas veloci
has decreased, then the time step may be increased (provided that no other
parameters have changed that adversely affect stability) and the program is

able to run faster. For this model, the method will be stable provided that t
conditions

At < Ax/Vg, (2.79)
At < Ax/Vs, (2.80)

are satisfied at each time step and at each grid point, using the Lax-Wendro

stability criterion that 0 < c < 1. The program checks every value of the gas

velocity at each grid point in the furnace to ensure stability, since both t
velocity and the grid spacing vary from point to point and zone to zone.

2.3.4 Results
Some results of runs of the adiabatic wall model are shown in this section.
results from two runs are displayed: a cycle change from a hard to soft-iron
cycle, then a cycle change from a soft to hard-iron cycle. This required two

runs of the steady-state program — one for a hard-iron cycle, the other for a

soft-iron cycle — to provide the input data and to test the model. The values
used for the steady-state program runs for each of the cycles are shown in
Table 2.2.
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quantity

hard iron

soft iron

78.4224

70.4402

zone 1 gas flow (m3/hr)

160

200

zone 2 gas flow (m3/hr)

50

150

zone 3 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

zone 4 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

zone 5 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

zone 6 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

0.6

0.6

strip width ( m m )

1175

1175

set point temp (°C)

450

650

9.5:1

9.5:1

line speed (m/min)

strip thickness ( m m )

air:fuel ratio

Table 2.2: Adiabatic wall model : settings for the two steady-states
The adiabatic model is successful if it can accurately predict the
temperatures of the new steady-state from the previous steady-state. There-

fore, if the furnace is initially running a hard-iron cycle, then the model sh

accurately predict the temperatures for the soft-iron cycle if the new values
of the line speed and gas flow rates, as given in Table 2.2, are input to the

transient model. The reverse is true for a cycle change from a soft-iron cycle
to a hard-iron cycle.
The results for a cycle change from a hard to soft-iron cycle are

displayed for the strip, gas and wall temperatures for each point in the furna

after the program has converged to the new values of these temperatures. Strip

gas and wall temperatures are shown in Figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 respective

The solid lines in these graphs represent the values given by the steady-stat
program for each point in the furnace, and the dashed lines represent those
temperatures calculated by the transient program. The solid line showing the
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Figure 2.11: Adiabatic wall model : strip temperature - cycle change, hard to
soft
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Figure 2.12: Adiabatic wall m o d e l : gas temperature - cycle change, hard to
soft
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Figure 2.13: Adiabatic wall model : wall temperature - cycle change, hard to
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higher values therefore represents the soft-iron cycle temperatures, and the
solid line showing the lower temperatures are those for the hard-iron cycle.
As is clearly seen, the results that the adiabatic wall model gives
in moving from one steady-state to another are very good. In each case, the

dashed line closely follows the solid line for the strip, gas and wall temper

right throughout the furnace, with perhaps the largest deviation about 5-10 K
which is quite acceptable. The difference in strip temperature at the top of

furnace results from the steady-state runs for each cycle converging to sligh

different values for Tso in equation (2.67). The slight humps in the gas and wa
temperature graphs are found at the zonal boundaries because of the abrupt

changes in the gas addition rates found there, as was explained earlier in thi
chapter.
The second set of results is for a cycle change in the opposite direc-

tion, from a soft-iron cycle to a hard-iron cycle. In this instance, therefore

dashed line of the transient model is compared against the lower solid line o

the steady-state model, with the higher solid line providing the input for the
transient model. The results are shown in graphical form, as before, for the

strip, gas and wall temperatures, in Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 respectively.
Again the results are extremely good, with the dashed line following

the solid fine very closely. The different values for Ts0 obtained by the stea
state runs again cause the strip temperature there to vary slightly from the
actual temperature. The gas and the wall temperatures are also followed
accurately, even at the zonal boundaries.

2.3.5 Conclusion
These results from the transient model for an adiabatic wall are very good,
being in excellent agreement with the results from the steady-state model.
This close agreement does not prove that they are both good models, however,
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Figure 2.14: Adiabatic wall m o d e l : strip temperature - cycle change, soft to
hard
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because they are based on the same assumptions, and if the assumptions are
not good, then they will give the same incorrect results. W h a t it does show
is that, using these assumptions, the transient model works well in moving
from one steady-state to the next. The adiabatic wall model was invaluable in
gaining initial solutions to the equations and, because of its accuracy, was an
excellent foundation for the more relevant work on the dynamic wall model.

2.4 Solving the transient equations. Part 2 dynamic wall
Having completed the analysis of the furnace for an adiabatic wall, the more
realistic case of a dynamic wall is considered. The reason why the wall is so
important in the dynamic response of the furnace is because of its ability to
store heat via radiation and convection from the gas and, to a lesser extent,
the strip, as was shown in section 2.2. A n example of this effect is seen when
comparing the results of a run of the model using the adiabatic wall and the
dynamic wall. For a cycle change, which involves a step change in gasflow,line
speed, etc, the adiabatic wall model indicates that it takes about 30 seconds
of real time for the strip temperature to change by around 200 K, which is
the correct temperature range for a cycle change. The dynamic wall model,
however, suggests that it takes several minutes to fall by less than 200 K.
Experimental data taken from the galvanising lines at B H P for the boot strip
temperature indicate that the latter model is far more realistic.

2.4.1 Wall finite-difference method
Afinite-differencemethod was sought as the most appropriate means for modelling the wall effects. Because of the high insulation of the wall, most of the
heat interaction is expected to occur at or near the wall boundary at the inte68

wall
furnace

r

T** •

•

•

•

outside

280 m m

Figure 2.17: Interior grid spacing for the wall
rior of the furnace, with very little heat flow elsewhere in the wall. To model
this, the grid spacing was chosen to double in size from the wall/furnace interface to the wall/ambient interface. This is similar to the technique used by
Stone k Morrison [51], where afiniteelement method is used instead, and the
temperature at the wall/furnace interface is determined by extrapolation. The
advantage of this method is that it substantially reduces the number of grid
points required and hence the computation time for the model. A diagram of
the grid spacing used for the wall is shown in Figure 2.17.
The basic equations used are the typical l-D Fourier heat conduction equation with constant thermal diffusivity, ie,
d2T

dT

«»-£?=V-

(2 8i)

-

with the boundary condition at the wall/furnace interface (z = 0),
dT
- Kj£

= Qgw/Pw-

(2.82)

These equations hold for all x in the furnace. The simple forward-time,
centred-space (FTCS) construction (Hildebrand [15]) for the wall equation
results in afinite-differenceequation for a uniform grid of the form

TvijJ

= S

wTw7ji+1 + (1 — 2sw)±Wjj -f Sw-Lwjtl-1 (i.oo)

with sw = KwAt/(Az)2, and / = 0, L (the wall/furnace boundary to the out
wall). However, a geometrically increasing grid spacing is desired, and so
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according to Noye [33], the spatial second derivative is expanded as

d2Tw _ Tw»l+1 -fo+ l)Twlt +
dz2
with i// = Azi/Azi_x.

uTJ^

l A s i A ^ f a + l)

[Zm)

Doubling the grid spacing sets vx = 2, and Azx

=

2Az/_i. Therefore

dz2 ' 3 1^ (K^y )

(2 85j

-

As a result, a generalfinite-differenceform for the l-D heat conduction equation is

TwT = ^>iT«>li-i + (1 ~ *Jiyi + ^Wwli + swfT^+1

(2.86)

with
2nwAtn

s

wl

—

(1 + v^Az^Azi

So the form of the F D M for this case is
T> n+l oc nv n j_ /I OP ^^T1 n _i_ C nrP n (O Q7^
tuj,/ — 6>->wl -Lwj,l-1 l \_1
OOwi

)J-wjJ "T ^ruf ^toj^+l

^Z.O<J

for / = 1, L — 1 where
_4/c,„Ar
Owl
tt —

~"

' 3 (A*,) 2

The trade-off for using a non-uniform grid is a change in the size of the truncation error to O(Az) for a grid spacing that doubles in size, but it has been
shown that a non-uniform grid can be more accurate than uniform grids (and
obviously much faster) when modelling profiles such as this (see Noye [33]).
The boundary conditions for the wall now include one for the outside surface, in that the temperature is considered to be constant there, ie,

w

j,L

=

-'-•w .outside, (^Z.ooj

where the outside wall temperature is taken to be 40°C. The other boundary
condition, at the wall/furnace interface, is found from equation (2.82). Using
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a simple forward-space discretisation with rearrangement gives
—Az0(Qgvjn.

TJ+1

= T ^ j 1 - — Az0(Q»+1/Pw)

(2.89)

where
Qgw]+1 = KTS?+1)4 + v{Ta1+x)A + CiTwlo)4 + HWJ(Tg]+1 - Tw]fi). (2.90)

The wall temperature from the nth time step is used, rather than an iterativ
procedure, to find Tw^x, because there is only a small change in the wall
temperature from one time step to the next, and hence only a small change in
ty gw

This wall-finite difference model was compared to those found in
Stone k Morrison [51] with good agreement, justifying its use here.

2.4.2 Dynamic wall model equations

Having constructed a finite-difference method for the case of the dynamic wal

the equations explaining the transient situation in the annealing furnace fo
real furnace operation are complete. They are equations (2.37), (2.38) and
(2.81) and are reproduced here, ie

§-V,f = -%_, (2.91)
dt

dx

pswsdscps

d-lg . y V-Lg Qcomb ~ Qgs ~ Qgw /- g~\

dt

g

dx Pg{w/df - wsds)cpg'
dTw
d2Tu
— Kw
dt
dz'

=

0,

where
Qcomb =

M(had — hg),

Qgs = oTi + PT4 + 7T< + Hs(Tg - T.)
= Ps(Bgs-Bs + qs,c),
Q9w = nTl + vTt + ZTt + Hw(Tg-Tw)
— *w\-t3gw •t-'w T </UP,C/J
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(2.93)

recalling that the x direction is upwards in the furnace with x = 0 at the
furnace base, and z is into the wall (perpendicular to x), with 2 = 0 the
furnace boundary with the wall. The boundary conditions for these equations
are, for the strip at the top of the furnace, x = I,

Ts(l,t) = Ts0(l); (2.94)
for the gas at the boot of the furnace, the Qgw term is now included, so

at x = 0, (2.95)

g _

dt

tycomb

tygs

tygw

pa(wfdf - wsds)cpg

and for the wall at the inside and outside interfaces,
dT
~kw~d7

=

Q9^/Pw^z

= 0

(2.96)

J- wydwi H) — -*uj,outside **C Z — uw yZ.j I j

where dw is the thickness of the wall.
The finite-difference forms of the equations for the dynamic wall
are very similar to those for the adiabatic wall, with the major difference
being the inclusion of the wall heat flux in the gas equation. The form of
equations (2.73), (2.74), (2.75) and (2.76) is the same for the dynamic wall

case, as is the right hand side of the strip equation shown in (2.77). The righ
hand side of the gas equation (2.78), with the wall included, becomes
RHS5 = (M(had - hg) - (a + p)T4 - (8 + v)T4 - (7 + Z)T4W
-Hs(Tg - Ts) - Hw(Tg - Tw))/(Pg(wfdf - wsds)cpg). (2.98)

The finite-difference form for the gas boundary condition at the furnace boot,
(2.95), simply involves a forward-time approximation to the time derivative,

with the right hand side of the equation evaluated at the (n, j)th. grid point

The finite-difference forms for the wall equations have been shown already in
equation (2.87), with the boundary conditions (2.88) and (2.89).
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Because of the inclusion of thefinite-differencemethod for the wall,
an extra stability test must be included in the model. The FTCS method used
for the wall is stable as long as

0 < sw < 1/2,

and for a variable grid, stability is guaranteed for the method shown in equa-

tion (2.87) so long as the smallest grid spacing meets this criterion. Therefo
the condition
At

< Ii^)!; (2.99)
L

Kw

needs to be added to those stated in equations (2.79)-(2.80) to ensure that th
method is stable, while still running with the optimal time step.
These finite-difference forms are therefore all that is required to
solve the equations describing the furnace. A diagram of the furnace grid arrangement, including the grid spacing in the wall, is shown in Figure 2.18.
With initial conditions provided from the furnace steady-state model in Martire [28], these equations can be solved for any transient in the furnace.

2.4.3 Results
This section presents some of the results of the full transient equations for

furnace with the dynamic wall effect included. Six possible types of transient
that the galvanising line processes during operation are considered. These
transients are as follows:
• cycle change, hard iron to soft iron
• cycle change, soft iron to hard iron
• thickness increase, hard iron cycle
• thickness decrease, hard iron cycle
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• thickness increase, soft iron cycle
• thickness decrease, soft iron cycle
The cycle changes include section changes, because practically every cycle

change involves coils of different thickness. Thickness changes influence the

furnace operation more than width changes, at least where the centreline stri
temperature is concerned.
It should be noted here, that when the line data was input to the

steady-state program in order to obtain initial values for the transient prog

it was found that the steady-state program gave lower values for the gas flow
than those that occurred on the line. One reason for this is that the strip
emissivity function used by the steady-state program tends to overestimate

the strip temperature quite significantly, and hence requires less gas to hea
the strip to a higher temperature. A more realistic emissivity/absorptivity

function found in Stone k Morrison [51] is implemented into the model for the
DFF on MCL6, as well as for the radiant tube furnace model of Chapter 3. In
the present CGL2 DFF model, however, percentage changes to the gas flows

were used instead. The actual values from the lines are displayed in the tabl

shown in this chapter, but these values were not the values used in the stead

state and transient programs. Using the percentage change is a valid test for

checking whether this model is successful or not when comparing it to the lin
data.
Another factor was the unavailability, at the time, of any more
reliable data than that shown. The measured data had to be interpreted by
hand, as there was no numerical data acquisition system available on CGL2.
It is intended that most of BHP's galvanising lines should be equipped with

facilities that generate data for all relevant furnace parameters, but when t
project was carried out, CGL2 did not have that capacity. The more modern
MCL6 line does provide this information as is seen in later chapters.
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

74.0

67.2

zone 1 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

190

190

zone 2 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

195

195

zone 3 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

107

130

zone 4 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

90

zone 5 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

0

zone 6 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

0

strip thickness ( m m )

0.75

0.55

strip width ( m m )

983

944

set point temp (°C)

460

650

8.5:1

8.5:1

air:fuel ratio

Table 2.3: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - cycle change, hard to
soft
The results shown compare the output of this model with the experimental data given from CGL2 at Springhill works, Port Kembla. The data
shown from the line follows the variation of the boot strip temperature over
time; hence the comparison is made between that variation given by the experimental data as well as by the model. The results of these comparisons are

given in the remainder of this chapter. It should be noted that the line output

shown in the following figures all have time increasing from right to left. Als
in all of the graphs where the boot strip temperature from the line and the
model are compared, the line data is represented by the dashed line, and the
model data by the solid line.
The first case considered is for a cycle change from a hard iron to
a soft iron cycle. The cycle change involved a line speed decrease of around
10% and the gas flows were increased by around 5%. The actual old and new
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settings used on the lines are shown in Table 2.3. There is a large section
decrease involved in this cycle change also. In the program, it was decided
to set the weld initially to be 30 m away from the top of the furnace, and to
change the line speed after 30 s. The gas flows were changed when the program
commenced. The program was run for seven minutes, because the data from
the lines shown in Figure 2.19 indicated that the transient lasted for about

that length of time. The result of the model for this situation for the varian
of the boot strip temperature over time is shown in Figure 2.20.
When comparing Figures 2.19 and 2.20, the similarities are clear.
The combination of lower line speed, increased gas flow and smaller section
cause the boot strip temperature on the line to climb rapidly initially, and
then slowly decay to the new value. This trend and the final temperature
reached is close to that obtained by the model. It is seen that after seven
minutes, the model and line data are very similar in the value given for the
final temperature reached.
The second example is for a cycle change from a soft to hard iron

cycle, with the initial and final values from the line given in Table 2.4. The

data shown in Figure 2.21 is not as clearly defined as in the previous example
because the gas flows are varied more than once, rather than a step change
being used. The increase in thickness and width of the strip contributes to a

further fall in the strip temperature several minutes later. In this case, the
speed remained unchanged and the gas flows were reduced by about one-third.
In this instance for the model, the weld was set initially at 25 m
away from the top of the furnace, and the gas flows were again changed as
soon as the program began. The program was allowed to run for ten minutes
this time, and the results from the model compare well with those from the

line. The initial large drop from the graph of the model data against the line

data shown in Figure 2.22 is caused by the decrease in the gas flows, and then
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Figure 2.21: From line : boot strip temperature - cycle change, soft to hard
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r

cycle change: soft -> hard
dimensions : 0.6 x 942 •> 0.75 x 993 m m
line speed : 74 m/min (unchanged)
gas flows: 3 3 % decrease
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Figure 2.22: F r o m m o d e l : boot strip temperature - cycle change, soft to hard
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

74.0

74.0

zone 1 gas flow (m3/hr)

191

191

zone 2 gas flow (m3/hr)

159

112

zone 3 gas flow (m3/hr)

99

0

zone 4 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

zone 5 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

zone 6 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

strip thickness ( m m )

0.6

0.75

strip width ( m m )

942

993

set point temp (°C)

670

460

9.0:1

9.0:1

air:fuel ratio

Table 2.4: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - cycle change, soft to
hard

the further sudden drop is caused by the weld passing the boot of the furnace.
The model converges to a final value for the boot strip temperature of around

475°C, which is very similar to that from the line. If the total change in the
flow rates over the period examined was introduced as a step change instead,
then the line output would look similar to the model output.
Having looked at cycle changes, the more frequent case of thickness

changes is considered. The values used in the program for the first of these a

given in Table 2.5. For this transient, the line speed was decreased and the g
flows slightly increased. In the model, the weld was set to be 10 m away from

the furnace, the line speed changed after 30 s, and the gas flows changed when
the program began. The line data is shown in Figure 2.23 and the results of
the model compared with the line data in Figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.23: From line : boot strip temperature - increasing thickness, hard
iron
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section change: hard-iron - increasing
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dimensions: 2.50 x 1183 -> 3.20 x 1178 m m
line speed : 1 7 % decrease
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Figure 2.24: F r o m m o d e l : boot strip temperature - increasing thickness, hard
iron
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

35.1

29.1

zone 1 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

191

191

zone 2 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

195

195

zone 3 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

190

190

zone 4 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

150

150

zone 5 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

190

245

zone 6 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

strip thickness ( m m )

2.50

3.20

strip width ( m m )

1183

1178

set point temp (°C)

470

450

ainfuel ratio

8.5:1

8.5:1

Table 2.5: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - thickness increase,
hard iron
Again the comparison between the two is good. It is difficult to

know exactly how far the weld is away from the furnace initially; since this

distance is not recorded, it must be guessed. The model output in Figure 2.2

indicates a small rise at first, due to the small increase in gas flows, foll
by a larger rise due to the decrease in line speed. The presence of the weld
passing the furnace boot then causes a large drop in temperature of around
70 K over a very short time, before the effect of the line speed and gas flow

changes return the temperature to near the desired set point value. The line

data output also shows a large drop in the strip temperature due to the weld
and a return to a value around 20-30 K lower than the initial value. The
usefulness of the model is again demonstrated in these results.
For a thickness decrease on a hard iron cycle, the line and the

model both converge to a similar temperature eventually, but the model shows
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

30.3

37.8

zone 1 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

193

190

zone 2 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

194

195

zone 3 gas flow (m 3 /hr)
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140

zone 4 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

0

zone 5 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

0

zone 6 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

0

0

strip thickness ( m m )

2.40

2.00

strip width ( m m )

1097

1093

set point temp (°C)

460

460

8.5:1

8.5:1

air:fuel ratio

Table 2.6: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - thickness decrease,
hard iron
a large initial drop in the strip temperature and the line data a large rise.

difference was the result of a deliberate choice and is used to illustrate a p
about the usefulness of such a model.
The values used for this run are shown in Table 2.6, the line data
in Figure 2.25 and the comparison of the line data and the model data in
Figure 2.26. The weld is initially set at 10 m away, the line speed changed
after 10 s, and the gas flows changed at the start of the program. The line

data shows a large drop at first, then an even larger rise, before returning t
near the initial temperature. The large rise is caused by the smaller loading

steel in the furnace as a result of the weld passing the furnace boot. However,

it is likely that this steel became non-prime first time (NPFT) steel, because

was heated to around 540°C, which is near the recrystallisation temperature of
steel. It seems that the increase in the line speed started when the weld was
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Figure 2.25: From line : boot strip temperature - decreasing thickness, hard
iron
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550 r
section change: hard-iron - d>9creasing
dimensions : 2.40 x 1097 -> 2.00 x 1093 mm
line speed : 25% increase
gas flows : 594 -> 677 m3/hr
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Figure 2.26: F r o m m o d e l : boot strip temperature - decreasing thickness, hard
iron
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close to the furnace entry, and hence the strip reached a higher temperature

than was expected when the thinner strip entered. It is seen from the line da

that the gas flows were then rapidly decreased around this time to reduce the
temperature of the strip back to 'safer' levels. In the model, the line speed

is increased before the weld enters the furnace, and so the strip cools to wel
below the recrystallisation temperature. The decreased thickness of the strip
then causes the temperature to rise again to near the original value. As a

result, the transient is successfully completed without any danger of the stee
recrystallising and becoming too soft for it to remain hard-iron cycle steel.
Care must still be taken, however, because other problems may occur if the
steel passes through the furnace without getting hot enough.
The main point of this exercise is to indicate that the model can be
used to determine how best to run the line and so avoid the dangers of NPFT
steel. By experimenting with the position of the weld and the times to change

the line speeds and gas flows, the model can tell the operators when to change
the parameter settings as well as telling them what new values to set, which
was one of the aims of this work.
The results for a thickness increase during a soft-iron cycle run

are shown next, and this transient also involved a slight rise in the boot str
temperature. The weld was 5 m away initially, and both the line speed and
gas flows were changed as soon as the program started running. The other
values used are shown in Table 2.7. The program was run for ten minutes.
The line data is shown in Figure 2.27, and the comparison of the
model and line data in Figure 2.28. The temperature increase is much greater
in the model data, mainly because the gas flows and line speeds have been
changed together. In this instance, it may have been wiser to set the weld

closer to the furnace initially, or to change the gas flows and line speeds a
later time. If either of these options were implemented, then the weld would
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Figure 2.27: F r o m line : boot strip temperature - increasing thickness, soft
iron
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770
section change: soft-iron • increasing
dimensions : 0.75 x 917 -> 1.00 x 978 m m
line speed : 73.9 -> 51.2 m/min
gas flows : 5.3% increase
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Figure 2.28: F r o m m o d e l : boot strip temperature - increasing thickness, soft
iron
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

73.9

51.2

zone 1 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

191

191

zone 2 gas flow (m3/hr)

195

195

zone 3 gas flow (m 3 /hr)

151

151

zone 4 gas flow (m3/hr)

142

142

zone 5 gas flow (m3/hr)

232

248

zone 6 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

strip thickness ( m m )

0.75

1.00

strip width ( m m )

917

978

set point temp (°C)

660

700

8.5:1

8.5:1

air:fuel ratio

Table 2.7: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - thickness increase,
soft iron
have passed through at an earlier stage and the temperature would not have

risen by as much. This example shows the flexibility of the model in its capaci
to change the values of parameters (such as the time at which to change the
line speed). By using the model in this way, it can indicate that the weld

should enter the furnace at an earlier stage than it does in the results shown
in Figure 2.28.
The model also appears to slightly underestimate the final temper-

ature given by the line data, but part of the reason for this is that the exact
change in the gas flows is not clear. The values shown in Table 2.7 may be

an underestimate of the actual initial values of the gas flows, and if they are

then choosing smaller initial gas flows would make the final strip temperature
value more realistic.
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quantity

old

new

line speed (m/min)

58.7

64.7

zone 1 gas flow (m3/hr)

191

191

zone 2 gas flow (m3/hr)

195

195

zone 3 gas flow (m3/hr)

151

151

zone 4 gas flow (m3/hr)

144

144

zone 5 gas flow (m3/hr)

247

247

zone 6 gas flow (m3/hr)

0

0

0.9

0.8

strip width ( m m )

1223

1134

set point temp (°C)

660

660

8.5:1

8.5:1

strip thickness ( m m )

ainfuel ratio

Table 2.8: Dynamic wall model - old and new settings - thickness decrease,
soft iron
The final example is for a thickness decrease on a soft iron cycle.

The details of this are found in Table 2.8, the line data for this transient i
Figure 2.29 and the model data in Figure 2.30. The weld is set to be only 5 m
away, the gas flows are left unchanged and the line speed is changed as the
program begins for this ten-minute run.
The increase in line speed causes the initial fall in the strip tem-

perature in the model data, and the decrease in section causes it to rise abov

its initial value by around 20 K. This is also shown clearly in the line data,

with a large initial drop followed by a larger rise due to the weld. Once more
the results of the model appear to agree reasonably well with experiment.
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Figure 2.29: F r o m line : boot strip temperature - decreasing thickness, soft
iron
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Figure 2.30: F r o m m o d e l : boot strip temperature - decreasing thickness, soft
iron
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2.4.4 Summary
The results presented clearly show the success of this work in its ability to

simulate the behaviour of the direct-fired furnace in all possible types of tr
sient situations. The model is found to be accurate enough to be reliable in
this capacity, and can therefore be used to model the transient operation of
the furnace in an off-line role. Although the model is not fast enough to be

used on-line, these results prove that it is accurate enough to make predictio
about previously unused transients, rather than just confirming for the line
operators the correct parameter settings for standard transients.
This part of the thesis was designed to explain the origin, deriva-

tion, implementation and results of work that successfully models the transien
operation of the direct-fired furnace on CGL2. Initially, it was thought that
this model would be implemented off-line on MCL6 at Westernport. How-

ever, the work has been extended since then, especially as continuous data has
become available. More on the expansion of the model to run on MCL6 is
explained in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Modelling of the radiant tube
furnace (RTF)
3.1 Introduction
After the steel strip travels through the direct-fired furnace on BHP's No. 6
Metal Coating Line ( M C L 6 ) at Westernport, it passes through the radiant
tube furnace. A diagram of M C L 6 is shown in Figure 2.1. The need for a
model for the R T F arose from BHP's desire to have a control model for all
furnaces on M C L 6 , including the direct-fired furnace (DFF) and the radiant
tube furnace. At present, control is via PID (proportional integral derivative)
loops, but a model-based feed-forward control mechanism offers considerable
improvement to furnace operation. Because the line is very new (operation
began in August 1992), its features include relatively state-of-the-art equipment for data measurement and collection, and it is therefore easier to test
the M C L 6 model than the C G L 2 model. A description of the model and some
results are included in this chapter.
The radiant tube furnace on M C L 6 is approximately 22 metres
high, 5 metres wide and 3 metres deep. A diagram of the furnace is shown in
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Figure 3.1. The R T F is divided into two sections, the radiant tube heat section
(RTH) and the radiant tube soak section (RTS). There is a thin insulating wall
separating the RTH from the RTS. The strip enters from the bottom of the
furnace, and moves up and down five times before exiting from the top of the
furnace. The length of strip in the furnace at any one time is approximately
100 metres, with the roll-to-roll distance approximately 20 metres. The walls
of the furnace are made from a thick insulating blanket (with an inner lining

stainless steel) to ensure that a minimal amount of heat is lost by conduction
through the furnace walls. Pyrometers are placed at the exit to the RTH
and RTS to provide input temperatures for the furnace PID control loops, as
well as allowing the operators to know the current strip temperature at these
positions. The operators can therefore compare the measured temperature to
the desired strip temperature (setpoints), enabling them to determine if any
parameters need to be adjusted.
The function of the RTH is to ensure that the temperature of the

steel is raised to that desired for metallurgical conditioning of the steel, w
the RTS acts to maintain the strip at or near the RTH temperature. For

interstitial free steels (heated to around 750°C), the RTH is especially important, because temperatures this high cannot be reached in the DFF without

oxidising the strip surface. There are two kinds of tubes used in the furnace,
known as U-tubes and W-tubes, with the tubes shaped like the letter it is
named for. The tubes are made from Inconel 601 and have an outer diameter
of 190 mm and a wall thickness of 3 mm, with the U-tubes about 5 m long
and the W-tubes about 10 m long. Hence the U-tubes radiate more heat in a
concentrated area and are used only in the RTH to heat the strip, whereas the

W-tubes cover a larger area, are slightly more efficient and are used mainly i
the RTS simply to maintain the strip at its temperature. The tubes are placed

at right angles to the side wall of the furnace, so that each tube protrudes i
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the furnace and 'sees' all of the strip. The tubes protrude into the furnace
from both the left-hand wall (drive side) and the right-hand wall (operator

side), being placed in the furnace so that they alternate from the drive side

the operator side as the furnace height is traversed. The diagram in Figure 3

faces the operator side of the furnace, where the tubes are designated by sma

circles, with each 'pair' of circles representing one tube. The dotted circle
signify tubes that originate from the operator side, and the crossed circles

tubes from the drive side. The W-tubes are those with the circles in each 'pa
located further apart than for the U-tubes. The burner section within which
the tubes are located is about 14.5 m high, 5.0 m wide and 2.6 m thick, and
is positioned roughly in the middle of the furnace.
The main difference between the direct-fired furnace and the radiant tube furnace is that the RTF does not combust the gas directly into the

furnace. Instead, the gas is mixed with air inside large tubes in the furnace
and the gas is combusted within the tubes. The heat generated by this combustion is then conducted through the tube and radiated into the furnace —
hence the furnace name. Convection is not included in this model, whereas it

is included by Somers et al. [48], because ambient gas flows inside the radi-

ant tube furnace are small and the line speeds considered in [48] are typical
about three to four times those encountered in this work. The interactions

between the strip, walls and the radiant tubes are the major effects that nee
to be considered.

3.2 The model

Modelling the radiant tube furnace is a difficult task. Even in the absence o

flows in the RTF, the five passes of the strip and the arrangement of the tub
in the furnace make precise modelling a complex matter. The heat transfer
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the radiant tube furnace
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between the furnace walls, tubes, strip and the rolls is complicated, and the
determination of important heat transfer parameters is difficult, especially

parameters such as the shape factors between the tubes and the strip, as well
as between the tubes themselves.
In order to simplify the model, the walls, tubes, turn-around rolls
and the rest of the furnace are taken as one body. That is, they are lumped
together, and the model then becomes a two-body problem between the 'walls'

and the strip. This is acceptable, because the temperature difference between

the tubes and the furnace walls is small, and the sum of the individual fluxe

from each body is virtually identical to that of the combined flux if the wal

tubes and furnace are taken as one body. The thermal inertia of the insulatin

material is much less important in the RTF model, because the insulating wool

used in the RTF walls is a better insulator and has a lower heat capacity tha

the brickwork found in the DFF. Most of the effective wall inertia comes from

the stainless steel lining, which is not insulated from the strip any more th

the radiant tubes and the rolls. The RTF is also a very slow reacting furnace,
with only one quarter of the heating capacity of the DFF, but four times the

thermal inertia. A two-body problem is obviously simpler than a three-body or

higher problem, for it reduces the radiation interaction between the differen
surfaces. One of the benefits of the simplicity of the model is the speed of

execution, which is important if the model is to be used for real-time contro
of the galvanising line.
Having said this, however, the model does separate part of the

turn-around rolls in the furnace from both the wall components and the strip.
The reason for this is that contact between the strip and the roll leads to a

partial equilibration of the strip and roll temperatures. Data files from MCL
which display data every five seconds, show that the strip temperature does

oscillate on such small time intervals. Without an equilibration of strip and
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roll temperatures, the strip temperature varies far more in the model than

in reality. Hence the mass of the roll in direct contact with the strip is not

included in the thermal mass of the furnace, and is instead used separately to
calculate roll temperatures for all six of the turn-around rolls. Those parts

the rolls that lie outside the edges of the strip are included in the total th
mass of the wall.
The model splits the furnace up into segments, with each vertical
pass of the strip (about 20 metres long) included in one segment — therefore
there are five segments in all. The first and the last segments have larger

thermal masses, because they include all of the tubes on the end walls, as wel
as the end walls themselves. The three rolls in the RTH are split such that
segment 1 and segment 2 each have l| rolls, and the three RTS segments have
one roll each. The boundary between segment 2 (in the RTH) and segment 3

(in the RTS) is taken to be the curtain separating the two furnace sections, s
that segment 2 receives heat solely from the RTH and segment 3 only from the
RTS. The gas flows are evenly divided in the RTH, where each segment receives

half of the RTH gas flow. The RTS gas flows are split according to the segment
orientation; eg, segment 3 receives less than the others, because the strip
passing through it only receives radiation directly from 4 W-tubes, whereas
segments 4 & 5 receive radiation from 8 W-tubes each. Equally distributing

the RTS gas flows between all three RTS segments is another possible partition

but investigations found that both methods gave virtually identical values for
the RTF exit temperature. In this way, the fluxes between the walls and

the strip can be calculated and a model constructed for the variation of strip
temperature with distance and time in the furnace. The breakdown of the
furnace into segments is shown in Figure 3.2. It is clear from this diagram

that the length of the strip in the last two segments is less than in the firs
three because of the position of the bottom roll in the RTS — however, the
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simplicity of the model does not demand exactness, and keeping the segment
lengths equal simplifies the calculations.
The model uses an output data file from MCL6 as input data.

This data contains around 80 different values per line, and a new line of dat

is written into the file every 5 seconds. In general, this means that the mod

only uses every third or fourth line of data, because the time interval betwe

iterations is about 15-20 seconds. If the line is running at its maximum spee

of 150 m min-1, however, the time interval will be only 8 seconds, which means
that it will process around two out of every three lines of data. The line of
data that is read into the program is the one whose time corresponds to the

lowest multiple of 5 seconds below the current time, which is the length of t

since the beginning of the iteration. For example, if the current time is 24.

seconds, then the line of data for 20 seconds will be used. The data set cont

all sorts of information, including the time, line speed, strip dimensions, ga

and air flows and, importantly, measured strip temperatures for the exit of t
DFF, the RTH and the RTS. This means that the temperatures that the model
predicts can be compared directly with the measured temperatures. Not only

this, but temperature predictions using a filtering technique can also be used
to guess what the temperature might be at some specified time in the future.

The filtering technique is included in the model, and can generally predict v
accurately what the RTF exit temperature might be in one or two minutes, as
is shown in the results in section 3.4.
When a section change occurs, the model allows for this by tracking

the position of the weld in the RTF. The weld position is actually given rela
to the DFF entry position in the input data; an adjustment is made so that
the program 'knows' when it then enters the RTF. When the exact position of
the weld in a segment is known, all segments that it has yet to pass through

are set to the old coil values of strip thickness and width, while all segmen
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the R T F showing segments (without rolls)
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has already passed through are given the new values of thickness and width.
This is a similar procedure to that used in the D F F model. For the segment
that the weld is in, the value of thickness and width is taken to be that of the
coil thatfillsthe greatest proportion of the segment.
The time interval, At, is the time taken for the strip to travel the
length of one segment. This means that the higher the line speed, the lower
the time interval and vice versa. W h e n the line speed decreases below a certain
value, it is assumed that a line stoppage has occurred, and the model reads
the input data (without using it in the program) until the velocity returns to
a value above the minimum value. If the duration of the line stoppage exceeds
a certain set time, then the values are re-initialised, or else the previous values
of the temperatures are used if this critical value is not exceeded.
The program completes one run of approximately four hours of data
(output every 5 seconds) in around only 15-20 seconds of real time on a S U N
spare 10 workstation. With thefilteringprocedure mentioned in section 3.3.3
increasing its accuracy, the model works very well. This compares with a runtime of about 3 minutes for only ten minutes worth of data for the C G L 2 D F F
model (which is an off-line model).

3.3 Model equations

Two different equations for the heat flow rate from the wall to the strip, qws
presented here, which both give almost identical results for the strip temperature. The values for qws are then used in the model equations in section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 The heat transfer between the strip and the wal
Let the furnace be viewed from above, as shown in Figure 3.3, and let it
be partitioned into segments as before. Each segment therefore includes one
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Figure 3.3: View of RTF from above

segment length of the strip, the wall on the drive side and operator side, and
the other 'wall' of the segment including the tubes (except for the first and
last segments which also include the end walls). The tubes are then taken to

be a solid 'wall' that radiation cannot pass through, yet the four sides of th

'wall' can still 'see' each other and the strip. If it is assumed that the str

and the wall are a set of parallel plates of infinite length and finite width,
the shape factors are calculated to be
F

= 1

F,

ws + d s
w} + dfJ'

(3.2)

ws + 4

F
±

(3-1)

(3.3)

= 1—
WW

-1-

i J

'

Wf + dfj
using shape factor algebra, for each segment _;'.
Radiosities can be used to determine the heat flux to and from
each surface in each segment, and the fluxes are assumed to pass through
an imaginary surface next to the strip and the wall. If the medium through

which the radiation passes to cross these surfaces is called the 'gas', then t
radiosities are given by
Bs

=

EsaTAs+psBgs,

•Dw — £w0~lw T" Pw"gwi
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(3.4)
(3.5)

Bgw

=

Ps
~^-FswBs + FWWBW,

(3-6)

Bgs = -^FWSBW, (3.7)
where the P terms represent the perimeters of the strip and the wall, and

Ps = Ps{Tw)- The wall perimeter is taken to be the furnace width and thickness

in the burner section of the furnace, which are both smaller than for the who

furnace. This is because the heat transfer that is modelled by the radiositie
occurs only within the burner section.
These equations can now be written in terms of Bgs and Bgw. The

total heat transferred between the strip and the wall is given in terms of th
radiosities, ie,

qws = PsAx(Bgs - Bs),
qsw — •Lw^—^-Ey-Bgw E>w)%

Therefore the heat transferred to the strip from the wall is given by
= Ax

f(pw(FwsFsw + Fww) - l)Ps£saT4 + ((1 - PS)FWS)PWEW(TT4\

\ *• Pw\Ps"sw"ws i "ww) J

(3.8)
where FWSFSW + Fww = 1. The heat transferred from the strip to the wall is
now
- Ax

^

~ P™)F™)P*£*aTs

+ (PsFswFws + Fww -

->4
-w

1)PWEWGT4U

\ -l Pw\Ps"sw"ws ~r -^iuu;J /
(3.9)

From these equations, qws + qsw = 0, which is required for energy to be conserved in each segment.
The alternative method for finding qws uses a heat flow rate condition found in Holman [16], which contains an equation for the radiation
interchange between two surfaces, with no other surface or medium involved.
In the case of the RTF, the two surfaces are the wall (ie, all of the furnace
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walls, the parts of the rolls not contacting the strip, and the tubes), and the
strip, with the calculation performed in each segment. The equation, which
describes the energy flow from the wall to the strip, qws, is

°(Ti ~ T?)

-=

«10)

(1 - ew)/ewAw + 1/AWFWS + (1 - es)/esAs
If Aw

= PwAx

and As = PsAx, where the perimeters are defined for each

segment as before, then there is virtually no difference between the temperature
values derived from using equation (3.10) or equation (3.8). From here on, the
expression for qws shown in equation (3.8) is used in all calculations.

3.3.2 Dynamic Model
The basic form of the equations to be solved is as follows. For the whole strip
in the R T F ,
^
+ y 5 ^ = -^-,
mscps
dt
dx

(3.11)

and for each segment of the wall,
UJ-wj

(3.12)

HwallJm

where cps = cps(Ts) and cpw = cpw(Tw) given in Stone k Morrison [51]. The
entry strip temperature, TSi0 is known, and the strip temperature at each grid
point can be calculated. There are six grid points in all; each one corresponding
to a roll position. Firstly, the heat flow rate between the wall and the strip is
found using,
f(Pw - l)Ps£svT4 + ((1 qws = Ax
—
—=—=;—
A

\

-*•

Ps)Fws)PwEwaT

„

4

\

.

Pw\Ps"sw"ws "T •* u>uv

,

(d.-Mj

/

evaluated for each segment and time step, with the emissivity, strip perimeter
and shape factors all varying due to the change in temperature and dimension
of the strip. Hereafter, the strip emissivity is calculated using functions from
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Stone k Morrison [51]. The strip temperature can be calculated by applying
the simple first-order upwind finite difference method to equation (3.11),

T,rl = (1 - c')T.] + c.T.U + £a> (3.14)
s

j Psj

where csn = V5nAtn/Ax. This finite-difference method is von Neumann stable
for 0 < cs < 1 for the homogeneous case. In this model, the strip is moved
forwards by one segment length on every time step, forcing cs = 1. Hence
a "
mrawn+l

s i

rp n

Is

l +

~ >-

,

iwsj

.

,

n

ps(wsds)»(Ax)cpS]>

.

{6Ab)

where ms" = psws"^"(Ai). Therefore the strip gains an amount of heat qws
as it moves through one segment j.
Once the strip temperature has been calculated, it is equilibrated
with the roll temperature, as was mentioned previously. A paper by Taylor k

Elliott [53] shows that an initial difference between the temperature of a st

and a roll is approximately halved for a wrap angle of 180° (although the rol
was a heat source in their analysis). Hence an equilibration was sought that

modelled the real dynamic response in strip temperature sufficiently well. The

equilibration is performed by firstly averaging the strip and roll temperatur
at each grid point over the thermal mass at each grid point. Then the final

values for the strip and roll temperatures are taken, being the average of the

equilibrated temperature and the most recently calculated strip and roll tem-

perature. For the roll, this will be the temperature calculated at the previou
iteration, and for the strip it will be the raw temperature calculated on the
current iteration. In mathematical terms, the equilibration is
j.equiln+1 f yequiln+ll __ '"-r^s^pr-l-rj T >Hs^-ps*

s

j /^ ^gx

'H'r—^s^pr

> iilgCpg

The term raMS denotes the mass of the roll in contact with the strip, given by

mr_>s = prwsdrCrIr^,s, (3-17)
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where CT is the roll circumference, and 7 r _ s is a chosen value between 0 and
1 which represents the amount of interaction between the roll and the strip.
Therefore, the value Jr_5 = 0 signifies no interaction and Ir^s = 1 complete
interaction.
The final values for the strip and roll temperature are then obtained
from

Ts]+1 = l(T-wn+l

+ Tequiln+l^

(3^)

Tr]+1 = l(Tr] + T;^1). (3.19)
In other words, the strip and roll temperatures are allowed to come half-way
to equilibrium. For an off-line model, where accuracy rather than speed is
more important, a finite-difference method could be included to model this

interaction along the lines of that used by Taylor k Elliott [53], but the ext

computational time that results from this is not desirable in an on-line model
the empirical method is sufficient.
Having calculated all of the strip temperatures and included the

roll/strip interaction, the wall temperature is calculated, using the total he
flow rate to the wall, qwaii, which is

Hwallj q%n 9out qwaste (Ju/su • yo.Zxjj

The heat that the wall receives depends on the amount input to the furnace,
and that which is lost to the strip, the uncombusted waste gases and that
conducted out through the furnace walls. The total heat flow rate into the
furnace, qin, is determined using the relationship
qin = rhgE, (3.21)
where E represents the total energy released by the combustion products at
standard temperature and pressure. The input gas flow mg is provided in the
data input and is in units of Nm3 hr-1 (N = normal). It should be pointed out
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that this relationship holds only when there is an excess of air in the furnace,
meaning that all of the gas in the furnace is combusted. When there is an
excess of gas in the furnace, the amount combusted depends on the amount of
oxygen in the furnace, and in this case <jf,-n takes the form
qin = ^jE, (3.22)
where ma is the air flow rate and S(= 9.773) is the stoichiometric ratio.
For the heat lost through the walls, the steady-state heat conduction formula is used for simplicity,

where kw = kw(Twj) and Ta is the outside wall temperature (taken to be 40°C).
The surface area of the wall includes the burner section, where the furnace

thickness and width are slightly smaller, as well as the top and bottom secti
of the furnace. The total surface area for the furnace is then partitioned
between the segments.
The formula for the heat loss by the waste gases is more complex,
because the natural gas mixture is made up of many different components, and

the composition of the waste gas will vary depending on the furnace air-to-fu

ratio. For example, in a lean atmosphere, where there is an excess of air, al
of the gas mixture will be combusted, leaving behind some nitrogen, oxygen

and carbon dioxide from the air. In a rich atmosphere, there will be an exces

of the gas. This causes all of the oxygen in the air to be consumed, but leav
methane, ethane, propane and other component gases from the gas mixture to

exit the furnace as waste gases. When the air-to-fuel ratio is the same as th
stoichiometric ratio, the chemical reaction is
1 mole gas + 9.773 moles air —> 1.041 C02 + 2.014 H20, (3.24)
along with some nitrogen and extra carbon dioxide from the gas mixture. The
air is assumed to be 20.95% oxygen and the remainder nitrogen, neglecting
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argon. Therefore 9.773 moles of air equates to 2.047 moles of oxygen. For lean
mixtures (the most common situation), the component waste gases are N2, 02,
C02 and H20, and for rich mixtures, N2, C02, H20, CH4, C2H6, C3H8 and
C4H10. The heat loss for one component gas is

qwaste,i — rflgjtlgtiylw),

= mgii / cpgii(r)dT, (3.25)
** •* room

where Troom = 25°C. Therefore, to calculate the total heat loss,
qwaste=22mgj I Cpg(r)dT, (3.26)
j

** J- room

is used, where i represents each component of the waste gas.
The mass flows for each gas can be determined, based on the reaction shown in (3.24), using a method such as that found in Baumeister [2].

The enthalpies are calculated using the coefficients found in Prothero [40] fo

the specific heat of various gases. (This data is given in units of cal mol-1 f
the enthalpies, and it is converted to J m~3 by using the fact that one mole
of an ideal gas occupies 22.4 L of air at standard temperature and pressure.)
The wall temperature is used instead of the gas temperature because the gas

is considered to be at the same temperature as the wall by the time it reaches

the end of the tube to exit from the furnace. In practice, the waste gas will b
somewhat hotter than the wall if there is hot combustion (and somewhat cooler
than the wall if there is little or no combustion), so the lumping assumption
leads to an overestimate of the furnace efficiency.
Having obtained qwaii, the wall temperatures for the current time
step for each segment are then obtained using a simple forward-time differencing of equation (3.12), and so
Tw"+1 = Tw] +

qwa

"in^Atn. (3.27)
77t"»/iG>
w^pw

(Tw])

y_-*• w j

It is recalled that the 'wall' as described here includes
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• the stainless steel lining of the burner section (SS),
• the top and bottom sections of the furnace and the parts of the wall
outside the burner section (topkbot),
• the parts of the rolls not contacting the strip (r ^—> s), and
• the tubes.
As a result, the expression mwcpw, the thermal mass of the 'wall', is a summation of the individual thermal masses that make up the 'wall'. All of the
components are assumed to be at the same temperature, but the material from
which the components are made are different and so have different values of
specific heat. Therefore, in equation (3.27),

rn-wCpw\J-wj ) — 17T'r^;^.sCpryJ-wj j -j- iiltubesCp,tubes\-L wj )

-r mtop&ibotCp,topk.bot(Twnj) + mssCp.ssiTw'j), (3.28)

where mr^s = mT — mr_,s. The top and bottom sections are taken to have

the same stainless steel lining thickness as the furnace walls. This assumptio
is made because the actual mass of the top and bottom sections is unknown.
However, because the largest components of the thermal mass of the wall are

the tubes and the rolls, the likely range of mass of the top and bottom sectio
will not have much effect on the total thermal mass.
This process continues until each wall temperature has been updated. The model then continues the iteration through subsequent time steps
until the end of the data file has been reached.
Before the model is run in real time, initial strip and wall temperatures are derived by using the first line of data from the data files. An

initialisation procedure is used to obtain these values for the wall and stri

temperatures for the various grid points and segments in the furnace. Because

data is provided directly from the line, values such as the line speed, gas an
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airflowsand strip dimensions are known, although not with 1 0 0 % reliability.
Values for the strip thickness and width, for example, have been found to be
in error in the past. The temperature at the entry end of the RTF is given by

the standby pyrometer, located after the turn-around roll in the direct-fired
furnace. Using this value, and the known gas flows in the furnace, values for
the wall temperatures and strip temperatures for the whole furnace can be
calculated by examining one segment at a time and evaluating for the whole
furnace.
Initialising the model can be done in several ways. The method

used here is to assume a typical strip and wall temperature profile throughou
the RTF as input values, and then feed these into the model until it reaches

a steady-state. A good initial guess is to use a linear temperature rise in t
RTH, and a smaller linear rise or even a constant temperature in the RTS,
and for the walls to be hotter in the RTH than in the RTS. An even simpler
method is to use the initially known value of the RTF entry temperature to

iterate once through the furnace, calculating the strip and wall temperatures

at each grid point and segment as it progresses. This requires setting qws = q

initially, and rearranging equation (3.8) in terms of Tw. The strip temperatu
for the next grid point can then be calculated using the steady-state form
of equation (3.11). This process can be repeated until the final grid point
is reached. This technique usually results in a large over-estimation of the

temperatures, especially in the wall. If this is the case, the model can again
be used to bring the furnace to a steady-state.

3.3.3 Filtering

The model described is very fast in its execution, but because of its simplic
it lacks some accuracy. In order to make the model more accurate, a simple
exponential filtering procedure is also used. Filtering is described further
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Goodwin k Sin [12]. Thefilteringprocedure uses data from a set number of
prior time steps, for example, and uses the discrepancy between the predicted
and measured data from that time to derive a filtered model value for the
current time step. This procedure further improves the accuracy of the model,
and enables it to be run at high speeds with the knowledge that it will still
give very accurate results. A description of the procedure follows.
The initial 'error' in the model is taken to be the difference between
the model temperature and the measured temperature from a specified number
of time steps beforehand. At every time step, an 'error' is calculated (using

weighted average of the old 'error' and the new 'error'), which is the differen
between the model-predicted temperature and the measured temperature. The
value of the weights can vary, but the sum of the weights must be one. The
weights of 0.9 on the previous error and 0.1 on the most recently obtained
error were found to be satisfactory. In mathematical form:

•t s,err ~ v.ulSierT T" V.i-^l s,pred -ts,meas )• yo.^cf)

Then, when these values are needed five time steps 'into the future', the filt
value is calculated using
Ti n rp n nn n— 5 /o Qfi\
s,fil —

l-spred ~~ •>- s,err

•

{d.OVJ

Five time steps is chosen because it is the equivalent of the time taken for

strip to advance by one furnace length, and hence is an appropriate choice fo
line controllers.
The results from the next section indicate the effectiveness of the
filtering mechanism. The graphs shown there do not display the actual values

of the filtering procedure until a certain number of time steps into the prog
so until that time the filtered temperature is 'initialised' at 700°C.
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3.4 Results
The MCL6 line at Westernport provides a wealth of data with which the model

can be compared to check its accuracy. It is therefore helpful for modelling,
unlike CGL2 at the time of the derivation of the DFF model for that line.
At the time of writing, there were some problems with the data concerning

the accuracy of some values, but these difficulties had to be ignored. Some of
the results from the model, showing comparisons with measured data, are now
given.
The first set of results is an analysis of data from the data set
named mrlZ2.dat. This data was provided from MCL6 every 5 seconds for a
period of nearly four hours. Graphs of the variation of gas and air flows, as
as the line speed, strip thickness and strip width, are shown in Figures 3.4

3.5. This data set included two section changes — one at about 300 seconds (5

minutes), the other at 1200 seconds (20 minutes), with the line speed increasi
from 110 to 120 to 140 metres per minute, and the strip thickness decreasing
from 0.75 to 0.6 to 0.4 mm. The strip thickness, width and speed then remain

constant for the duration of the data set, but the gas flows are turned on an
off in the RTH as shown. This would be expected to cause oscillations in the
strip temperature over those times. The reason for the RTH gas turning on and

off is that it is controlling to a setpoint temperature, but the fire rate re

to maintain the strip at the setpoint is below the minimum fire rate and abov
zero. The best that the PID controller can do is to provide a pulse width

modulated fire rate with a period of about 50 minutes, as shown in Figure 3.4
A period of this duration indicates the magnitude of the RTF inertia.
The graph shown in Figure 3.6 shows the output for several sets of
temperature data over time. The bottom line is the temperature given by the
standby pyrometer, which is located just after the exit roll of the DFF and
is used as the input temperature for the RTF in the program. The different
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r

r
15000

'smaller'-dashed lines represent the predicted and measured temperatures for

the exit from the RTH, while the different 'larger'-dashed lines represent th
predicted and measured temperatures for the exit from the RTS. The solid
line is the temperature returned by the filtering procedure. The patterns
representing each parameter are also indicated on the graphs; either by a
legend, or by lines when the parameters are difficult to distinguish.
Results show that the model overpredicts the measured temperature at the RTF exit, but not greatly. The filtered temperature, which uses

values from five time steps in arrears (equating to one furnace length), corre

the predicted value well. The initial overprediction results from the model in

tialising on the first line of data in the data file, with the actual (unrecor

previous history of the furnace being quite different. After the data has been
run for some time, the model maintains the strip temperature at the RTF exit
at a value that is within 20 K of the measured temperature.
The importance of including some sort of roll/strip interaction is

shown in Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. These graphs display predicted temperature

for when the roll/strip interaction is taken to be either complete (ie, all o

roll in contact with the strip is involved in heat transfer with it), 50/50, o
non-existent (ie, the roll and the strip do not exchange heat), respectively.
In Figure 3.7, it is assumed that there is complete roll/strip inter-

action; ie, all of the roll mass has thermal contact with the strip. The equilibration procedure, explained previously by equations (3.16)—(3.19), is used

here. As a result, there is a complete damping of short-term transients (of th

order of 10 s) from one time step to the next, which is an unrealistic situati
as the measured temperatures show. These transients are probably caused
by minor variations in the thickness of the strip from the constant nominal
value that the model uses from the given line data. In Figure 3.8, the graphs
for the 50/50 situation are shown. Clearly, the predicted model temperatures
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oscillate in a more realistic manner than in the previous complete-interaction
case, because the model more accurately reflects the actual situation on the

line. The final graph in Figure 3.9 shows the situation where none of the roll
mass is assumed to be in contact with the strip surface. This graph shows

that the oscillation in the strip temperature over time is wildly varying, whi
is also unrealistic as the measured temperatures indicate. Figure 3.6 uses a

25/75 split, where 25% of the roll mass in contact with the strip is transferr
heat with it, and the remaining 75% is not. This arrangement is used in the

following graphs also, as it is found to represent the real-time strip tempera-

ture variation well, although it will vary from case to case depending on such

things as the strip/roll contact time, the thermal contact resistivity and the
strip thickness. In mathematical terms, IT^,S = 0.25 in equation (3.17).
In Figures 3.10-3.12, an example of a line start-up is given. The

data set used here is labelled mrl33.dat, and it includes an initial period of
around 7300 seconds during which the line is not moving, as seen in the variation of line speed with time in Figure 3.11. The corresponding gas and air
flows are displayed in Figure 3.10, and the strip thickness and width in Figure 3.11. As a result, the model only begins operating once the line starts

up. The initial large overprediction is again caused by the model initialising

on the first line of data, therefore assuming that the low value of line speed
has always existed. As the line speeds up, the model predicts more realistic
temperatures, and the filtered values again closely follow the measured data
values. The model only starts accepting data when the line speed reaches a
value greater than or equal to 30 metres per minute. The model could use a

lower value for the minimum line speed required for calculations, but for this

data set it caused difficulties, because the strip speed is 25 m min-1 at about

2300 s only for a short time before being shut down again. Also, the gas flows
are not turned on in the RTH at this time, resulting in unrealistic strip and
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15000

wall temperature values. The model assumes that the R T H has never had any
heat input to it, because it has no prior knowledge of furnace conditions.
The next set of graphs is for the data set labelled mrl35.dat, shown
in Figures 3.13-3.15. The major feature is the cycle change that occurs at
approximately 8000 seconds into the data set. This cycle change is due to a
drop in the DFF exit temperature from approximately 750°C to 600°C, causing
the gas in the RTF tubes to be turned off. When the gas flows are turned back

on at around 9200 seconds, the line speed is decreased to 70 metres per minute

There is also a section change here, shown in Figure 3.14, with the thickness
increased from 0.75 mm to 1.00 mm, and the width from 900 mm to 1020 mm.

Other minor section changes occur for the duration of the data set, but do no

result in significantly different strip temperatures. Perhaps the most notice
is at 10300 seconds, where the strip dimensions change from 1.00 x 1020 mm
to 1.20 x 1070 mm, accompanied by a line speed decrease from 70 m min-1 to
65 m min-1 and a substantial initial decrease in gas flow.
Again, it is clear that the model slightly overpredicts the strip temperature for the exit from both the RTH and the RTS. The filtering corrects
this difference, as the solid line on the graph shows. The predicted temperatures follow the trends well, even in the period where the gas is turned off

when the temperature is decreasing towards its new set point value. The graph

indicates that there is virtually the same difference between the predicted a
measured data line for the duration of the data set.
For the final data set, labelled mrl3Q.dat, there is very little variation in strip temperature over its duration. There are only two significant
thickness changes — one at around 1900 seconds, and the other at 8900 sec-

onds, shown in Figure 3.17. Both of these changes are clearly seen on the grap
in Figure 3.18, in the line representing the standby pyrometer temperature.
Smaller changes in the standby pyrometer temperature occur at around 4600
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Figure 3.17: Data set mrl36 - line speed, strip width and thickness
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of results for data set mrl36
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seconds, coinciding with a slight increase in line speed due to a decrease in the
strip width, and at around 6000 seconds with another strip width decrease.

The gas flows are high at the beginning of the data set, but are mostly in the
range of 100-150 m3 hr"1 in the RTH and 20-30 m3 hr-1 in the RTS as shown
in Figure 3.16.
The results show that the model again overpredicts at the start,
but follows the trend of the data for the duration on the data set, slightly
above the measured value. The filtered temperature is never more than 15 K
out from the measured value, and during normal operation it almost exactly
follows the measured data.
In Figure 3.19, a graph of data set mrl3Q.dat is again given, only
this time the iteration has not commenced until about 1000 seconds into the

data set. The purpose of this graph is to indicate the influence of the initia

conditions on the values that the model obtains at the end of the initialisati
The gas flows for this data set, shown in Figure 3.16, are very high to begin
with, before levelling out at around 1000 seconds. As a result, the initial
predictions of the model are also much higher. Because the model has no prior
knowledge of the values of the line speed, gas flows etc, it assumes that the
furnace has been running with the initial conditions for an unlimited time up
to that point. However, when the gas flows decrease, the model reflects the
decrease in the strip temperature, as shown in Figure 3.18. Figure 3.19 is
displayed to indicate that the model would be much closer to the measured
values initially if the variation in the model parameters was small to begin

with.
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3.5

Conclusion

This section of the thesis has summarised the development of a model for the
operation of the radiant tube furnace on M C L 6 at Westernport. The model
has the advantage of being extremely quick and hence can be used on-line
to control the line. The raw model generally overpredicts the measured strip
temperature by around 20 K, but afilteringprocedure using feedback from
previously obtained data corrects this and enables the model to have both
speed and accuracy.
The model could be extended if desired by using a less crude approximation for the heat flow between the walls and the strip, especially by
separating out the tubes and the rest of the furnace from the 'wall'. Going
into greater depth would cause the model to take longer to run, but improve
its accuracy. If B H P wanted to derive an off-line model for this procedure, as
has been done for the D F F , then the model could be made more complex and
account more for the heat interaction between all of the surfaces and concentrate on the accuracy of the raw predicted data without need for a filtering
procedure. For example, afinite-differencemethod for the roll/strip interaction could be implemented. Also, a more accurate F D M could be used for the
evaluation of the strip temperatures and more grid points could be employed,
with perhaps 20 grid points per segment rather than just one at each end. This
would also require a decrease in the time step, and therefore it would examine
more of the data set that is fed into the program, rather than using one in
every three or four lines of data as is now the case.
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Chapter 4
Modelling the direct-fired
furnace on MCL6

The next stage of the project was to adapt and update the direct-fired furnace
model from the previous chapters to BHP's newest galvanising line, M C L 6
at Westernport in Victoria. During the course of the thesis, data had been
made available from M C L 6 that could allow the D F F model to be tested more
reliably than was the case for C G L 2 . The input data mentioned in the previous
chapter also includes data from the direct-fired furnace, including the initial
preheat (entry) temperature and the boot (exit) temperature from the D F F , as
well as gas and airflowsfor all zones. This information, combined with the line
speed, gas flows and strip width and thickness which the data also provides,
allows the D F F to be modelled with many transients over a duration of hours,
rather than just one transient for a few minutes in the case of the C G L 2 model.
Therefore the major reason for extending the model to the D F F on M C L 6 was
the greater availability —

if not greater accuracy —

of data. It also allowed

for the model to be extended to examine the strip edges, mentioned in the
following chapter.
The model for M C L 6 D F F includes the core of the C G L 2 D F F
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model, combined with the input procedure for the R T F model, so that the
model can be run with data being continually input. However, the two directfired furnaces are not identical, and the model needs to be adjusted accordingly.

4.1 Description of the MCL6 DFF
The differences between the DFF on CGL2 and MCL6 become more apparent
in the diagram of the M C L 6 direct-fired furnace in Figure 4.1 [51]. The furnace
is now split into three sections — the preheat, the bridge and the D F F proper.
(Hereafter, the term 'DFF' is used to represent the whole furnace, including
the bridge and the preheat, and the term 'DFF proper' will represent the main
gas-fired heating section of the furnace.)
The total length of the furnace is about 38 m , with a furnace width
of 2.4 m and the furnace depth 0.6 m ; except in zone 4 of the D F F proper
where it is 0.45 m , and in the preheat section where it is 1 m . The preheat
(length « 10 m ) uses recycled gases from the D F F proper to heat the strip if
some preliminary heating is required. For example, when running soft-cycle
steel, the preheater needs to be on to ensure that the steel reaches the required
temperature (approximately 600°C). For hard-iron product, the set-point temperature is about 500°C, and the preheat may not be needed, although this
also depends on the capacity of the furnace. The amount of gas entering the
preheater is controlled depending on the type of product that the line is running. The bridge section (length « 14 m ) simply holds the strip at its entry
temperature until it enters the D F F proper; gas does not flow through it.
The function of the D F F proper (length « 14 m ) is to heat the strip to the
required set point temperature, and to clean it of impurities —

hence these

are the same functions performed by the D F F on C G L 2 . All of these factors
must be included in the model. The strip temperature is recorded using an
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of MCL6 DFF
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exit pyrometer at the boot of the D F F and the so-called standby pyrometer,
located after the DFF boot roll, which was used in the RTF model.
On MCL6, the DFF proper is split into four gas-producing zones
rather than six, and they are numbered from top to bottom rather than bottom
to top as for CGL2; hence zone 4 is the bottom zone. Zone 4 is a premix zone
and is always turned on (except in the case of a line stoppage) to ensure
adequate cleaning of the strip. Zones 1-3 are nozzle mix zones, and so can
use recuperated air, whereas zone 4 uses purely combusted air at ambient
temperature as for CGL2. The heat demand factor (HDF) is a value which
describes the current DFF proper gas flow for all zones as a percentage of
the maximum DFF proper gas flow for all zones. The rules for operating the
preheater can be described in terms of the HDF as follows;
• if furnace HDF < 40%, preheater is off;
• if 40% < furnace HDF < 70%, a linear fit for the preheat gas flow is used
from 0 to 100% of the gas flow at the top of the DFF proper, and
• if furnace HDF > 70%, a linear fit is used between 100% DFF proper
gas flow at HDF = 70%, and 50% DFF proper gas flow at HDF = 100%.
If the gas temperature at the preheat/bridge boundary is greater than 950°C,

then the preheater is turned off in order to keep the strip temperature down.

the strip temperature exceeds 240°C in the preheater, it will develop an oxid
layer which is too thick to remove later in the furnace.
As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the data values from the input files
are not always reliable. Measurements and assumed data from the line are not
exactly correct all of the time, and can sometimes be completely wrong. For

example, assumed strip thicknesses can be incorrect by only a couple of perce
but this still has a significant influence on the overall strip temperature.
when a gas zone is turned off, the value for the gas flow is given as zero in
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the datafile.However, unless the line is shut down, the gas flow is actually
operating at a minimumfirerate of 1 7 % of it m a x i m u m value, which equates
to about 55 m 3 hr -1 . These anomalies are a fact of life, unfortunately, but are
allowed for in the model where possible.

4.2 Differences in the models
Some changes had to be made to the original CGL2 model in order to adapt
it to the M C L 6 direct-fired furnace, aside from the change in the format of
the input data from one initial reading to a continuous update of values. For
example, a routine for fine stoppages was also included in the program, so
that the model works in situations such as for data set mrl33.dat shown in
Figure 3.12.
Recall the equations for the dynamic model;

dt

s

dx psWsdsCpS
U-tg , -TT OJ-g
3

dt

tygs

tygw

/. r,\

pg(wfdf — wsds)cpg

d2T

dT

dt

Qcomb

dx

— KW

:

d

x2"

= 0

(4.3)

where

Qcomb =

M{had-hg)

(4.4)

Qgs = ocTl + 8T4 + 7 ^ + Hs(Tg - T.)
=

Ps{Bgs-Bs

Qgw = ^
=

+ qs,c)

+ vT* + iTt + Hw(Tg - Tw)

Pw{B9w-Bw

+ qw,c)

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

Because of the absence of gas flow in the bridge section, the heat transfer
equations omit both the gas temperature and any heat transfer via convection
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in this section of the furnace. Therefore, the gas equation (4.2) is excluded, and
the Qgs term used in equation (4.1) and the Qgw term used in the boundary
condition for the wall (2.96) become

Qgs = cxT4

4
+ 1T ,

(4.9)

Qgw = »Tt + ZTt (4.10)

These equations also hold for the preheater if there is no gas flow there, wh
occurs in conditions mentioned previously. When the preheater is turned on,

the term Qcomb is eh'rninated from the gas equation, because no gas combustio
occurs in the preheat section.
During the initial runs of the model using MCL6 data, numerical

oscillation was found in the bridge section of the furnace, where gas is abse

The oscillation was greatest in the region close to the boundary of the bridg
with the direct-fired furnace proper, and was still present as the time step
lowered. As the grid spacing was decreased, the range of the instability was
reduced, but it was still noticeable close to the boundary. The problem at
the boundary results from the discontinuity of the gas flow between the DFF

proper and the bridge. This problem did not arise for the CGL2 model, because

the gas flows through the whole furnace in that example. In section 2.3.3, it
is described that the Lax-Wendroff method, given by equation (2.61), is used
throughout the furnace, except at the zonal boundaries where the secondorder upwind method, equation (2.62), is used. Let b denote the point at the
bridge/DFF boundary. At point b, the strip enters the top of the DFF proper
from the bridge section, whilst the gas provides heat transfer to the strip.

second-order upwind method is used to find the new strip temperature at point
6 using points 6 + 2,6+1 and 6. At the point immediately before it from the

viewpoint of the strip, 6+1, the Lax-Wendroff method is used to calculate the
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new strip temperature, ie,
Ts^+i — 2cs*(1 + Csj)Tsb+2 + (1 — {c5™} )Ta^+1
- ics;(l - cs])Ts? + A*B(RHS.)J. (4.11)
However, the value of Ts at the point 6 includes the temperature that is influenced by the gas flow at the bridge/DFF boundary. As the Lax-Wendroff

method is used for the whole bridge section, the influence of the gas feeds its
way back through the furnace, depending on the size of the grid spacing. This

causes the numerical oscillation. In response, the usage of the finite-differen
methods was altered. For this furnace, the second-order upwind method is used

everywhere, except at the first point after a zonal boundary as the strip moves
through the furnace. This arrangement is also used for the gas in its opposite
direction of motion. Hence the oscillation is removed in the bridge section,
as upwind methods only use the values 'behind' it relative to the direction of
motion.
In the MCL6 model, updated values for such parameters as the

strip emissivity and specific heat are used, which are different from those use
in earlier work. Analysis was done in the interim period on these experimental
values, and here they are taken from Stone k Morrison [51]. Again, there is

some doubt as to the reliability of this experimental work, but these values ar
used throughout the remainder of the thesis.
Also, the procedure to determine the optimal time interval needs
to be updated as the new data is input. As the gas velocity is continually
changing with the gas flow and the gas temperature, so the time step can
increase or decrease depending on whether the gas flow rate falls or rises. In
this way the program runs at its optimal speed for its duration, while always

ensuring that stability is maintained using equations (2.79), (2.80) and (2.99).
Some gas parameters also vary with the air-to-fuel ratio, such as the
adiabatic flame temperature, the mole fractions of products to reactants, and
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the density of products at the adiabaticflametemperature. Initially these were
given at discrete values of the air-to-fuel ratio, but because of the variation
of the air-to-fuel ratio at different zones in the furnace, functional fits were
performed on these data so that they are now 'functions' of the air-to-fuel
ratio.
To obtain results, temperatures are initially assumed for the strip,
gas and wall at the top and bottom of the furnace, with a linearfitto these
points giving temperatures at all discrete points in the furnace. The bridge
section, in which there is no gasflow,is not included in the linearfitfor the
gas temperatures, and at all times the gas temperature at the preheat/bridge
boundary is taken to be the same as that at the bridge/DFF proper boundary
—

ie, the gas does not lose any heat as it passes through the ducts from

the D F F proper to the preheater. (Because this m a y overpredict the gas
temperature at the preheat, the condition that the preheat is turned off when
Tg > 950°C is neglected.) Using these initial temperatures, the program is run
to steady-state conditions, which usually occurs in the time that it takes for the
strip to travel two furnace lengths (depending on the line speed). During the
initialisation procedure, the wall is assumed to be adiabatic, so the solution
for the state of the furnace is a steady-state solution. The resultant state
is reasonably indicative of the actual furnace state, although the large time
constant for the wall makes it difficult to determine this exactly. Therefore
Bgw -Bw

+ qWiC = f(Tw) = 0

(4.12)

is solved for Tw using an I M S L routine [19] forfindingthe root of a polynomial.

4.3 Results
Results of this adaptation of the model to MCL6 are now presented. Graphs
are shown to compare the results of the model to the line data for the data sets
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mrl32.dat and mrl35.dat, both of which were used in the model comparisons

for the radiant tube furnace also. These data sets include measured values for
the DFF gas and air flow rates, the furnace heat demand factor, the preheat
entry temperature and the boot strip temperature.
The first set of results is for the data set mrl32.dat. The gas and air

flow rates for zones 1-4 are shown in Figure 4.2; the line speed, strip thickn
and width values are as shown in Figure 3.5. The predicted model temperature
is represented by the dashed line, while the measured temperature taken from
the standby pyrometer (also used in the RTF model comparisons) is denoted
by the solid line. The boot pyrometer is somewhat unreliable in its readings
— for example, it is unable to read temperatures below about 500°C because
of stray radiation from the DFF — so the standby pyrometer is used instead
for better reliability.
The comparison of the model with the line data is found in Fig-

ure 4.3. The initial overprediction is because of the inability of the model t
predict what happened prior to the beginning of the data set, and hence the

wall temperature is too high initially (as in the case of the radiant tube fur

model). The line data is quite flat in its average profile over the duration of

the data set, and the model follows this rather well. The oscillation in the l
data is caused by the continuous oscillation in the gas flows, which in turn
results from some problems that BHP have had in implementing their control

strategy for the line. Because of this, transients occur continuously in the da
set, which the model appears to profile well.
The other set of results is shown for data set mrl35.dat. The DFF

gas and air flows are shown in Figure 4.4, the line speed, strip thickness and

width in Figure 3.14, and the comparison of results in Figure 4.5. In this cas
the model substantially underpredicts the measured boot strip temperature
by around 50-100°C. The offset in temperature remains fairly constant for the
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duration of the data set. The trends in the data set are again well reflected, but
obviously a discrepancy of this magnitude is unsuitable for implementation on

a line, especially as an off-line model such as this. For an on-line control mo

an offset error is not a problem, provided it is relatively constant across se
and cycle changes. On a SUN spare 10 workstation, the model can process the
whole data set in around 15-20 minutes.
This data set reveals the need for further work, both on the model
and on the data set itself, which has revealed problems with accuracy in the
past. Dummy test runs of the model seemed to reflect what would be expected
to occur. For example, a 10% drop in line speed caused a temperature rise
of around 9%. Similar tests on the strip thickness gave similar results. A

10% drop in the strip width caused a lesser rise in strip temperature of « 6%,
because reducing the strip width reduces the area through which the strip can
absorb heat. Changing the gas flows also gave expected results. Therefore
further work is needed to find any deficiencies in the model (although the
model of Chapter 2, of which this is an extension, appears to work well), or
to gauge if some furnace parameters are not being modelled accurately. Some
functions for parameters such as the strip emissivity may also be inaccurate
and need further investigation. It is also desirable that more reliable data
sets be available — one data set that was provided gave a value of the strip
thickness approximately 20% lower than reality, causing the temperature to
be about 100 K higher.
It is also noted that numerical checks were performed to test the
convergence of the model. These checks also hold for the CGL2 model, because
the MCL6 model is an adaptation of the CGL2 model. The data used was
taken from data set mrl35.dat shown in Figure 4.5, and the results of the
convergence test, showing the boot strip temperature at various times, are

shown in Table 4.1. To estimate the error in the numerical solution, Richardso
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grid pts

t= 0

t = 2000 t = 5000 t = 12000

t = tf

43

810.244

708.033

689.231

508.333

500.081

81

807.021

703.341

684.256

503.133

494.574

161

804.606

699.937

680.667

499.354

490.660

322

803.373

698.247

678.932

497.762

488.962

Table 4.1: Convergence test on M C L 6 D F F model
extrapolation is used. With thefinite-differencemethods to calculate the strip
temperature of 0{(Ax)2}

accuracy, the error therefore quadruples in size as

the grid spacing doubles. The exact temperature can be approximated using
490.660 =

Texact + Ae,

488.962 =

Texact + e,

(4.13)

where e is the error, in the example where t = tf for 161 and 322 grid points.
This gives Texact = 488.393, which means that the numerical solution obtained
with 43 grid points of 500.081 has an error of about 2|%. The results for 43
grid points in the furnace are used here and in chapter 5 because of its faster
execution time — the 322 grid point model took over nine hours to run on the
same computer.

4.4 Summary
This chapter describes the adaptation of the original DFF model; from CGL2
with the capacity to handle one transient, to M C L 6 with the ability to run
continuously and model any number of transients over any specified duration.
It is principally an extension of the earlier work, but a necessary one, because
it allows the model to run for lengths of time equivalent to those that are used
by B H P to record data from their lines. This allows real-time comparisons to
be made between the line data and the model. It also allows the model to be
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extended to study other phenomena in real time. Further work is obviously
required, and at the time of writing was being carried out by personnel at BHP
Research. More data was becoming available at the time of writing, but time
constraints did not permit their inclusion in this work.
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Chapter 5
The temperature variation
across the strip

The final part of the thesis involved the examination of the effect, if any, th
the heat transfer in the M C L 6 direct-fired furnace has on the edges of the
steel strip when compared to the rest of the strip. For several reasons, the
edges are expected to be slightly hotter than the rest of the strip. If the
edges of the strip are found to be hotter, this has ramifications for the whole
strip. Even a difference of a few Kelvin is important in the heat treatment of
steel strip. If hard-iron steel is near its recrystallisation temperature in the
middle of the strip, a difference of a few degrees out to the edges m a y mean
that the steel there has already recrystallised. This leads to inconsistencies
in the metallurgical properties of the steel, and m a y involve patches of soft
edges, resulting in imperfect product. Therefore, any good estimation as to the
temperature difference across the steel strip will enable B H P to accommodate
for this in its heat treating process.
Some of the reasons why the edges are thought to be hotter than
the rest of the strip are
• the greater surface area at the strip edge. Although the strip is
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very thin (of the order of 0.5 m m ) compared to its width, the extra area
exposed is expected to absorb some heat.
• the decrease in strip thickness from the middle of the strip to
the edges, known as edge drop. This phenomenon occurs during the

rolling of the steel (both hot rolling and cold rolling), where the steel is
rolled from a slab about 150 mm thick to the strip thickness of around
0.5 mm. The thickness decreases markedly close to the edge owing to the
action of the rolls on the steel as it is being shaped. This phenomenon is
treated widely in the literature. Papers exist on models of the thickness
profile, both during cold rolling (Larkiola et al. [26] and Vermot des
Roches k Janczak [59]), and in hot rolling (Zambrano k Colas [65] and
Mantyla et al. [27]). The thickness of the steel is found to taper away
significantly after rolling is performed. Other papers consider ways of
overcoming this edge drop by using slightly tapered rolls (for example,
Ozaki et al. [35], Campas et al. [5] and Kitamura et al. [25]); a method
which appears to be successful in reducing the effects of edge drop.
Any change in uniform strip thickness has been seen in previous examples
throughout this thesis to substantially change the strip temperature, so

steel strip that is only one or two percent thinner at the edges is expecte
to cause a 5-10 K temperature rise.
• direct radiation influence from the side-on walls. To this stage
in the thesis, the strip and the walls have each been modelled as one
surface, though these 'surfaces' realistically have more than one side.
Most of the radiation from the wall to the strip originates from the walls
that are facing the strip front-on, because the gas burners are located
there. Therefore, the front-on walls would be thought to be hotter than
the walls that are side-on to the main face (ie, the width) of the strip.
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At the same time, the walls that are side-on to the width of the strip are
front-on to the edge of the strip, and the radiation shape factor from the
side walls to the strip edge would be relatively high compared to that
from the front walls to the strip edge. The front-on and side-on walls
therefore need to be separated to model this, increasing the complexity
of the model by adding more surfaces that radiate heat.
• conduction across the strip rolls. Observations by BHP on the temperature variation across the strip when the strip passes around a roll
show that heat conducts from the rolls across the strip edges, affecting
the temperature profile there. The temperature across the roll width is
not uniform either, and therefore knowing the temperature gradient in
the roll is important in determining how much heat crosses the edge of
the strip. A diagram indicating the order of the observed difference is
shown in Figure 5.1. (This diagram is of the turn-around roll at the top
of ZAL1, with gas leaving the furnace below directly heating the roll.
On MCL6 however, the rolls are located in parts of the furnace where
there is little or no gas present.) A change in the strip width could also
have a substantial effect; parts of the roll with a different temperature
may suddenly become either covered by an increase, or exposed by a
decrease, in strip width, both changes influencing the roll temperature
and, by conduction, the strip temperature.
Other papers examine the temperature profile across the strip dur-

ing rolling. Khloponin et al. [24] examine the transverse temperature profile

steel strip in a hot rolling mill, finding a decrease in temperature at the ed
Buffenoir et al. [4] mention that the edges are about 70 K cooler than the

centreline temperature after hot rolling. In these situations, the edge tempe

atures are actually lower than the temperatures away from the edge whereas in

the direct-fired furnace the edges are expected to be hotter. As was mentione
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earlier, the non-homogeneity of the temperature causes non-uniformity in the
metallurgical properties of the steel.
Indeed, the photograph in Figure 5.2 of the strip near the furnace
boot shows h o w hot the edges can become under normal conditions. This was
taken at one of BHP's galvanising lines at Port Kembla, with the line running
soft-iron product. The heat glow for a short distance in from the edge indicates
that the strip is markedly hotter there. The aim of the model is tofindout
how much hotter the edges are.

5.1 Modelling the strip in 2-d
To model the edge effects, an extension to the extra dimension across the
strip, denoted by y, is required, plus an alternative solution method to the
equations and additional boundary conditions. The inclusion of the variation
of thickness with width is represented by the ds(y) term. Symmetry can be
assumed across the strip, and so the domain of y is from the middle (y = 0)
to the edge (y = \ws) of the strip. Therefore the strip equation (4.1) becomes
Z^L _ Vs?Il _ _i_i_ (k ?Il) = 2ws(Pgs - B s + qs,c)
s
dt
dx p s C p S d y \ s d y )
pswsds(y)cps
or
dT1_ydTL_
s
dt
dx

J_dh fmY _K^It=
s
PsCpsdTs\dy
)
dy2

2ws(Bgs - Bs-r qs,c)
pswsds(y)cps

where KS = ks/(pscps). The boundary condition for the strip edge at y = |tos
takes the form
k*d
sus

dT\s
dy

ds(Bgs - Bs + q8tC),

(5.3)

y=\ws

while at the strip centre, negligible transverse heat flow is expected, so
dT
dy

= 0.
y=0
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(5.4)

(g 2)

The Qgs = Ps(Bgs — Bs + qSiC) term used previously has been split
between the strip face and the strip edge, with the major proportion of the heat
entering the strip through the face. The ds terms are included in equation (5.3)
merely to illustrate that the strip thickness represents the 'perimeter' through
which the heat enters the strip edge. This separation of the heat between the
edge and the rest of the strip is necessary in order to ensure that the strip
still receives an amount of heat equal to Bgs — Bs + qStC into its 'perimeter'

Ps = 2(ws + ds).
It is also observed in equation (5.2) that the term involving the
variable thermal conductivity is much smaller than the constant thermal conductivity term. The expression for dks/dTs is small compared to ks for steel
at temperatures of the range considered here (ie, hundreds of degrees Kelvin).
Numerical tests on the model also showed that including the variable thermal conductivity term had a very small effect (which actually reduced the
strip edge temperature slightly since dks/dTs < 0 over the region of interest).
Therefore the dks/dTs term is neglected and the equation to be solved becomes
dTs

v

dTs ^ d2Ts _ 2ws(Bgs -Bs + q.tC)
dt

s

dx

s

dy2

pswsds(y)cps

Values for the strip thermal conductivity were taken by assuming a functional
fit to data found in Weast [61] for the thermal conductivity of iron (due to the
very low percentage of other products in the steel). At a strip temperature
of 800 K (ie, about 530°C, which is near the recrystallisation temperature for
steel), ks = 42.3 W m - 1 K _ 1 . The functional form is shown in equation (B.l)
in Appendix B.
A further change is that the value for Ts used in calculating the
radiation and convection for the strip is taken as the average temperature
across the strip width, rather than just using the centreline strip temperature.
Therefore, in equations such as (2.41) and (4.5) to calculate the heat flux to
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the strip,
T

< = 1T~ ( E \(T;k + T ^ + O A y * ) ,

(5.6)

at each grid height j in the furnace, for the E grid points across the strip.
More on thefinite-differencesolution method is explained in section 5.5.

5.2 Including the edge drop

To model the variation of strip thickness across the width, a function is fitt
to data indicating how large the deformation is. Campas et al. [5] state that
the edge drop phenomenon occurs in the last 25 m m of the strip width for
150 m m wide strip, and that the edge drop can be as much as 4 % from the
strip centre to a point 5 m m from the edge. According to B H P [64], the strip
thickness decreases by 10//m from the middle of the strip to a point some 5 0 m m
from the edge, and a further 10/rni from that point to the strip edge, which
also represents a drop of 4%. The edge drop varies with the strip thickness
(the 10//m drop is for strip that is 0.5 m m thick), but is independent of the
strip width.
A good function to represent the edge drop according to B H P is
ds(y) = Ay16 + By2 + Cy + D, (5.7)

because most of the strip has a parabolic shape until the steep decline near t
edge. This is similar to that used by Mantyla et al. [27], where a quadratic is
used to model the thickness profile from the centre to a point 25 m m from the
edge. With the slope at the middle of the strip (y = 0) equal to zero and the
thickness at the middle equal to ds (the given strip thickness), this causes C = 0
and D = ds. The percentage drop in the thickness change from the middle of
the strip to a point a certain distance in from the edge is represented by dpos,
which is between 0 and 1. The remaining (100(1 — dpos))% of the thickness
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drop occurs from that point to the edge, where that distance is denoted by
wpos. Let dpeT represent a value between 0 and 1 which is the percentage change
in the strip thickness between the centre and the edge. As a result, the edge
drop function passes through the points {0,ds), (\ws - wpos,ds(l - dperdpos))
and (^ws,ds(l — dper)). There is now enough information to find A and B.
Therefore, if W

= ±ws and X = ±ws - wpos, then the strip thickness at any

point across the width ws(y) is given by
d(y)

sK y

2
2
6
2(¥sdper(X -dposW )(ws(y)Y

=

-'

y

w2xie - wi6x2
- dposW™)(ws(y))2

\dsdper(X™
2

16

W X

16

2

- W X

1

\

2

) '

^

'

In this way, various values for the edge drop can be input to examine the
influence of the edge drop on the strip temperature. With this procedure, care
should be taken to ensure that the value of ds(y) does not exceed the actual
strip thickness ds at any point across the width.

5.3 Including the side walls

Including the side walls (the walls that the edge of the strip is facing) sepa
from the front walls (the walls that the width of the strip is facing) adds an
extra body to the equations, resulting in extra complexity of the calculations.
For example, extra shape factors are needed between the bodies. A crosssection of the furnace is shown in Figure 5.3, including all of the bodies : the
strip (5), the front wall (wf) and the side wall (we), as well as the gas which
is present both in the preheater (when it is turned on) and the direct-fired
furnace proper.
In the M C L 6 direct-fired furnace, the side walls are m a d e of Fiberfrax AL1400 blanket [51], with different thermal properties from the brickinsulation front wall. In reality, the Fib erfrax material is only found on one
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Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the furnace with separate walls
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side of the wall in the D F F , except in the top zone of the D F F proper, where
the whole wall is made up of the blanket. For simplicity and symmetry, the

side wall is assumed to be made of only the blanket, and the front wall solely
of the brick insulation.
Even though the front wall has two 'parts', one on either side of the

strip, whatever heat transfer is occurring in one wall is expected to be occur
in the opposite wall because of the symmetry of the furnace (assuming that

the strip is in the exact centre of the furnace). The same assumption holds fo

the side walls. Perimeters are used here, as before, but with this assumption,

the wall is split into its four faces with the two front walls and the two sid
walls, so that the perimeters are Pwe = df for each side wall, and Pwf — Wf
for each front wall. The strip is also separated to an extent, with the strip
edge being separated from the main face for some calculations. The symmetry

assumption across the strip is retained, but the two faces of the strip are ta
as one — therefore Pse = ds and Psf = 2ws. This separation enables the study
of the radiation between the walls and the strip edge. However, for the bulk

of the calculations, the strip is taken to be one body, as was the case in the
MCL6 centreline temperature model and the CGL2 model. This is done for
two reasons:
• completely separating the strip edge and strip face causes another body
to be added to an already algebraically complex problem, and
• the average strip temperature across its width is much closer to the
centreline temperature than to the edge temperature.
Therefore, the strip can be treated as one body when calculating the radia-

tion flux between itself, the gas and the front and side walls, with Tsf(= Ts)
calculated using equation (5.6).
The crossed-string method, as described in Siegel k Howell [46]
and elsewhere, is used to determine the shape factors for the bodies. The
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application of the crossed-string method to finding the shape factor from the
front wall to the strip face, FwffSf, gives
l-c
Kf,sf =

,

(5.9)
v

Wf

'

where
I

=

(\("f+ *>•)) + ( ^ / - ^ ) ) T ,

(5.10)

Q(^/-0) +(|(rf/-*))T- (5-H)
From this expression for FwfjSf, the shape factors can be found for Fsf,wf, FsfiWe
and Fwet9f using both the reciprocity relation PiFij = PjFji between bodies i
and j, and the fact that 2FaftVlf + 2FsfiWe = 1. It can be shown that
_.

ws (

I — c\

Again using the crossed-string method, the shape factor between the side wall
and the strip edge can be calculated, ie,
b— c
"we,$e

=

j

,

(O.lo)

df
where

b=

((l(u,/ ~ Ws)) + {l{df+ ds))M)2'

(514

-^

and c is as in equation (5.11). Using further reciprocity and shape factor
summation relations such as FSCiWe + 2FsejWf = 1,
_

1 ds /„

b — c\

,

can be found. The shape factors from the front wall and side wall to the whole
strip are therefore
Fwi,s = Fwf,sf + 2Fwf>se

=

-LU-c

+ dJl

-tzl\\

Fwe,s = FweiSf + Fwe<se = — U-c + ws I1-—Hj * (5-17)
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(5.i6)

Using reciprocity,

Fs,wf = ^(l-c-rds(l-~)),
P. ^

F = 6 c+ s i_

- M ~ " ( y)-

(5.18)

(5i9)

-

Determining the remaining shape factors between the walls them-

selves is rather more difficult. The presence of the strip in the middle of th

furnace has a significant effect on the amount of radiation between the walls.
To find these values, imagine that the strip is extended all the way to the
furnace walls, as in the diagram in Figure 5.4, with the new 'surface' called
a. Then, to find the shape factor between the front walls, FwftWf, the shape
factors for Fwf<a and Fa<wf are determined and then multiplied together. Both
Fwf<a and Fa>wf can be found using shape factor algebra. The value of FwfyWf
then becomes

(H + {¥,n - ¥, -('- c)f
rwf,wf —
In a similar way, FwftWe

-,
c
•
(5.20)
Wf(Wf - ws)
can be calculated by splitting the side wall into two

equal halves either side of a, we^ and vie\, and solving, ie,

rwf,we = rwj,we\ "T" ^wf,ala,we^- (5.21J

Standard formulae exist [46] to find the component values on the right-hand
side of equation (5.21).
The summation of the calculated values of FwfyWf + 2FwfiWe + FWfjS

using equations (5.20), (5.21) and (5.16) is not exactly one, but over the rang
of strip widths processed by BHP in the furnace, the calculated error is less

than 1%, decreasing to zero for wider strips. The reason is that not all of th
radiation can be accounted for in the furnace using this method. At surface

a, for example, most of the radiation will 'travel' to the nearest side wall, w

and to the front wall directly facing it, wf, but surface a can still 'see' th
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Figure 5.4: Finding the shape factors for the separated wall model
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opposite side wall we, albeit only slightly. However, the front wall wf cannot

directly see that side wall using this method. As a result, there is this sligh
error, but it is small enough to be neglected. To simplify the calculations,
the other shape factors between the walls are determined using shape factor
algebra. Therefore, FwfjWe is obtained using

"wf,we

=

2{±

— -tU/,s ~~ -^wf,wf)j (5.22)

instead of equation (5.21). Also

Fwe,wf = wfFwftWf/df, (5.23)
"we,we

=

-1 A-Twe,wf -Twe^s- (5.z4J

Now that the shape factors between the surfaces have been found,
the radiosities from each surface can be determined also. They are

B.f = £sfGTif + psfBg,sf, (5.25)
Bse = sseaTfe + pseB9tSe, (5.26)
Bwf = £wfaTwf + pwfB9iWf, (5.27)
•t^we

=

£we&-t

we

~i Pwe-t3g,we- yo.Zo)

Here psf is a function of the gas temperature in the sections of the furnace
where gas is flowing (ie, in the DFF proper, and in the preheater according
to the conditions explained in section 4.1), and a function of the side and
front wall temperatures in the bridge, where there is no gas flow. Analogous

expressions arise for the strip edge reflectivity pse. The radiosities from the
gas to each surface are,
PsfBg,sf = Psf£gaT4 + 2PwfFwftSfTgBwf + 2PweFwe>sfTgBwe, (5.29)
*se-'-'g,se "= •* se£g@ -L + £*wf"wf,seTgHwf + ±we" we,seTg&we.i ^O.OUJ
±wj*3g,wf
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—

*wf£g®-Lg

T

ZrwePwe,wfTg-Bv

+ PwfFwf<wfTgBwf
^we-tJg,we

=

"•we£g(Tl

g

+ PsFStWfTgBs,

(5.31)

+ ZrwfI'wftWeTgJJwf

~i •Lwe"we,we'g*-'we T -*s" s,we 'g-'-'s- {O.oZij

In the situation where a section of the furnace has no gas flow, the gas trans
missivity rg is 1 and the terms involving Tg disappear. The '2' terms signify
that each face of the wall can see the two walls on either side of itself, as

as the opposing wall. The whole strip can also see both faces of the front wal

and the side wall. However, the edge of the strip only sees one of the side wa
and hence there is no '2' preceding the Bwe term in the expression for Bg%se.
Also, the substitution
fhj = PiFuTjPj (5.33)
for bodies i and j is made from here on to reduce the number of terms in the
equations to follow.
As can be seen, deriving expressions for the radiosities in terms of
temperatures requires care. Ultimately, these expressions can be written as
functions of Bg<wf and B9iWe, as shown below.

Bg,wf
=

[[js,wf\i- Jwe,wePwe ^Jwe,sJs,wePsPwe)

r Js,we\^Jwe,wfPwe + £js,wfjwe,sPsPwe)\£s(f-'-sf
+ [(1 + Js,wfPs)\J- Jwe,wePwe £jwe,sJs,wePspwe)
+ (1 + fs,wePs){2fwe,wfPwe + ^fs,wffwe,sPsPwe)}£g^Tg
+ l(2jweiWf + 2jSiWfJwetSps)\l — Jwe,wePwe ~ ^Jwe,sJs,wePsPwe)
"f" \fwe,we ~T 2jS!WeJwe!sPs)\2jwe,wfPwe T ^Js,wf Jwe^PsPweJ^we^J-we
^~ [{Jwf,wf 4" 2jSjWfJwftSps)[l — Jwe,wePwe ~~ ^Jwe,sJs,wePsPwe)
+ \2fwj,we + 2fs,wefwf,sPs)(2fwe,wfPwe + 2fs^wfJwe>sPsPwe.)\£wf'yi-wf\
/[(l ~~ fwe,wePwe ~~ 2jwe:SJSjWepspwe){l — Jwf,wfPwf ~ ^Jwf,sJs,wf PsPwf)
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{2fwe,wfPwe -T 1fs,wffwe,sPsPwe){2fwf,wePwf + 2fs,wefwf,sPsPwf)] (5.34)
JD

g,we

=

[[fs,wf{2fwftWepwf + 2fs<wefwfySpspwf)

-T fs,we{l ~ fwf,wfPwf ~ 2fwf,sfs,wfPsPwf)]£s(7Tsf
+ [(1 + fs,wfPs){2fwf,wePwf + %fs,wefwf,sPsPwf)
+ (1 + fs,wePs)(l ~ fwf,wfPwf ~ 2fwfiSfStWfpspwf)]£g(TTg
+ [{^Jwe,wf + 4js,wfJwe,sPs){6Jwf,wePwf + ^Js,wefwf,sPsPwf)
"T \Jwe,we + £js,weJwe,sPs)\i- ~ Jwf,wfPwf ~ 6Jwf,sJs,wfPsPwf)\£wecrJ-we
+ [\^Jwf,we + ^Js,weJwf,sPs)[l- ~~ Jwf,wfPwf ~~ 2jwftSJSjWfpspwf)
T \Jwf,wf + 2jSiWfJwftSps)[2jwfiWepwf

+

2jStWeJwftSpspwf)\£wf<7±wf\

IA-1 Jwe,wepwe ZjWelSJs,wePsPwe)\± Jwf,wfPwf ^Jwf,sJs,wfPsPwf)
~ {^Jwe,wfPwe "T ^Js,wf Jwe,sPsPwe)\2jwf,wePwf ~V 2jStWeJwftSpspwf)\ (5.35)

The other radiosities can be determined from these expressions by substitution
into the equations for Bwe, Bwf, B9iSe, Bg^sf, Bse and Bsf listed previously.
Expressions for the convective heat transfer from the gas are also required.
They are

qse,c = h(Tg -Tse), (5.36)
q,ffi = h(Tg-Tsf), (5.37)
qwe,c = h(Tg — Twe), (5.38)
qwf,c = h(Tg - Twf), (5.39)

where the heat transfer coefficient h is calculated from equations (2.52)-(2.5
using the furnace dimensions for M C L 6 .
The conduction equations for the walls are also separated into the
side and front wall components. Therefore,
d2T

dT

"iw

v -'-we

K

ir- -^L
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=

n

°-

/r Ar\\

(5 40)

-

d2Twf
^^f-^2—
dz:
Z

dTwf
dt

,..,.

K

=

0

(5-41)

>

wf

where Kwe = kwe/(cPtWepwe) and Kwf = kwf/(cPiWfpwf). The zwe and zwf variables are used to distinguish between the different directions of the two z coordinates used here, even though the actual directions are of no consequence.
The equation for the strip in the case of the two-wall model now
becomes

^ k _ V<®>. _ K>fZk =
dt

s

s

dx

2

dy

where Qg<sf = 2ws(BgjSf — Bsf + qsf,c)i

ft.«/

,5.42)

pswsds(y)cps'
ar

*d the boundary condition for the

strip edge now takes the form

K

dTs
dy

= Qg,se/ds,

(5.43)

V=hws

where QgySe = ds(Bg>se - Bse + qaCjC).
Changes are also required to the gas equation (4.2), with the Qgs
and Qgw components split, ie,
Ql-9 . y O-Lg

dt

9

Qcomb ~ tyg,sf ~ ^tyg,se ~ ^tyg,wf ~ ^tyg,we

dx

/_ ..\

pg(wfdf -wsds(y))cpg

with

tyg,we

==

lwe\&g,we -Tiwe T yuie,cj, \OAOj

Qg,wf =

Pwf(Bg,wf - Bwf + qwftC).

(5.46)

The '2' appears in front of the Qg,se term because of the two strip edges th
are in the furnace, even though only one half of the strip is considered in the
strip edge calculations. The same reasoning holds for the two front and side
walls, whereas the two strip faces are taken as one body in the calculations.
Because the perimeters of the wall defined here are for only one face of the
wall, the Qgw terms in the gas equation must be multiplied by two to include
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all four faces of the wall. Boundary conditions too are required for each wall
interface (zh
=at0the
andwall/furnace
zwf = 0), ie,

dT
&g,we -t^we + 9tue,c5 ^0.4 ( J
9T
"f - B + q
=L B9jWf
wf
wftC.w (5.48)

f £>

dzwf
The above equations (5.40)-(5.48) are used to solve the problem

when considering the separation of the wall into front wall and side wall, and

in the roll analysis that follows. The equations (5.5) and (5.3) are used when
examining the effect of both the extra surface area and the edge drop on the
strip temperature.
Including the extra wall component in the program doubles the

number of wall points involved and, because the wall requires the largest number of grid points, the run time of the system is approximately doubled also.
In the initialisation procedure, it is now required that both wall components
are adiabatic, ie,

&g,we -T^we ~r qwe,c ~ J \-*-wei •*- wf j — 0,

Bg,wf ~ Bwf + qwf<c = f(Twe, Twf) = 0.

Another IMSL [19] routine is used to find the roots of this system of equation

5.4 Including the rolls
There are three rolls in the DFF on MCL6, as can be seen in Figure 4.1; two
in the bridge section, and one located immediately after the strip exits the
direct-fired furnace (actually 1.45 m after the point taken as the DFF exit).
The large heat capacity of the rolls is expected to have a significant effect

the strip temperature, especially with heat transferred across the strip edges
The rolls can either increase or decrease the edge temperature, depending on
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whether the rolls are hotter or cooler than the strip. The main interest is on
the boot roll, which is subject to greater variability in temperature due to
presence of the DFF proper immediately above it.
Perhaps the greatest influence affecting heat transfer across the
strip edges when in contact with the rolls is a change in the strip width.

Before a change occurs, a basic strip and roll temperature profile develops f

a particular strip width. If this width changes, then the temperature profile
also changes; how it changes depends on whether the strip width increases

or decreases, and on the temperature of that part of the roll that is covered
or exposed. When there is a width increase, a section of the roll that was

previously exposed only to radiation from the wall is now covered by the stri

as a result it will attain a similar temperature profile to the strip that is
now in contact with it, due to the heat coupling that occurs. At the same
time, this profile will depend on the roll temperature. For example, if the

roll temperature initially increased up to a certain value past the strip edg

then that part of the strip now covering the formerly exposed section will al

become hotter as a result — ie, near the edges. If the roll temperature is low

the coupling effect is expected to decrease the strip temperature. The result
later in this chapter investigate some of these possibilities.
The rolls in the furnace are 2.15 m across and have a radius of

0.4 m, with their outer stainless steel shell thickness being 22 mm. With the

roll diameter of 0.8 m therefore being greater than the furnace 'thickness' o

0.6 m, the part of the furnace where the roll is located has a furnace thickn
greater than 0.6 m. A diagram showing a cross-section of the part of the
furnace incorporating the roll is found in Figure 5.5. The furnace thickness
here, denoted by dfjT, is approximately 1.7 m.
By including the rolls, there is a further increase in the computation

time for the program, with extra grid points both across the roll face and in
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wall

lf,r

Wf

Figure 5.5: Roll area cross-section
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the roll shell. In fact, together with the extra grid points across the strip and
the extra wall, the number of grid points will increase approximately 3-4 times
for the 2-d strip model. The extra calculations involved also act to increase
the program's run time. Since the presence of the roll also adds another body
to the model, compensation is made by the wall being assumed to be one body
in the sections where the rolls are found, instead of being split into the front
and side wall components. In the furnace sections where there is no gas flow
present, the walls are found to be approximately the same temperature anyway,
so this assumption appears to be justified. Also, the position of the strip on
only one side of the roll means that the symmetry assumption used previously
when splitting the walls no longer holds. This adds even more bodies into the
problem if all of these surfaces are to be included. Therefore the whole wall,
the roll and the strip are the participating surfaces in the heat transfer in those
parts of the furnace where the rolls are present.
Even though the roll is cylindrical in shape, a roll perimeter is used
here for consistency, as perimeters have been used throughout the construction
of the models. Not all of the roll is in contact with the strip at any one time.
A substantial part of it receives radiated heat from the wall surrounding it,
although this amount will not be large because of the virtual absence of gas
flow in this section. In fact, the only roll exposed to any heat flow from the
gas is the boot roll, which receives a small amount of heat from the gas that
leaks into the furnace from the R T F . However, this amount is small enough to
be neglected here.
As for the side wall example, shape factors are required between
all surfaces. Most of these are fairly straightforward to derive, as the strip and
the roll only see the wall, and therefore Frw = 1 and Fsw = 1. The remaining
shape factors can then be calculated thus:
Fws = Ms!L = ^ (5.49)
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P F

P

Fwr =
FWw

=

(5.50)
1 — Fwr — Fws = 1

Pr + PS
r
——-,
iu

(5.51)

where the perimeters represent those parts of the surfaces that are directly
exposed to radiation, therefore,
Ps = ws + 2ds, (5.52)
Pr = 2(wr + 2rT)-ws, (5.53)
Pw = 2(wf + dfir), (5.54)

where df<r is the furnace thickness in the sections of the furnace including the
rolls as mentioned previously.
The radiosities between the surfaces are
Bs =

ES(TT4

+

PsBgs,

(5.55)

Br = £ro~TT + prBgT, (5.56)
Bw = £W&TW + pwBgw (5.57)
from each surface, and

•Ts-t^gs —* -Lw-Tws-t-'w) ^O.OoJ

-Lw-l^gw — -* w"ww-^w i M-Trvj&r ~f- lsrSyj±Js yO.\j\jJ

into each surface. Again, Ts is used in these calculations as in equation (5.6),
and Tr is derived in a similar way for the K grid points across the roll, ie,
T

r = i- (E i(Tr,k + TrM1)Ayk) . (5.61)

2Wr \k=0 /

The roll emissivity, specific heat and thermal conductivity are also calculated
using this average value for Tr. The functional forms for these parameters are
listed in Appendix B.
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Solving for these radiosities is simpler than for the case of splitting
the front and side walls, but nonetheless involves many different expressions.
The solution can be found in terms of Bgw, ie,
p _ Jsw£s&J9W ~

s

' Jrw£r&-Lr ~i~ \JswPsJws T JrwPrJwr ~T Jww)£w&-L w (K (i0\
7~Z—71
1 ~~F
1 Z~f ^
' ^
'
-1 Pw\jswPsJws JrwPrJwr Jww)

where /,-y = PiFij/Pj as in equation (5.33). From this, Bw can be determined
using equation (5.57), and then Bgs = fwsBw and Bgr = fwrBw.
The heat flow rate per unit length onto the exposed roll surface,
Qgr is then found using
ty gr — *r\-t3gr &r)

= Pr[{l - pT(Tw))Bgr - £raT4}.
When initialising the model, both the roll and the wall in the vicin-

ity of the roll are taken to be adiabatic to obtain the initial temperatures. Thi
is similar to the two-wall problem, and the same IMSL routine is used to find
the roll and wall temperatures, using the equations
Bgr-Br = f(Tr,Tw) = 0, (5.63)
Bgw-Bw = f{TT,Tw) = 0, (5.64)
recalling that there is negligible gas flow in the sections of the furnace where
the rolls are located and therefore convection is ignored there.
The basic equation for the heat transfer in the roll is
dT 1

V(krVTr)
C/Z

p>f Cpr

1 dkr ( ( dTT
prcpr dTr \ \ dy

2

(dT,\2\

(d2Z

, d2Tr\

,.„_.

where «r = kr/(prcpr) (with pT the density in this case) and R represents the
direction into the roll surface. In dealing with the roll, it is found that the
term involving the derivative of the thermal conductivity is much smaller if
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compared to the second derivative in the temperature term, so the dkT/dTT
term is neglected in a way analogous to the treatment of the variation in strip
thermal conductivity. Therefore,
(d2TT
d2Tr\
\dy2 + Tm
dR? / »'

dT
dt

(5-66)

is the equation to be solved.
Boundary conditions for the roll are necessary in the middle of the
roll, where symmetry requires that
dT
~^(0,R)

= 0;

(5.67)

also at the end of the roll, y = \wr,
dT
-^(\wT,R)

= Q,

(5.68)

where in both instances there is assumed to be no heat flow across the boundaries.
For the R direction, two boundary conditions are used: one for the
part of the roll covered by the strip and one for the part not covered by the
strip. For the roll/strip interface,
dT
- kr~^(y^)

= C(TS - TT), (0 < y < \ws),

(5.69)

is used to account for the heat coupling between the strip and the roll. This
expression is taken from Taylor k Elliott [53], where the value C is the conductance of the interface, taken for cold-rolled steel strip at low contact pressure
to be 5678 W m _ 2 K - 1 . For the uncovered roll,
dT
~ * ^ f o > 0) = BgT ~ BT, (\ws < y < \wr),

(5.70)

where Bgr and BT are as obtained previously. At the interior of the roll, the
roll 'sees' only the rest of the roll interior. As a result, there is no net gain or
loss of heat at the roll interior boundary. Therefore
dT
^(y,dr)
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= 0.

(5.71)

The equation for the strip also changes when in contact with the
roll. Not only does it receive heat at a flow rate per metre of Qgs = Ps(Bgs Bs), with Ps as defined in equation (5.52), but the direct coupling between it
and the roll directly beneath it is denoted by Qsr, where

Qsr = ws(C(Ts - Tr)). (5.72)
Therefore the strip equation (5.5) when the strip is on a roll becomes
dTs
~x2
dt

dTs
v
»~a
dx

d2Ts
K
»~a~T ~
dy1

Qgs - Qsr
TT~\—•
pswsds(y)cps

(5.73)

In the radiant tube furnace model, the use of a finite-difference
method to analyse the roll effect was rejected because of the negative influence
that the accompanying increase in computational time would have on the online model. In this case, the speed is not an important consideration, and so
finite-difference equations are used.
The boundary condition at the strip edge now has an extra component as well, that being the heat conducted across the strip edge from the
roll. Therefore,
dTs
dTr
K-Q1 = K-^ + Bgs- Bs,(y = \ws),

(5.74)

where the conductance term is sufficiently dominant for the radiation terms t
be neglected if desired.

5.5 Solution method
With the extension to two dimensions across the strip surface, an accompanying increase in the number of calculations occurs. Most explicit finite-difference
methods to solve the 2-d transport equation of the form (5.5) have reduced
stability criteria to those found in 1-d equations. One way to solve this is to
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use a time-splitting method (described by Noye [33] and Richtmyer k Morton [43]), which bypasses these additional stability criteria byfirstsplitting
the original equations into n component equations, then solving each equation
over (l/n)fh of a full time step. In this case, equation (5.5) is split in two, ie

^arj 1 )

iazy>
2

dt

=

2ws(Bgs -BS

dx

ldTf)

+ g,,e)

pswsds(y)cps

02T(2)

If equation (5.75) is solved over the first half of a full time step, and equa
tion (5.76) over the second half, then this is equivalent to solving both

ar.(1)
dt
QT(2)

v

affl _ ^(Bgs
dx

-BS

+ gs<c)

pswsds(y)

•ps

Q2j-(2)

-sr-K-st = "•

(5 78)

'

over a full time step, because a \At term appears in place of the dt term
when the equations are discretised, cancelling out the \ in front of the time
derivative. This is very convenient for many reasons, eg,
• equation (5.77) is virtually identical to the strip equation (4.1), which
means no major programming changes are necessary and the new strip
temperature can be found as before,
• the stability range for the strip equation remains the same when using
the samefinite-differencemethods, and
• equation (5.78) is the basic 1-d heat conduction equation, for which analytical and numerical solutions are readily available.
The numerical scheme for the advection part of the equation is
chosen as the same combination of the Lax-Wendroff method with the secondorder upwind method as presented in Chapter 4. The difference now is that the
advection terms only constitute half of the solution at each time step. Also,
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the extra dimension across the strip needs to be included and is represented by

the k subscript. Therefore, with the n-\-\ representing the solution after th

first half of the time step, the Lax-Wendroff equation (2.73) and second-orde
upwind equation (2.74) become respectively
n+i

TsjJ2 = -K n (i - d)T.U* + (i - i^Y)Tslk
+Ki (1 + cs])Ts]+i,k + Af (RHSS)^, (5.79)
n-t-A
f T2
* sj,k

~

n

_ 1 _ TI/I
2C *j \L

C

\T n
i r- nfO
1
*j J *j-2,k ~TCsj l z —

c

. n^m n
sj )J- sj-l,k

+|(1 - c.J)(2 - c.J)r.J4 + A*"(RHS.)^. (5.80)
The grid to solve the diffusion part of the equation across the strip

width is chosen in a similar way to the wall grid as explained in section 2.4
It is expected that the greatest temperature rise will take place at or near

strip edge, so the grid is arranged in the same way as for the wall; that is,

doubling in size from the strip edge inwards to the middle of the strip. This
method is found to be quite suitable when examining the edge effects. The

finite-difference method for the strip therefore takes a similar form to that

the wall as shown in equation (2.87), except that in this case the strip grid
points are halving in size between the strip centre k = 0 and the strip edge
k = E. Therefore,
TsTk1 = SslT^l, + (1 - 3a.2)T.£* + 2*.£T.£|1, (5.81)
for k = 1,E — 1, where the strip diffusion number is
4 «,Atn
a

n

_

,sk

'

•

s

3(Ayk^r

(5.82)

Using this combination of finite-difference methods allows the strip tempera-

ture to be calculated at every grid point across the strip width and througho
the strip length. The gas and wall equations are solved as before, with the

separation of the walls into two different bodies having no effect on the bas
form of the equations.
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However, at the points where the rolls are included in the calculations, extra complexity arises. It is expected that the major variation in the
roll temperature will also be at or near the edges of the strip, both at the
points on the roll underneath the strip and at the roll points just outside the
strip edge. Hence a similar arrangement is desired for the roll grid points,
with the grid spacing doubling from the points at the strip edge to the end roll
point, k = K. This in turn causes other problems, both in evaluating the roll
temperature at the point directly underneath the strip edge, and also in the
case of a strip width change. The time-splitting method is again used to solve
for the roll temperature. In this case, diffusion occurs both across the roll and
into the roll. Therefore, the roll equation (5.66) is solved using

n+J

TrkJJ =

+ (l-*rKvk + l))Trlm + SriTrnk+ltm

Sr>kTrU,m

(5.83)

Trk,m = srmUmTTk^x + (1 — STm(vm + l))TTk^ + SrmTrk,m+l (5.84)
where
2KrAr

srk
S

n

rm

with ARm

(l + UbMAy*-!)2'
~

2KrAtU

(l + ^ K ( A J R m _ 1 ) 2 '

(5.85)
(5.86)

increasing in size from the outside to the inside of the roll shell.

The other parameter vk(= Aykj'Ayk-\) depends on whether the grid positions
being determined are between the strip centre and the strip edge, or between
the strip edge and the edge of the roll. The value of vk in the roll region under
the strip will be the same as the value of vk for the strip (< 1), and the value
for vk in the uncovered roll region is greater than one, since Ayk increases from
the strip edge to the roll edge.
Consider the diagram in Figure 5.6. W h e n a change in the strip
width occurs, the grid spacing has to be reset both for the strip and the roll. If
the number of grid points is set as a constant for the duration of the program
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Figure 5.6: Diagram showing the grids for a weld passing a roll
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E+B
—*• 2 mm -*—

Figure 5.7: Diagram showing the grid around the strip edge
across the strip and the roll, then a change in the strip width means that all
grid spacings change size. The problems with calculating the roll temperature
at the point underneath the strip edge lies with the accuracy and stability of
the finite-difference method used there. Interpolation formulae that are used

need to be two orders of accuracy higher than the finite-difference method used
across the strip in order to maintain the overall accuracy of the method [33].

Even when an interpolation formula is used, it is not necessarily stable for al
cases.
To overcome this, the part of the roll that is 10 mm either side
of the strip edge is treated separately from the rest of the grid, as shown in
Figure 5.7. Here, grid points are placed 1 mm apart so that the grid spacing
is uniform and no problems with accuracy or stability arise other than the
standard FTCS stability restriction that 0 < s < \. This removes the need for
an interpolation formula to find the temperatures at the strip edge. This also
gives excellent resolution of the temperature profile immediately around the

strip edge. Outside of this region, the grid spacing increases out to the middl
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of the roll/strip on one side and the edge of the roll on the other. At the first
point outside this boundary region, the grid spacing is fixed at 2 mm. This

is therefore an integer multiple of the grid spacing within the strip boundary

region, and as a result, the accuracy of the method within the boundary region
(which is 0{(Ay)2}) is maintained [33]. Therefore, if the domain across the
strip/roll surface extends from k = Q,K, with k = E denoting the strip edge,
and B the number of points in the boundary region, then

TSJ,E-B

= Ss'k-iTsj^B-i + (1 - 2ssk-i)TSjiE-B + ssk-\Ts^E2_Bjr2, (5.87)

for the strip near the edge, with ssl = KsAtn/(Ayk)2. The expression for the
roll in this region is
n,

i

TrE-B,m =

S

rk-\TTE-B-\,m + (1 ~ ^&rk-\)TTE-B,m + Srk-\TT E-B+2,m- (5.88)

For the roll outside the strip edge,

*rE+B,m ~ SrkTrE+B-2,m + U

— 2s

rk)TrE+B,m + srkTrE+B+l,m> (5.89)

where sr£ = KrAtn/(Ayk)2.
The grid spacing for the remaining distance out to the edge is
determined by finding the lowest positive real root of the equation

( f; vk^E+BUAyE+B+i = \{wr-ws)-wbdy, (5.90)
\k=E+B
J
for the roll region outside the strip edge, and

TE"1 A ^VE-B = vE-B-\\ws - Wbdy), (5.91)
V k=0

)

for the strip and the roll region underneath it, where wuy = 10 mm represents
the width of the boundary region. Therefore in equation (5.83), vk < 1 for
k = 0,E-B-l, and vk > 1 for k = E — B,K — 1. The values for AyE-B and
Ays+B+i

are

known because they are adjacent to the boundary region, and
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are therefore integer multiples of the grid spacing within the region. In this
case, AyE_B = 2AyE_B+1 and AyE+B+1 = 2AyE+B- Another IMSL routine
[19] is used to find v.
The consequence of this is that the grid spacing is no longer exactly

doubling in size on either side of the grid. Therefore the strip finite-differ
method for the diffusion part of the equation now takes the general form
r.JJ1 = sslukTs]% + (1 - s.l(vk + 1))T.£* + 3^% (5.92)

with
2nsAt
«.* = T T X - T A

A~-

5 93

-

(l + i/fc)Ayjfc_iAyjt
As a result, there are three different solution regions for the roll across its
surface — between the strip centre and the strip edge (k = 0,E — B), between

the strip edge and the roll edge (k = E-\-B, K), and in the region 10 mm eithe

side of the strip edge (k = E — B,E-\- B). The strip also has a separate regio
10 mm in from the boundary, and from there the grid spacing increases in size
towards the centre of the strip according to the value of v for k = 0,E — B.
With the re-meshing of the grid when the width change occurs, the
temperatures at these new points on the roll need to be evaluated also. This

is currently done by taking a linear fit between the roll temperatures using t
old grid, and then finding the temperatures that correspond to the new grid
points. This is probably the main difficulty with this approach, because the
roll temperature profile may not be accurately retained when the new grid is
formed. The temperature profile, at the point where the strip edge had been,
remains for some time, while a new profile forms at the changed position of
the strip edge. One way to overcome this would be to have another boundary
area, similar to the one just described, at both the old and new boundary

areas, with the grid at the old one being removed after the temperature profile
flattens out. This would also cause problems, however, since a varying grid
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would need to be chosen between the two boundaries, as well as the varying
grids either side of the boundaries. If there is a strip width increase, the
grid will change with the roll grid, causing it to have two boundaries also.
These varying grids would introduce accuracy problems and possibly stability

problems for the finite-difference method. In the results shown for the rolls

grid spacing and number of grid points are chosen so that the roll temperatur
profile is retained as accurately as possible, by ensuring that at least one
point lies in the old boundary region.
Using a grid of this form appears to be a good compromise between
accuracy and computation time. It is noted that there are small numerical

oscillations in the solution near the middle of the strip and the edge of the

roll; but since these are of the order of 1 K they are quite insignificant, b
barely noticeable in the graphs that are shown. These oscillations do not
increase in time, and result from numerical errors caused by the combination
of a decreasing, uniform and increasing grid across the one solution domain,
each with different orders of accuracy. The other alternative is to choose a
grid spacing of the order of 1 mm across the whole roll, and hence the whole
strip, which becomes unacceptably expensive in computation time. For the

roll model, this grid for the strip with the boundary region near the edge is

used for all heights in the furnace, with the extra grid points also ensuring
greater accuracy.
The occurrence of a width change in the furnace means that the

advection terms in the strip equation cannot be used for the points across th

strip in the immediate vicinity of the weld. With the re-meshing of the strip

grid, the strip points before and after the weld do not 'line up', except for
centreline strip grid point. The model overcomes this by tracking the weld
position, and when the weld is in the furnace, the model uses advection only

to calculate the half-time step centreline strip temperature, and then diffus
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across the strip at all points as before. Currently, a deficiency in the data
means that the weld does not travel a distance that is equivalent to VsAt
metres over one time interval of At seconds in the data file. At other times,
the weld just 'appears' in the furnace with the new values of strip thickness
width. Because of this, the model actually changes the dimensions of the strip
instantaneously throughout the furnace when the data indicates that the weld
has entered it, rather than progressively changing the dimensions as the weld
travels through the furnace. This routine is included in the model, however,
being available for application when the data is more reliable.
With the addition of many extra equations, several boundary conditions (BCs) have been added to the finite-difference scheme. With these
boundary conditions, care must again be taken concerning their stability when
incorporating them into the FDM. During the analysis of these BCs, it was
found that there were problems with their stability, especially when the side

wall was introduced. The thermal conductivity of the Fiberfrax blanket is lowe

than that of the brick insulation on the adjacent wall, so the side wall bound
ary condition gives a lower stability range than the front wall for the same

time step. Because the radiation heat transfer entering the wall is non-linear

in mathematical form, it is very difficult to determine the stability accurate
When numerical tests were conducted to test the stability range, it was found
that the numerical BC used for the wall in equation (2.89) was unstable when

the number of grid points was reduced (hence the size of the first grid spacin
Az0 at the boundary was increased).
As a result, numerical boundary approximations were constructed
so they might match the truncation error of the BC with that of the finitedifference method used across the domain [33]. The basic form of the matched
truncation error BC, for a derivative boundary condition

dT

a0TQ -b0

—
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co,

(5-94)

with a and b positive, evaluated at y = 0, is
T0"+1 = (1 - 2a(l + anQAy0lbl))TZ + 2sT? - 2Scn0Ay0lbn0. (5.95)
This is obtained by taking a centred-difference about the boundary, giving a
value for thefictitiousgrid point T"x, and by substituting this value into the
finite-difference method used across the solution domain. Using this procedure,
explained in Hildebrand [15], overcame the stability problems at the boundary
for reduced numbers of grid points. Therefore, allfinite-differenceforms of the
derivative boundary conditions for diffusion across the strip, wall and roll were
constructed in this manner.
Another way to obtain some idea of the stability bounds is to linearise the equations about the region of interest. For example, the strip boundary condition (5.3) can be linearised about the strip temperature at the edge;
it does not vary markedly between time steps since the size of the time step is
small. Therefore linearising:
dT

k—

- B

ft-s 0

—

JJ

gs

-B

+a

±J

s

i ys.cj

dy
=

(ca*,+PTl + iri +

H_(Ta-TB))lP.

using Ts = Tse + T's, with Tse the edge strip temperature, gives
FrT'
K ^ = T's({A*Tl - Hs)/Ps + (ali + 8T4 + ^T4 + Hs(Tg - T.e))/P„ (5.96)
dy
with the Von N e u m a n n stability condition for T's when using a boundary approximation of the form (5.95) of

Ss max =

'

2 + ({-4aT*e + H.)AyE-i/(P.k.)y

(a < 0)

' ^^

The value of sSyTnax differs from 0.5 by less than 0.1% when 8 grid points across
the strip are used, meaning that Ay#_i w 2 m m if the grid spacing is doubled
from the edge to the centre, as is done when the roll/strip interaction is not
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being examined. Therefore the influence of the strip boundary condition on
stability is negligible.
Analogous expressions exist when linearising the wall boundary
conditions. For example, equation (5.47) for the side wall can be linearised
about the side wall temperature at the wall/furnace boundary using Twe =
Twe,o -r T^e, so
Swe maX =

'

2 + (4UTwe,o-rh)Az0/kwe>

(5 98)

-

where £we is the coefficient of T4e in the expressions for Bwe and Bg<we as given
in equations (5.28) and (5.35), and h is the coefficient of the convection term
in equation (5.38).
The roll boundary condition (5.69), however, is linear in form and
the stability bounds can be calculated exactly when using equation (5.95). The
bound is
SrR max =

>

2 + CARo/kr'

(5-99)

which varies with ARo. This bound is included in the routine that evaluates
the optimal time step.
The stability range of the overall method is further restricted with
the addition of these new parameters. On top of the gas advection restriction (2.79), the strip advection restriction (2.80), and the wall diffusion restriction (2.99), come criteria for the strip across its width, the side wall and
the roll. Across the strip, it is
At < lur^l!, (5.100)
Z

Ks

where yk is the smallest grid spacing used, which is either the one at the strip
edge, or, when the strip is on a roll, at any point within the boundary region.
For the side wall,
At < l(A*o)2, (5.101)
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grid pts

Az 0

$we,7nax \-Dv^J

swe ( F D M )

8

1.10 m m

0.1832

0.0167

9

0.55 m m

0.2683

0.0672

10

0.27 m m

0.3493

0.2694

11

0.14 m m

0.4113

^0.5

Table 5.1: Stability at side wall boundary
grid pts

AR«

s

rR,max (BC) SrR (FDM)

3

3.14 m m

0.3342

0.0091

4

1.47 m m

0.4060

0.0421

5

0.71 m m

0.4496

0.1781

6

0.35 m m

0.4739

w0.5

Table 5.2: Stability at roll exterior boundary
with the expression for the front wall being the same as that in equation (2.99),
since Kwf = KW. For the roll, the stability criterion is
1 (At/*)2
A t < -v y U
Z.

(5.102)

i\"p

across the roll, where yk is a point within the boundary region. Into the roll,
(5.103)

A*

< I!»

since ARo represents the smallest grid spacing for the grid into the roll.
The model shows that as the number of grid points used in the
strip, wall and roll diffusion equations is decreased, then these time-dependent
stability criteria begin to influence the overall stability conditions more than
the boundary conditions. Consider the Tables 5.1 and 5.2, which compare the
maximum stable value for s at the boundary when using a boundary equation
of the form (5.95), with the value of s at the boundary grid point using the
finite-difference equation (2.87) for the wall and (5.84) for the roll. If the
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number of grid points into the side wall in Table 5.1 is reduced by one, while
the grid is arranged to double its spacing, then the value of 5 for the side wall is
reduced to about one-quarter of its previous value (changing with (Az)2). This
keeps it well below the upper bound determined by the B C , smax (changing
with A z ) , for the same time step At. For eleven grid points with the same
time step, swe > s^max, so the time step must be decreased to ensure stability.
However, the further reduction in a time step that is already small in order to
retain stability is not desired. A similar situation occurs for the grid spacing
into the roll in Table 5.2. Therefore, the number of grid points is chosen
to ensure that the method for each parameter is stable, without having to
significantly reduce the time step. These extra limitations, coupled with the
additional number of calculations involved, acts to substantially increase the
run time of the model. A datafileof around 4 hours duration (as most of those
used here are) now takes around 8 hours of computation time to complete,
compared to only about 15 minutes for the centreline model of Chapter 4.

5.6 Results
The first set of results considers only the effect of the exposed strip edge
surface on the edge temperature. Three examples are given using different
strip thicknesses and widths at various line speeds and gas flow rates. In the
initial graphs, only 8 grid points are used across the strip width, with the
grid spacing doubling from the centre to the edge. This causes some lack of
resolution in the profile shown.
Thefirstgraph in Figure 5.8 shows the variation of strip temperature over its width from the centre of the strip to the edge (therefore the
actual strip width is twice thefiguregiven at the edge while the same profile
is assumed at the other edge). This graph was taken at the end of the data file
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Figure 5.8: E x p o s e d edge surface area - at e n d of
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400

mrl32.dat

mrl32.dat with the strip thickness at 0.4 m m and the strip width at 940 m m .
The gas flows and line speed are found in Figures 4.2 and 3.5 respectively.
The strip profile is clearly quite flat for most of the strip width
until the edge is reached, when the temperature increases by around 13 K at
the edge. The main area of interest is certainly in the last 20-30 m m , where
the heat entering the edge according to equation (5.3) is diffused inwards by
the strip from the edge.
The second example is taken with the data from the end of the
data set mrl35.dat. The gasflowsas shown in Figure 4.4 are much higher; as
a result the temperature increase at the edge is also higher at around 25 K.
Again the main variation in temperature occurs within about 30 m m of the
strip edge. The line speed at this time is 70 metres per minute and the strip
width is 1080 m m .
The final graph in Figure 5.10 is taken with the same data set
mrl35.dat, but this time the model was stopped after 2000 seconds. The value
here of the strip thickness is 0.8 m m and the strip width is 903 m m . Again the
gasflowsare higher that in thefirstexample, though slightly less than for the
second example. This leads to a temperature rise again of about 25 K, but the
centreline strip temperature is over 700°C, so the percentage rise is less when
compared with the previous example.
All of these graphs reveal a temperature rise at the strip edge which
is dependent on the amount of heat entering the furnace, which in turn is dependent to some degree on the gas flow. If the centreline strip temperature
is slightly less than the recrystallisation temperature of the steel, then the
temperature at the edge m a y be slightly higher than the recrystallisation temperature, causing problems in the quality of the steel. The difference in the
strip centreline temperature obtained using this model and the one in chapter 4
is negligible.
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The size of the 'boundary layer' region that is observed in these
results can be approximated using the same analytical technique as shown
in section 2.2, except that the strip is substituted for the wall. By analogy,
equation (2.28) becomes
6=3k(Ts<ed

-T^)^
&gs ~ Hs + qs,c

where Ts>edge is the edge strip temperature and TSj00 represents the centreline
strip temperature. In the example shown in Figure 5.10 at t = 2000 s, the flux
to the strip Bgs-Bs

+ qs,c = 76135 W m ~ 2 , ks = 34.0 W m ^ K " 1 , Ts,edge =

732.3°C and TSi00 = 707.0°C. This gives
3(34)(25.3)
=

76135

= 33

'9 m

m

'

(5-105)

which, when compared with Figure 5.10, gives a good approximation for the
size of the boundary region.
The next set of results looks at the effect of edge drop on the edge
temperature. T h e edge drop effect is coupled with the surface area effect in
the following graphs.
Figure 5.11 shows the thickness profiles used to calculate the strip
temperatures displayed in Figure 5.12. The amount of edge drop modelled is
for the percentage changes shown on the graphs, with the value of dpos chosen
to be 0.5 and wpos = 60 m m as used in equation (5.8). This profile was derived
at the same time as that given in Figure 5.10 — ie, for data set mrl35.dat at
t = 2000 s.
As is expected, the decreasing strip thickness has a substantial

effect on the strip temperature, both at the edge and at all points in betwee
except for the centreline temperature, depending on the edge drop. For the 5 %
edge drop case, the temperature difference is around 50 K. If this were a truly
representative profile, then at certain temperatures there would be substantial
non-uniformities in the metallurgical properties over the strip width. Even
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Figure 5.11: Thickness profiles for edge drop - mrl35.dat after 2000s
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m the 1 % and 2 % drop examples, the temperature rises by around 5 K per
percentage drop; therefore, there is an approximate 1% temperature rise for

every 1% thickness drop. It is clear that the temperature profile closely foll
the thickness profile.
Next, the influence of the side walls is examined. In the graphs
that follow, comparisons are made between the temperature profiles of the
strip for both the one-wall model and the split two-wall model. The graphs

compared are for data sets already examined, that being for data set mrl35.dat
after a time of 2000 s. Comparisons are made assuming an edge drop of 0% in

Figure 5.13, 1% in Figure 5.14 and 2% in Figure 5.15. The solid line represent
the profiles shown previously for these examples, while the dashed line gives
the profile of the separated wall model.
Contrary to what was expected, separating the side walls from the
front walls appears to have a very small effect on the strip edge temperature
in comparison to the extra edge surface area and the edge drop effect. The
difference in temperature between the centre and the edge for the one-wall
and two-wall models is very slight. In Figure 5.13, the one-wall model gives
a temperature difference of 25.26 K, and the two-wall model 27.10 K. For
Figure 5.14, the differences are 30.64 K and 33.01 K, and for Figure 5.15,
36.08 K and 39.02 K. Therefore, when the separated-wall model is included,
its effect accounts for less than 10% of the total temperature difference.
The reasons for this small influence probably relate to the fact that

the edge is already hotter than the rest of the strip, as shown when examining

the effect of the extra surface area exposed and the edge drop. The difference
in temperature between the edge and the source of heat transfer to it is less

than it is between the strip face — at a lower temperature than the edge — and
the same source. Therefore the heat transferred by radiation and convection
will be less to the strip edge than to the strip face. Also, even though the
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of one-wall and two-wall models — 2 % edge drop
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radiation shape factor between the side wall and the strip edge Fwe<se is much

larger in a relative sense than between the front wall and the strip edge Fwf
it still has a very small absolute value (0.00066 for strip 1 m wide and 1 mm
thick according to equation (5.15)). Therefore, only a very small proportion
of the heat from the walls is received by the strip edge.
However, the two-wall model is itself somewhat deficient. The

model actually suggested that the side walls were hotter than the front walls,

which is certainly not expected in the furnace since the gas burners are locat
on the front walls. The direct exposure of the front walls to the strip means

that the strip obtains most of its heat from the front walls, reducing the tem
perature to below that of the side walls. Some quick tests in allocating some
of the heat of combustion Qcomb directly into the front wall rather than into
the gas was found to increase the overall strip temperature and increase the

front wall and side wall temperatures. The opportunity exists for further work
in this area.
The final set of results examines the effect of the rolls on the strip
temperature variation across the strip width. A change in the strip width has

been found to play a less important part in the variation of strip temperature
than the strip thickness change throughout the thesis, but in this section on

the rolls, the variation in strip width is shown to markedly influence the tem
perature profile across the strip. All of the examples shown here are in the

case of transients, when a new coil enters the furnace with a different width.

The solid line in the graphs to follow represents the strip temperature on the

roll, and the dashed lines represent the internal grid points in the roll, fro

the surface at R = 0 to the inside of the shell, R = dr. Five internal roll gri
points were used in the following graphs. All cases considered assume a strip
edge drop of 2%, with the same values for dpos and wpos as used previously.
The first case considered is that of a decreasing strip width, with
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the roll temperature outside the strip edge at a lower temperature than the

strip. The data set used in this example is mrl36.dat. The width change occurs
at 4495 s into the data set, with the old coil 1235 mm wide and the new coil
1070 mm wide. For this run, 26 grid points were chosen across the strip and
50 across the roll (both including the points in the boundary region). With
this choice, a grid point after the width change is located 612.5 mm from the

centre of the roll, when re-meshing using equation (5.90). Considering that th
edge of the old strip coil was 617.5 mm from the centre, the roll temperature
profile in this region should be retained well.
The graph shown in Figure 5.16 is that of the strip and the roll

before the weld occurs at t = 4490 s. The strip temperature profile is simila
that seen in the graphs of the edge drop in Figure 5.12. The major difference
is at the very edge, where there is a slight peak due to the heat conduction

over the strip edge from the strip to the lower roll temperature in accordanc
with equation (5.74). This peak does not extend further in toward the centre
of the strip over time, because the strip already has the basic temperature
profile from advection before it reaches the roll, and the contact time with

the roll is too short. Outside the strip edge, the roll temperature is virtual

uniform throughout the roll thickness, and under the strip the profile closely

follows that of the strip. Also, as suggested, the numerical oscillations in t

roll temperature toward the end of the roll are negligible. This initial grap
can also be interpreted as a typical 'steady-state' profile for the strip in

with a roll, for the example when the roll is cooler than the strip outside th
strip edge.
The next graph, Figure 5.17, is taken five seconds after the weld

passes the roll. Two peaks in the roll temperature are now evident — one where
the strip edge was, and one where the strip edge is. The strip temperature
profile is basically unchanged. The high thermal mass of the roll means that
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Figure 5.16: Decreasing width, lower roll temperature — before width change
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Figure 5.17: Decreasing width, lower roll temperature —
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5 0 0 s after w i d t h

it takes a substantial amount of time for this peak to disappear as the heat

diffuses and radiates away. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 are taken 100 and 500 secon
after the weld change respectively, and evidence of the peak still exists in

cases. The centreline strip temperature continues to vary as a consequence of
the heat transfer processes occurring in the DFF above the roll.
Of more importance is what happens when a strip width increase

occurs, because of its effect on the strip temperature. Two cases of this are
now considered — the cases when the roll temperature is higher and lower
than the strip temperature.
The situation where the width increase covers an area of higher
roll temperature is shown in Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. The data set
examined is mrl35.dat, and the width change examined occurs at 9182 s into
the data set. In this example, 26 grid points across the strip and 50 grid
points across the roll were chosen. The width increase is from 900 mm to
1020 mm. Therefore, the eighth grid point is at 449.6 mm from the centre of
the strip after the width change, which is only 0.4 mm from the position of

the previous edge. The profile taken two seconds prior to the width increase,
and graphed in Figure 5.20, shows a typical strip width temperature profile,
with the roll underneath coupled closely to it and the roll outside the edge

still at a temperature of over 700°C. The cycle change that brought the strip
temperature down occurred at just after 8000 s according to Figure 4.4, with

the roll cooling slowly because of its high thermal mass. Figure 5.20 shows a

typical profile when the strip is in contact with a roll that is hotter outsi
the edge — there is no 'peak' in the strip temperature near the edge in this
example.
After the strip width increase occurs, as shown in Figure 5.21,
the heavy coupling between the strip and roll causes the roll temperature to
begin equilibrating with the strip, in accordance with equation (5.69), with
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the fastest response at the roll surface. The consequence of this coupling is

that the strip profile not only includes a peak at the strip edge, but the s
temperature in the region straddling the old and new strip width (between
900 and 1020 mm) is also higher than normal. This means that not only is

the region of the strip within 30 mm or so of the edge at a possibly differe

metallurgical state, but so is the region that extends to the point correspo
to the old strip width. The edges themselves are also seen to be gaining a

substantial amount of heat via conduction over the strip edges from the roll

outside of it, as well as from the coupling with the roll underneath it. The

equilibration is still found to be occurring 18 seconds later in Figure 5.22

it is nearly completed about two minutes after the width change according to
Figure 5.23. The line speed over this period is about 70 metres per minute,

so if it takes two minutes for the strip profile to return to 'normal', then
possible that over 100 m of defective steel has been produced.
The final example is in the case of a strip width increase over a

region of the roll that is at a lower temperature. The data set mrl3^.dat is

in this case and the values are initialised from 3060 s into the data set, i

the roll is cooler than the strip. The width increase from 1210 mm to 1550 m

occurs at 3668 s into the data set. In this example, 29 points across the st
and 55 points across the roll were chosen. This arrangement positioned a

grid point at 598.2 mm from the centre, which is shown to retain the old rol
temperature profile well. The initial strip profile is shown in Figure 5.24

similar to that previously shown before a weld change as in Figure 5.16. The

next graph (Figure 5.25) shows the profile just half a second after the weld
change passes the roll. The line speed is 60 metres per minute and the gas
flows remain unchanged for the period examined here. The strip thickness is

1.5 mm, changing to 0.9 mm 20 seconds later (another example of the problems
with the data sets — the width and thickness should change simultaneously).
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Figure 5.24: Increasing width, lower roll temperature —
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12 s after width

The results from this case are very interesting. The strip now

physically covers the old peak in the roll temperature, and the advection onto

the strip in the furnace means that the edge strip profile is also similar, bu
with a deeper dip at the very edge because of the conductive effect there. At
the same time, the presence of the strip over a previously uncovered section

of the roll causes a rapid equilibration of the strip and the roll in this new
coupled section. Perhaps the most peculiar effect is at the point where the
old strip edge was. Again there is equilibration occurring between the strip

and the roll, but it is in such a way that the result is the double peak in th
strip seen in Figure 5.25. The strip temperature has therefore been raised
by the coupling at the point of the previous strip edge, and lowered by the
coupling at the points in between the old and new edge. Evidence of the
peak is still seen in Figures 5.26 and 5.27 taken 2 s and 12 s after the weld
change respectively, although the extra peak appears to die out quickly with
the rapid coupling. Immediately after this, a large increase occurs in the

centreline strip temperature, primarily caused by the strip thickness decrease
Therefore, further comparisons were not possible with this data set, so it is
not known how long the influence of the double peak lasts. From the graphs

shown, it appears that the double peak would subside fairly rapidly due to the
heavy coupling between the strip and the roll.
Also included in Figures 5.26 and 5.27 is the boot strip temperature, taken respectively 0.5 and 10.5 seconds after the weld change, when the
piece of strip shown contacting the roll in these diagrams was at the boot.
These graphs show the coupling effect between the roll and the strip. The
negligible gas flow in the boot section also causes the edge temperature to

decrease slightly — in this example, it results in a drop of around 5 K before
the strip contacts the roll. The rest of the decrease, as well as the peak in
strip temperature on the roll, is caused by the coupling effect.
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The consequence of these results is that the strip region correspond-

ing to the old strip width may be hotter than the parts of the strip directly
around it. This could also cause metallurgical deficiencies in the strip if

temperatures are in the critical region near the recrystallisation temperatu

The situation could arise that there is an 'island' of steel a certain dista

from the edge that has been treated differently to the rest of the steel. Th
would mean that that entire section of strip would have to be scrapped.
These results show that care obviously needs to be taken when
treating the strip in the furnace. The measured and controlled centreline
strip temperature should be set to ensure an adequate safety margin under
normal processing conditions (except perhaps, during cycle changes), and the
temperature should be kept low enough or high enough to ensure that the

metallurgical property of the steel at the edges is not too different from t
elsewhere.
It should also be mentioned briefly that the other two rolls located

in the bridge section of the furnace have similar temperature profiles in th
cases just described, although the temperatures found there are much lower

than at the boot. Therefore the metallurgical implications are not as signif

for the bridge rolls. The profile quickly dies out as the strip travels thro
the bridge because of the absence of gas flow.

5.7 Summary
This chapter of the thesis has examined the temperature differences at the

edges of the strip and the mechanisms which cause these differences. In summary:
• the extra surface area at the strip edge, when exposed to heating in the
furnace, results in significantly higher temperatures at the edge, where
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the temperature rise depends on the amount of heat available in the
furnace;
• the effect of the decrease in strip thickness across its width (edge drop)
also has a significant effect on the strip edge temperature, in proportion
to the percentage change in thickness from the centre to the edge;
• the side walls do not affect the edge strip temperature in a significant
way, although this may be a deficiency of the model; and

• the rolls, especially the boot roll, can have quite a sizeable impact on th
edge temperature, especially when a change in the strip width occurs,
both in increasing or damping the edge temperature. This effect can
occur over an area that relates to the location of the old and new strip
edges (in the case of a strip width increase).
During the investigation of the edge effects, it was found that the
centreline strip temperatures derived using these models of the edge effects
differ by a maximum of 15 K from the centreline temperatures obtained in the
l-D strip model of Chapter 4. Because of the very large increase in computa-

tional time caused by the extensions to the model, with the small differences

in the centreline strip temperatures that result, it may be advisable to have
two separate models — one to determine the centreline strip temperature, and
one for the edge temperature. This would save a substantial amount of time
if the edge analysis was unnecessary for some reason.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has involved the development and implementation of mathematical
models for steel processing furnaces found on some of B H P Steel's continuous
galvanising lines. Of course, the models are by no means complete, and further
work can be done to improve them.

For example, the derivation of more

accurate values for some of the heating parameters, such as strip and gas
emissivity, would enable more accurate testing of the models. At present,
these values are, at best, educated guesses, but even a slight change, especially
in the strip emissivity, was found to change significantly the results of the strip
temperature in the models. For the radiant tube furnace, an analysis of the
strip edge temperature there could produce some interesting results. The walls
are very hot everywhere in the R T F , and the exposure of the edge to radiation,
as well as the edge drop effect and the presence of six hot participating turnaround rolls, could be expected to affect the edge temperature. A more detailed
off-line R T F model could be developed also, with a resultant greater emphasis
on accuracy. This could include a separation of the tubes and the wall, and an
increase in the number of grid points with the incorporation of finite-difference
methods to solve the equations more accurately. Using implicit finite-difference
methods should increase the stability range and hence the run-time of the
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model of the edge effects, which would be advantageous. If this is done, a
much finer grid could be used to obtain better resolution of the variation
in the roll and strip temperature, although computation time would still be
reasonably large.
To summarise the thesis: the original direct-fired furnace model
for CGL2 was found to be in good agreement with the experimental data
that was available at the time. The on-line radiant tube furnace model for

MCL6 was reasonably accurate, while the use of an in-built filtering mechanis
acted to further reduce errors during the run-time — indeed, the model is
to be implemented by BHP as part of their control strategy for the whole
MCL6 furnace section. When adapting the original CGL2 model to the directfired furnace on MCL6, an underprediction of the actual strip temperature
occurred, but this adaptation allowed the model to be extended and tested in
two dimensions across the strip. The final piece of work on the temperature
differences across the strip showed that the edges can become substantially

hotter than the middle; an effect which can have considerable repercussions o

the metallurgical quality of the steel. This was caused mainly by the exposur
to radiation of the extra surface area of the strip at the edge, and by the
decrease in the thickness of the strip across the width. It was found that

the boot roll also influenced the strip edge temperature markedly, especially
during an increase in the strip width. The temperature profile between the
positions of the old and new strip edge depends on whether the part of the

roll newly covered by the strip was hotter or cooler than the strip before be

covered. These results for the edges have important implications; they sugges

an edge temperature consistently hotter than the centreline strip temperature

and that during width changes, the boot roll can influence an even larger are
of the strip than just the edge.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
Symbols -- English alphabet.

A

surface area (m2)

B

radiosity ( W m - 2 )

C

roll conductance ( W m - 2 K _ 1 )

c

Courant number

cp

specific heat (J kg -1 K _ 1 )

d

thickness (m)

DH

hydraulic diameter (m)

F

radiation shape factor

H

convection coefficients in Qgs and Qgw ( W m

h

enthalpy (J kg -1 )

h

heat transfer coefficient ( W m - 2 K - 1 )

k

thermal conductivity ( W m _ 1 K _ 1 )

I

length (m)

m

mass (kg)

ra

massflowrate (kg s_1) [m3 hr-1 in Chapter

M

addition rate of combusted gas (kg m _ 1 s"~ )

Nu

Nusselt number
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"

perimeter (m)

"r Prandtl number
q heat flow rate (W) [W m~2 in section 2.2]
?-,c convective heat flux to surface '_' (W m~2)
Q heat flow rate per unit length (W m-1)
Re Reynolds number
s diffusion number
T temperature (K)
t time (s)
V velocity (m s_1)

w width (m)

x furnace co-ordinate (parallel to strip flow) (m)
y furnace co-ordinate (perpendicular to strip flow) (m)
z furnace co-ordinate (into the wall) (m)
R furnace co-ordinate (into the roll) (m)

Symbols - G r e e k alphabet.
a absorptivity
8 penetration distance (m)
£ emissivity
K thermal diffusivity (m2 s_1)
p dynamic viscosity (kg m_1 s_1)
v multiple change in grid spacing
p density (kg m-3)
p reflectivity
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 * IO-8 W m~2 K-4)
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T

transmissivity
radiation coefficients in Qgs ( W m - 1 K~ 4 )

a, P, 7

radiation coefficients in Qgw ( W m - 1 K - 4 )

P-, v, £

All other symbols used that are not denoted here are explained where they
occur.

Subscriptsi.

a

air

ad

at adiabatic flame temperature

comb

combustion

f

furnace

9

gas

r

roll

s

strip

se

strip edge

*f

strip face

w

wall

we

side-on wall

wf

front-on wall

in

into the furnace (RTF)

out

out from the furnace via wall conduction (RTF)

waste

out from the furnace via waste gases (RTF)

3

grid point in a;-direction

k

grid point in redirection

I

grid point in z-direction

m

grid point in R-direction

n

time step (superscript)
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Combinations of any of these signifies a transfer from one to the other. For
example, Bgs denotes the radiosity from the gas to the strip; Fw<ttWf is the
shape factor from the side-on wall to the front-on wall, and so on.
Furnace name abbreviations.

All for continuous coating lines run by BHP Steel Sheet k Coil Products
Division.

ZAL1

ZINCALUME Line No. 1

CGL2

Continuous Galvanising Line No. 2

DCL3

Dual Coating Line No. 3

ZAL4

ZINCALUME Line No. 4

ZAL5

ZINCALUME Line No. 5

MCL6

Metal Coating Line No. 6
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Appendix B
Values of various parameters

Most functions used in this thesis for parameters such as the emissiv
specific heat are taken from Martire [28], and Stone k Morrison [51]. Those
taken from the general literature are shown below.
Strip
Thermal Conductivity (W m"1 K"1) (Weast [61]), Ts in K :
ks = 4.1978 * 10~5T2 - 0.12099TS + 112.27. (B.l)
Roll
Emissivity (Touloukian [56]), TT in K :
Er = 0.11225 + 1.9679 * 10"4Tr - 5.4596 * 1Q'8T2. (B.2)
Specific Heat (J kg"1 K" 1 ) (Peckner k Bernstein [38]), Tr in K :
Cpr

= 419.27 + 0.449147; - 2.6382 * 10~4Tr2.

(B.3)

Thermal Conductivity ( W m" 1 K" 1 ) (Peckner k Bernstein [38]), Tr in °C :
kr = 11.714 + 1.0597 * 10~2Tr + 1.4019 * 10_6rr2.
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(B.4)
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